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Falklands’
sheep 

j will help
you shiale

leathers; O CHAMOIS 
from the Falklands are 
now on sale at Halfords 
shops. First ever from 
Falkland Islands sheep, 
they cost £1.99 each.
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]Vo Central American 

call for military aid
Year’s reprieve 

Gibraltar dockyard
m'

„ nrcvmvn WFTTFRN Naval Correspondent ! "RRITAIN has had no Government be seeking to ur 
By DESMOND .wai urrc , J3 request for military ho,d the Charter of the

1 rpRE Navy’s dockyard at would depend on the ma.ntrn-, h , j CentraI America, United Nations in Central
X Ll ' l a nee of new working pi actices, tv,A primp MTMT^TFR «aiH America as throughout theGibraltar, which was bul thp British Government the PRIME MINISTER said world? " asked Mr Foot.
to have closed by the end would also release certain yesterday during Commons w thatchfr renlipd1 41T

/T, of this year as pari of the Defence Ministry land on the questions. i0n" know who he suggests
j 1981 defence cuts, has been Rock for developing te new Replying to claims from the should go to Nicaragua to pro- 

reprieved for a year and its \ard and to *>d tou is . Opposition Leader, Mr FOOT tect the people there, but I
1 transition to a commercial Mr Stewart gave ft at any fai]ure by her to have no shadow of doubt that

ship repair yard will take jnce that the uPhold the rights of the he and many oher people saw
Diace on Jan 1. 1985. \v°uld;t r hraUaecon Nicaraguans would make her what happened when the Pope
PX4 i!n Q.pwart the Under- dlffiCU,it'l ,t [h?whnle Do.itioS “guilty of hvpocrisy and of en- went to Nicaragua and tried to

sWSbSt*E* ssS sBaft,;aps£-!sa*
‘■'•“•-s— akSS£.“ ,u "■ foot Si.'S,™.”;

Gibraltar government cirVAI FROM SPAIN “ This is "actly what the ^ntral America through thebiDrauar governmem. SIGNAL FKUJVI i>rAlI\ United States was trving to United Nations. MrsBritain would give £28 up a ares as tr. ng o THATCHER a d d e d : “The
million to cover the cost of the Call for Howe ta jj j ’ British Government wiil try to
changeover, and any losses that Our Madrid Correspondent j * secure self-determination and
might be sustained initially, on writes: The British Ambassador i PoDe’s exDerience will uphold efforts to try to
the condition that there were t0 Madrid. Sir Richard Parsons, r * secure democracy throughout
assurances from the labour was requested yesterday to, Mr FOOT said that while the Cpntra] America” 
force over the implemenlation signal Whitehall that Spain was people of Belize had to be Later, the Leader of the Com- 
of new working practices. hoping for a bilateral meeting j protected against unfair aggros- mons 'Mr BTFFEN said he 

In addition, during the first with - Sir Geoffrey Howe, | sion, the people nf Nicaragua lVOllld consider calls from Mr
a statement todav 

from the Foreign Secretary on 
41 Should not the British the Central American crisis.

;

in ouv.iimu .................................. - Geoffrey
three Tcar^afteT the'' format ion Foreign Secretary, to discuss | had the^ same‘rights as did the Foot" for 

'of the Gibraltar Ship Repair a 
Co. £14 million would be Gibraltar dispute, 
allowed for the refitting ot 

’ lankers, stores and landing counterpart, 
ships of the Royal Flcet Auv Moran, are 

. iliarx, .... .
to £1 million a year for refitting attending the closing cerrmoin 

j oth®r Ministrj-owned ships.
! Thp flow of fund<- 
| Britain after the initial grant fercnce.

political solution to the Falkland Islanders.

Sir Geoff rev and hie Spanish 
Senor Fernando

, llJV ............ ............... ...... .... due to meet in
and a further £500.000 Madrid in September while!!

o European
from Co-operation and Security Con-

of the 35-nation

150 Argentines
sentenced

About 150 members of the 
Argentine security forces have 
been tried and sentenced b<' 
military
“ excesses ” committed during 
the 1970s 44 dirty war ’’ against 
subversion, according to Gen. 
Reston, the Interior Minister.

He refused to release the 
exact number of security per
sonnel currently held in military 
jails. He also gave, no details 
on the “ excesses ” carried 
out.

FALKLAND FISHERIES
By Our Political Staff 

A number of companies have 
expressed an interest in exploi
tation of the fisheries around the 
Falklands and South Georgia. 
Mr Ray Whitney. Under Secre
tary at the Foreign Office, said 
in a Commons written answer 
yesterday.

He added: “These approaches 
are under consideration by the 
Falkland Islanfs Government 
and ourselves."

tribunals for

L
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slump in shipping, may have been extin- 
*. guished altogether by the Spanish decision 

- to press ahead with the redevelopment of 
’ the neighbouring port of Algeciras. Then 
h- there is the Nato angle to consider. Gibral- 
f tar offered the alliance the only specialist 
I naval repair facility in the western Mediter- 

: ranean, particularly important for nuclear 
submarines. A port reduced to scraping a 
living from passing trade, mercantile and 
naval, cannot be expected to set aside 

! . expensive facilities for unpredictable emer
gencies, as the US Navy was among the first 

to appreciate.
The central issue of course is Spain’s 

claim to sovereignty over Gibraltar, which is 
analogous to China’s attitude on Hong Kong. 
On the latter question the British Govern
ment is showing signs of commendable 
pragmatism 'after Mrs Thatcher’s ill - 
advised brusqueness in Peking last year;

if sovereignty has been put to one side 
to allow less ticklish issues to be explored, 
constructive talks are in progress. In theory 
we have 14 years to sort out Hong Kong 
before the lease expires. If in 1986 Spain is 
to become a full member of the EEC (the 
fifth element in our complex Gibraltar- 

. related issues), we may have less than two 
and a half years to settle the future of the 
Rock.

even

Earlier this month, the Spanish foreign 
••V minister, Mr Moran, made the unanswerable 

point that it would hardly be beneficial for 
the EEC to have one member maintaining a 
colony on the territory of another. Mrs 
Thatcher however chose to answer this last 
week by saying that Spain could hardly 
expect to be admitted to the EEC until she 

. lifted all the remaining restrictions on her 
border with Gibraltar. This was inevitably 
read in Madrid as a threat to veto Spanish 
accession. We have argued here before that 
it is in Spain’s best interest to woo the still 
desperately pro - British Gibraltarians by 
making the border irrelevant. In a perfect 
world, Spain would join the EEC and acti
vate her dormant membership of Nato, Bri
tain would cede sovereignty, the Spanish 
Navy would move into Gibraltar, the Rock s 
economy would emerge from quarantine 
and its inhabitants would jump for joy. 
Meanwhile it is high time that the 1980 
Lisbon Agreement on lifting all restrictions 
in exchange for unconditional talks was put 
into effect. It would be a good start if Sir 
Geoffrey Howe arranged this with Mr Moran 
on the fringe of the final round of the Mad
rid security conference in September.

■O,

\ : More props 

jor the Rock*
r r Yesterday’s Government announcement 

'iff the final arrangements for winding up 
naval dockyard facilities at Gibraltar raises 
a whole complex of disturbing issues which 
do not appear to have been thought through 
in London. We shall limit ourselves to men
tioning five of them. The £28 million con
science money to compensate foi* the loss of 
at least 1,000 jobs will come from the over

aid budget. As Britain devotes just 0.38 
per cent of GNP (compared with the UN 

1 target of 0.7 per cent) to what is meant to 
lie aid to the world’s poor, this seems to be 

; a doubly shabby expedient. It is the De
fence Ministry that will save £10 million a 

the deal, and it is their bloated

seas

year on
budget that should have been tapped.

The pious hope that the dockyard facili- 
1 ties will be able to survive on a commercial 

basis, already undermined by the world
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'Action 

on lost
Chairman says interest inpeople
islands «a matter for pride ’. From Jeremy Morgan 

in Bnenos Aires 
ARGENTINA’S military 

;? regime said it had taken 
action against officers for 
crimes during the “ dirty 
W ’’gainst Its opponents in 
the 1970s.

The Interior Minister.
LI am 11 Reston, 

claimed that about 200 mem
bers of the armed forces and 

, aecurity services, including 
civilians, wfr-e held*at Caseros 
prison in the capital.

They were detained and 
•Wed by civil justice for 

• having committed excesses 
during the anti-subversive 
•truggle,” he reportedly told 
members of a tiny and until 

virtually unknown poli 
ncaJ grouping. Democratic 
Concentration.

The statement was seen as 
a shift In tactics by the 
regime, which J* seeking 
civilian support for _ 
n«ty absolving officers for 
offences in the “ dirty war,” 
when at least €,000 to 15,000 
people disappeared.

Until now, the regime has 
taken the unapologetic line 
that its officers’ actions were 
"acts of servicen to defend 
the country against Marxist- 
inspired attack.

Jt has also argued that its 
•peers are subject to military 
rather than civilian Justice, 
a claim that appears to have 
been undermined by General 
Heston’s statement

The minister hinted that 
the regime might make the 

proposed amnesty law at some 
la August Uncon- 

tinned reports earlier sug
gested that the ruling milit
ary Junta, made up of the 
beads of all three armed 
forces, had decided on the 
first half of next month. The 
Junta is also said to have 
decided that the s^ealled 
;Law of Pacification should 
apply from May, 1973, when 
the last elected Peronist 
Government took power, until 
July last year, when the 
Blgnone Government assumed 
office.

Coalite backed 

over operations 

in Falklands
' General

!

By Paul Keel The sale, he implied, would
, Coalite shareholders raster- ?“®Ie Menders to develop 
days gave their backing for the thelr “oop-based economy in a 
conduct of the company’s odo- way which the company had 
rations in the Falkland*; where restricted 
lit enjoys a virtual monopoly Bl? ** said he did
control pra? the islands’- econ- n<* believe that the islanders 
pmy. would have any criticism! to

Thd Falkland Islands Com- fLP*
pany, a subsidiary of the Bol- *
sover-based solid fuel group,
has attracted widespreadand was what Coalite
hostile attention since the provid^ WOU 4 continue Jo 
South ABantio conJUot tot m*l.d that

* . Coalite was negotiating a
cr!tlci,e<11 for r* partnership with a foreign 

tarding the development cf the company to exploit flahing 
islands economy, and for trad- around the islands. But after 
ing with Argentine troops dur- yesterday’s meeting he would 
Ing their occupation. not aay which company or

But at yesterday’s annual nation might be involved in 
general meeting of the .CoalJtei the venture.
Group, at the Savoy Hotel, ‘ rvvaiit«’« u.# ...
London, the group’s chairman, werB UD 14 ?
Mr Ted Needham said that the
interest they had shown in th«| n* m i?
l8h“hethe compiny 'wu'gWin* ««IW

WK# SSSX*Kf a2k'g“3
.D£fcFT5,lk W1*' i 41011 with ' activities

shareholder and chairmin of other than its main solid fuel
thv?! wSave E?*ltn<l cru“de— operations, a profit of £2,125 is 
which organises St George a shown.
day celebrations—was shouted The Falklands Islands Corn- 
down by other shareholders pany owns almost half the land 
when he suggested that as the in the islands, and more than 
Falklands operations amounted half of the 600,000 sheep. It 
to only 2 per cent of Coalite’s dominates retail and communi- 
activites, it would be. better if cation activities in the Falk- 
they were sold off. lands.

Q
an am-

I
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‘‘Enterprise breeds on confidence in the future. 
The General Election result has quenched political 
anxieties for the duration of another parliamentary 
term and the process of restoring the country’s 
competitive ability on the basis of sound money and 
productive jobs can continue. It was clear at the outset 
that the process of reversal and recovery would be 
painful and slow but we now have the awaited signs of 
business improvement and it is to be hoped the 
momentum will be sustained.

!

1
1

i

During the recession, our resources have been 
progressively consolidated to provide a sound basis 
from which our various activities can take full

1

advantage of the gradual recovery now coming into 
view.”

O
Ted Needham, Chairman(From Chairman’s Statement)

19821983
GROUP RESULTS 

Turnover 

Profit before tax 

Tax
Dividends 

Earnings per share

£000£000

415,925 406,869
27,340 23,861
11,637 8,210
4,343 3,896
18.26p 18.20p

*0
iiz-3

The main activities of the group comprise solid smokeless fuel manufacture, oil and 
chemicals’ processing, fuel distribution, vehicle building and distribution, transport, 
warehousing and shipping services, builders’ merchaoting, instrument manufacture, 
and sheep farming in the Falkland Islands.

%-**•.
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Forged Thatcher tape 

4work of KGB’

Ringing tone
It reflects no credit on its 

•authors. While the tape carries 
the true voices of Mr* Thatcher 
and Mr Reagan, evidently 1 
spliced together - from their . 
speeches, their words are 1 
almost drowned by the insistent 1 

of a
■<i» typical“ beep-beep ”

British telephone ringing tone.
This disguises the fact that 

the words on the tape bear very 
little relation to the transcript 
that the unknown purveyors 
helpfully provided—in Dutdi.
'The alleged telephone con

versation is supposed to have 
occurred during the Falkland* 
war.

?.
By DAVID SHEARS in Washington

^JOVIET K G B 41 disinformation ” specialists are 
suspected by the State Department of concocting

§ perhaps their crudest effort yet—a purported tape 
v recording of a non-existent telephone talk between 

Mrs Thatcher and Presi
dent Reagan.

The tape and its 'false 
written “transcript” sur
faced just before the British 
General Election in an 
evident attempt to discredit 
Mrs Thatcher.

Mr Reagan Is quoted In the 
written transcript ns telling 
Mrs Thatcher to “ control your
self . . . because otherwise the 

t area (presumably 
America) is going to hell.” But 
no auch words can be deciphered 

j on the tape. ’
The accompanying letter, 

described by State Department 
analysts as “ bearing the 

| fingerprint of the KGB” 
■by virtue of its style and anony
mous nature, departs even 
-further from the actual tape.

Also written in Dutch, it says 
that the Reagan-Thatcher tele
phone talk confirmed sus
picions that the Argentine 
Cruiser General Belgrano " pro
bably was torpedoed atjhe 
son at
when it was outside the war 
aone and moving away from 
there.”

One barb of innuendo In the 
covering letter was the sug* 
tion that Mrs Thatcher had 
“protected the monarchy” by 
failing to warn the destroyer 
Sheffield of the Exocet missiles 
Which sank her, while the 
carrier Invincible with Prince 
Andrew os board had been able 
to fend off the missiles.

A.

Latin

“ They were sent to two lead- ] 
mg Dutch newspapers with an 
even more tendentious anony
mous leter urging publication— 
and the hope that the tale 
Would then be ‘published in
Britain.

The newspapers—NUC Han- 
delsblad and De Telegraaf— 
became suspicious and tipped 
off the American Embassy in 
The Hague. Now the State De
partment’s experts in exposing 
planted Russian forgeries have 
been able to analyse the 
material in detaiL

o
per-

command of Thatcher

es-
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.
Out of touch
The Falkland Islands ha(Ve been cut 

jTbir. No. not jn the south Atlantic but 
right here in London WhcEe * the, 

“ Falkland Islands Office finds itself 
without telephone and Telex after 
moving from Great Smith Street to 

■ Tufton Strcet.i :“Inc9iTtmunicado“ 
was the plairrtive word from a 
callbox. Their plight could last some 
•time. A firm of solicitors in Covent 
Garden. ThomasIM. Barth, has been 

•' Irving to contact British Telecom’s.
• North Central Area Sales Office by 
' telephone for-two weeks. Every time 

1hc phone rang;unanswered. Finally 
‘they sent a Telex explaining they 

’’wanted to buy some equipment and 
• had been ringing without success for 
a fortnight. The response was: “Do 

.‘“you have a reference for us?“

o

1
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an extra 7 pc 

to charities

July 27, 1983

BBC seeks to gauge 

levels of biasBy Margaret Dibben lished in May 1982, attracted
The 200 companies most more than £14 million in the 

I generous to charity last year following 12 monihs, although 
increased their donations by 7 this has not been broken down 
per cent in real terms. Even between companies and indivi- 
though profits and the number duals. , ,
of employees fell, they gave Central and local govern-
more than £31 million. ™?nt contributed nearly S128

The Guardian and Manches- million to chanties in 1981-82 
ter Evening News slipped from nearLv 18 per cent of the totr*. 
first place in 1981 to fourth income. But this was spread 
last year for donating the larg- aJT101}8 less than half of the 
est amount as a percentage of chanties in a foundation 
profit The group is placed sample of 200, which took 
190th among the top 200 cor- nearly a third of its income 
porate donors. fr?.m the Government.

oM. * *• 1 j Support from the Govern-These statistics are compiled menis unevenly divided.
firti F°unc*at,on Social welfare received 70 per 

(CAF) in the fifth annual sur- cent and Wjthin this slice, the
physically handicapped

being extracted for the first cejVed 44 per cent; families 
time- and children 38 per cent; the

Private individuals donated mentally handicapped 3 per 
£310 million to charity in 1980, cent; and the elderly 1 per 
the largest contribution to char- cent, 
tailed statistics are available.

According

By ROBIN STRINGER Television Correspondent
T^MPLOYERS are reluct* tbird is " the constant scatter- 

ant to appear in the shot from individuals who feel 
that since they have paid* their 
licence fee. the editorial policy 
of the BBC should be more 
closely aligned to their views.”

television studio with trade 
unionists because they 
fear they will be less arti
culate, according to Mr 
Alan Protheroe, the B B C’s 
assistant director-general.

Mr Protheroe goes on to 
identify other problems facing 
the BBC in its search for 

This is just one of the prob- balance. “The complexity and 
lems facing the BBC in its timescale of industrial ded- 
search for impartiality and sions makes coverage difficult, 
balance which Mr Protheroe and access to the decision- 
outlines in a paper for the oor- making process has not been 
poration’s General Advisory gained in this area as it has 
Coundl called “ Holding the been by some producers to— 
balance in current affairs pro- f0r example — the Navy, the 
grammes police, public and comprehen-

Recognising the need to have sive ^schools and social ser- 
a better understanding of the vices.” 
public’s perception of Dias, the 
BBC is now attempting to 
measure that perception in its 
coverage of three key issues— 
unemployment, the police, and 
membership of the European 
Community.

The survey is being done by 
the corporation’s Broadcasting 
Research Department and is 
due to be completed by 
September.

re-

Figures in the report suggest 
to occupation, that the pattern of charitable 

teachers are by far the most giving is changing. In 1975, 28 
generous. They gave 51.9p a per cent of charities’ income 
week per household in 1980. came from fund raising and 

' Next come professional and donations, but this fell to 13 
administrative workers who per cent by 1980. Grants from

statutory bodies have become 
The largest corporate donors more important, 

are the banks and oil com- The wealthiest charity is the 
panies. Barclays Bank came National Trust which had a 
top of the list, followed by BP, total income of £31 million in 
Marks & Spencer, National 1982, £15 million of which 
Westminster Bank and Shell came from donations. Two

cancer research programmes, 
One explanation of the in- the Cancer Research Campaign 

crease in company giving de- and the Imperial Cancer Re
spite economic decline could search Fund, received the next 
be the Falklands conflict. The largest sums of voluntary in- 
South Atlantic Fund, estab- come.

At times of national anxiety, 
as during the hunger strikes in 
Northern Ireland in 1981 and 
during the Falklands w«f, the 
BBC becomes a conduit for 
that unease.

:

!
“ In each case it became clear 

that an extremely vocal (but 
very small) section of the 
audience sought reassuring 
chauvinism rather than dis
passionate examination and re
portage.”

Mr Protheroe admits to only 
right across th** social and poli- one bias within the BBC and it 
tical spectrum, but can be is one he regrets. “ There is un- 
loose.lv grouped into three doubtedly a bias in favour of 
categories ”. the poised and articulate.”

gave 32.Ip.

“ Accusations of bias ”, says 
Mr Protheroe, ‘‘emanate fromUK.

Lack of a good broadcasting 
manner is still common, he says, 

First and foremost are the an^ provides the producer with 
academic sociologists in the a fairlV stron- incentive not to 
growth area of ‘‘media u.se a poor performer a second 
studies” and most prominent time It eliminates some ijdi- 
among these is the Glasgow viduals whom editors would very 
Media Group whose H evidence muc“ like to use. 
purports to show that television '
is biased against the political 
Left, the trade union movement 

and the working class in 
general.”

Second are politically- 
oriented groupings interested 
in spreading their views, ano’

‘ Scatter-shot ’
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Britain resumes Hong Kong 

negotiations with Chinese
Peking: China and Britain Although the first phase of ing uncertainty oper the col-

yesterday resumed secret nego- contacts at diplomatic level ony’s future has depressed
tiations on the future of Hong was shrouded in secrecy, diplo- 
Kong after a two week break matic sources said that the 
but there was no indication of talks became bogged down on Hong Kong dollar.

the vice-foreign minister, Mr ta,n }? perpetuity by the gtart yester(jay’s session, al- 
Yao Guang, and the British empire m though on past experience they
ambassador to Peking, Sir the 19th century. can expect very ^ the
Percy Cradock, met for three China considers the Hong way 0f hard news, 
hours at a secluded govern- Kong treaties as unequal and . . , _
ment guest house in Peking’s therefore invalid, and claims ' After a period of serious jit- 
nld legation quarter. Mr Yao sovereignty over the entire ter- ters earlier this summer when 
hosted a banquet last night for ritory. ^e Hong Kong dollar sank to
the British delegation, which a second phase of the more Sol^ the ^urrencv recently 
included the Hong Kong Gov- detailed discussions began in JSJfls to sJnd on^FHdav at 
ernor, Sir Edward Youde. Peking on July 12, again dropped to 7.20 in Me !

Officials on both sides said behind closed doors. Honf? Konp tradine vesterdav 'that a second session would be There was no official com- ?f?er the ?alks resumed |
held this morning. The Gov- ment after the initial two-day ^ere has been Tkidioation 1 
ernor is due to fly home contacts, except for a joint ,T£?re , “Jr iSS-TcS 
tomorrow. statement describing them as 1* uel& ^n* the

China has said that it in- useful and constructive. SSenTriia*? of the iegotia
tends to regain sovereignty But informed Hong Kong {£®sent phase the negot a
over the colony, most of which sources in Peking said that the »ons.
is held by Britain under a 99- two sides had agreed to set But diplomats here said that 
year lease expiring in 1997. aside the sensitive sovereignty both Mr Yao and Sir Percy 

The two Governments question and discuss “ techni- had travel plans in August, 
announced last year that they cal issues ” over the future and did not rule out the pes- 
were beginning talks “ with the administration of the territory, aibility of a pause in the nego- \ 
common aim of maintaining The Peking meetings are tiations to enable the two sides
the prosperity and stability of being watched closely in Hong to take stock of results so
Hong Kong.” Kong itself, where the continu- far.—Reuter.-

property values and battered 
local stock exchanges and the

made.

:C^\

I

[
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rloD AXE 

WAS HONED 

I ALREADY

The most likely candidate area 
therefore for renewed detailed 
aorutiny for savings lies in Mr 
Heseltine’s special expert area 
bf “ delivering value for money ” 
by introducing more stream
lined, accountable and effective 
management and organisation 
within his own Ministry and its 
jpany establishments.
.1 Even

?•

r

<&
By Maj.-Gen.

, EDWARD FURS DON 
Defence Correspondent

T*HE new ring of knives 
being sharpened to 

slice the defence budget 
even further h^s not taken 
the Defence Ministry by 
•urprise.

today, Whitehall 
aources' admit there is room 
for further tough squeezing 
action within the three Services 

l and the Civil Service, which, 
j without endangering opera
tional efficiency, could yield 
considerable savings.

Privatisation study
f It is understood 
' tion will be given, for instance, 

to seeing if some non-warlike 
supply and support service 
including Works Services— 
oould not be more efficiently 
and more cheaply done by 
privatisation. The Procurement 
Executive and the Defence 
Industries could co-operate 
more, with advantage and 
economy.

To cut British forces in 
Europe would of course save 
money, especially in the sup
port and social infrastructure 
fields. But such action would 
not only breach the amended 
Brussels Treaty of 1954, but 
strike at the core and raison 
d’etre of today’s British Array 
and the RAF. It would also 
wound—possibly mortally—the 
heart of Nato, and raise 
enormous barrack accommod
ation and training area prob
lems back at home.

Belize shadow
Major British forces are cur

rently stationed in Belize, Falk- 
lands, Cyprus and Hongkong 

nd in smaller packets in 
such rplaces as Gibraltar and 
Brunet. Each of these, funded 
from the Defence budget, has 
a deep political and foreign 
policy dimension rather than 
solely a military one.

its White Paper 
expenditure figure for 1983-84- 
of £15,973 million, the studies 
then initiated wisely anticipated 
such further politically pre
emptive action.

Mr Michael Heseltine’s diffi
cult task as Defence Secretary 
Ip to see how he can absorb 

further financial uoujduds 
without yielding on the mini
mum baseline requirements of 
published Government defence 
policy, or threatening the neces
sary Service 'morale, manpower 
pnd equipment needed to imple
ment it.

that atten-

of announcin :

Men and equipment
The various Service require

ments differ widely: in brief, 
the Army is a large Service 
which equips the man, whereas 
the Navy and the RAF 
vnall Services which man the 
equipment
’, Defence equipment in total 
tgkes up 46 per cent, of the 
’defence budget, whereas Forces 
pay and allowances take up 
Ipfcuy 19 per cent.
• The room to manoeuvre, how
ever, is already very con
strained within current policy 
(xxnmitments of Nato support, 
preservation of the borne base, 
maintenance of overseas garri
sons, and the long time-lead 
necessary to bring new equip
ment into service.

are
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Disc-jockey for 

the FalklandsFalklands offensive 

by junta at UN
From Andrew Thompson, Buenos Aires

Argentine Foreign Ministry vote of other members of the 
officials are preparing a new international community, to 
diplomatic offensive over the arrive at a negotiated solution 
Falkland Islands, focused on the to this dispute 
next meeting of the United eignty”.
Nations General Assembly, due Admiral Ruben Franco, the 
m September. Argentine Navy commander,

They hope to repeat and who was also in Caracas for the 
possibly harden last year's UN Bolivar bicentenary, said: “Let 
resolution, which called on no one doubt that we will return 
Britain and Argentina to enter to the Malvinas (Falklands) 
peaceful negotiations on sover- There in 
eignty.

D over sover-

now no room in
c , T „ America, or in the world, for
Senor Javier Perez de Cu61- usurpation and colonialism”, 

lar, the UN Secretary-General, As part of its strategy, the 
sent Notes to both governments Argentine Foreign Ministry is 
last week asking them to set out inviting representatives of the 
their positions in the light of opposition political parties to 
last years resolution. The attend the nest UN General 
officials said that Argentina Assembly, 
would reply in the next few 
days. Last year, the vote on the 

„ . resolution was taken in early
Senor Juan Aguirre Lanari, November. If this timetable is 

the Foreign Minister, was due repeated, the vote this y^3r win 
back yesterday from Caracas, come after Argentina’s general 
where he attended celebrations election, which due on October 
to mark the bicentenary of the 30.
birth of Simon Bolivar. The intention is to show that

During his stay in V nezucla, the Argentine Government's 
he commented that last years position is shared by victors at 
resolution "has not yielded the polls The Foreign Ministry 
fruit , but added. "Wc are hopes that representatives of 
committed, with the support of the two main parties, the 
our brother Latin American Pcromsts and the radicals, will 
countries, and the favourable be present at the UN.

WRAPPED UP: Tina Thack- 
stone, aged 22, is to be a disc- 
jockey to the British troop? in 
the Falklands.

She goes to Port Stanley as 
a Foreign Office secretary, but 
one of her duties will be to 
present a radio request show. 
Miss Thackstone, of Devon 
Road, Salcombe, in Devon, 
said: "It sounds like a lot of 
fun.”

Fortress Falklands South Atlantic for the purpose of 
attempting to control those waters 
unless we had 
extremely unlikely - a lot more 
ships.

Finally it has to be said, given the 
concern expressed by our Allies at 
the current (and, it is to be hoped, 
temporary) diversion of our limited 
assets to the South Atlantic, that 
such a proposal would not find any 
support in Nato Brussels. We cannot 
unilaterally modify the Nato Treaty 
and conveniently omit its ‘N’ even if 
we believe it right to do so.
Yours sincerely,
JONATHAN ALFORD,
Deputy Director,
The International Institute for 
Strategic Studies,
23 Tavistock Street, WC2.
July 22.

which seemsFrom Colonel Jonathan Alford 
Sir, In his letter (July 21) Sir Miles 
Clifford presses for the Falkland 
islands to be turned into a Nato 
base. There is no such animal! There 
are national naval bases and there 
are national naval bases leased 
wholly or in part for use by other 
national navies - as with the Holy 
Loch or Suda Bay. Even if one could 
find a satisfactory formula to create 
a ‘Nato base’ and flying the Nato 
flag, there are not many who would 
wish to see Nato’s shrinking naval 
assets spread even more thinly than 
they are now.

It must be a question of priorities 
and I for one could not advocate the 
despatch of significant numbers of 
British ships permanently into the
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’ ■ ThOn?dofn.haf™are °bvi0US and endIcss- 
~jne 01 the mam criticisms of war has

• always been that the innocent bystander 
suffers, and that his property is either 
destroyed or taken over by the military
fa‘?eni0Th dliTer °" Which is Ihe «'0r7» 
late. There is very little that can be

1 damaged on the Falkland Islands and 
even tewer bystanders than on a Sunday
ZTLd ,S°U‘h Wa!es' «wars lead to an occupation of one 
country by another, with consequent 
disrupuon to the postal services, touns 
industry and cartography - there is 
nothing a map-maker hates more than' rnVcXSrSW,thaC0U"^ma^"

Above all such

moreover...
Miles Kington
Cornered 

in foreign
S3?1 is"'*,

, , a import on the radio millions of pounds we are «rv»nH.* tb°Se
about the pitched battle between 50 the place could be recouned T8 °2
Iraqis who were collecting money for the pans of the islands for intJ^ ^ased
Iraq, war effort and 50 other Iraqis who wars. Short-tern "eases^SfrShiv0nal
objected strenuously to what the first 50 : landlords, we could soeci^ as

as^s-ass. w-wwSSr?"SMS?.
AlthJStiLl00k th,s -° ** proof that not even The war between Iraq and Iran whirh

themsdves1!

the b.g.nnmTofThe™,season^ ha"
because it comes hard on the heels of made the painlesstransitfon
nianc rep°u t0 the-eflrccl that Arme- day draws to one-day results WarswhiSi's^nbb-8 up Turkish hr™ y* stS could ^“bStod 
unices in rails. i unaiiy realized that ahead; Peru has I
here we have a glimmering of what might match with Chile for" a hundred
be the most hopeful development in now, while I believe that Phi k
international politics for many a year. always been itching to have a* small seun

™1S V?olen^eI isi10!- on the face of Argentina. Where better thi^ the
™n>J*n y .^ope^uf Claims that homo Falklands? And could not Mrs Thatcher
on h'i5 iS thC T0St advanced form of life bnn8 her influence to bear on Mr Rea*S
that^niiret d?,not.8° well w‘th reports JJJ his Central American caper^
that people are blowing each other up, or ^ Falklands Islands? ^

mPney for that purpose. The 1 offer this idea free to the British enc^n "erf 'k ^ faCt ,ha' a" ,heSe G0V?r”- «Wof°co^ M 
tert too Whatever the“ - °" "emral - r°ya]Ues- consu,tancy &«. etc.

I have just heard

years

least we ca^d ^
least we can do is try to ensure that when

ar comes it takes place somewhere else.
That ,s why the Falklands war was such a

hlonH^011^' A,thoufih it was a full- 
blooded military encounter between
rPitdh^rm'S,Zid powers- the homeland of
Arllhnt Sldu uas evcr threatened.
CnlJUi u°mbs dld not fa!1 on 
Coventry; there was no blackout in
fnue.nn°Hs A,res- Jheu whole thing took place
UninhahftA^Und 'Y C0,d’ W,nd>'’ "early 
thl mf^i d’ Peary unwanted islands in 
the middle of nowhere. It was the most 
neutral fixture since the British faced the

S'SS home in 11,6 desons

two

TcnfoZ‘aJeS>yrleb«n0dnivenheed from ,h!s

media and the control of Max Hastings
auest?onUiiim1 WC £0t down 10 the biS 

name,y: when are we going to 
stan hiring out the Falkland Islandsfor 
other people to fight their wars in?
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received the insignia of their awards with his mother from Hongkong to 
from the Queen at Buckingham Palace receive the George Medal for his -

action in the Sir Galahad after she was 
hit at Fitzroy Bay. Forty-eight men 

appointed CBE. Chiu Yiu Nam, aged died in the Argentine attack on the I 
34, who speaks no English, had flown ship.

High honour: The husband and wife 
acting team of Michael Denison and 
Dulcie Gray, and a Chinese seaman 
who rescued eight fellow crewmen 
from a burning fleet auxiliary in the 
Falklands war were among those who

yesterday.
Mr and Mrs Denison had been

Disc-jockey for 

the Falklands
South Atlantic for the purpose of 
attempting to control those waters 
unless we had 
extremely unlikely - a lot more 
ships.

Finally it has to be said, given the 
concern expressed by our Allies at 
the current (and, it is to be hoped, 
temporary) diversion of our limited 
assets to the South Atlantic, that 
such a proposal would not find any 
support in Nato Brussels. We cannot 
unilaterally modify the Nato Treaty 
and conveniently omit its ‘N* even if 
we believe it right to do so.
Yours sincerely,
JONATHAN ALFORD,
Deputy Director,
The International Institute for 
Strategic Studies,
23 Tavistock Street, WC2.
July 22.

Fortress Falklands
which seemsFrom Colonel Jonathan Alford 

Sir, In his letter (July 21) Sir Miles 
Clifford presses for the Falkland 
islands to be turned into a Nato 
base. There is no such animal! There 
are national naval bases and there 
are national naval bases leased 
wholly or in part for use by other 
national navies - as with the Holy 
Loch or Suda Bay. Even if one could 
find a satisfactory formula to create 
a ‘Nato base’ and flying the Nato 
flag, there are not many who would 
wish to see Nato’s shrinking naval 
assets spread even more thinly than 
they are now.

It must be a question of priorities 
and I for one could not advocate the 
despatch of significant numbers of 
British ships permanently into the

1
i

i

WRAPPED UP: Tina Thack- 
stone, aged 22, is to be a disc- 
jockey to the British troops in 
the Falklands.

She goes to Port Stanley as 
Foreign Office secretary, but 

of her duties will be to
a
one
present a radio request show. 
Miss Thackstone, of Devon 
Road, Salcombe, in Devon, 
said: “It sounds like a lot of 
fun.”

l
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Pewter Deveio;.

A colleclion of 12 authentic scale replicas of 
British steam locomotives, and a scale model of 
the Royal Air Force "Harrier” jet aeroplane, 
most recently involved in the Falklands conflict.

the latest modern pewter promotions being 
mounted by The Danbury MinlofChcssington. 
Surrey. The hand-cast pewter replicas are 
being offered on subscription with the Danbury 
Mint reserving the right to close the subscription 
rolls at any time.

Billiton's pewter manufacturing subsidiary in 
the Netherlands. Eersle Nedcrlandse Wit- 
metaalfabriek of Naardcn, is to establish a 
100%-owned Federal German subsidiary in 
Nuremberg to intensify their marketing activi
ties with the aim of enlarging their share in the 
German pewter industry, which is heavily 
concentrated in southern Germany.

arc

Sir Rex Hunt (left), Civil 
Commissioner of the Falkland Islands, 

and Lady Hunt being presented with 
special commemorative pewter tankards 

by Tony Stroud, managing director of 
Englefields (London), at the Pewterers' 
Hall, London in June. The tankard has 

been cast and engraved to mark the 
150th anniversary of British sovereignty 

of the islands. Sir Rex promised to fill his 
tankard with Penguin Ale on his return to 
the Falklands. A presentation in the form
of a pewter paperweight was also madea

Reproduction pewterwarc from the collection to Ms Sukey Cameron of the Falkland
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New Islands Government Office.
York is now beingoffered forsale at the museum
shop in London's Victoria & Albert Museum.

R. F. Homer, retired director of the Science
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FALKLAND FISHERIES 
By Our Political Staff

^UiR^ Whitncv UnVr Secre-
Mr ^/the Foreign Office. sa.d 
Srya Commons written answer

padded : “ Threse «««**£
e nnder cons.deratroni are

Falkland 
and ourselves.
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Belay/threat. to new
K^Ji *W ''=*-£ OL_£_ejLc-i< \~s 1\i JLKjS**

Falklands airport 0U_sl>^

WITH mobilisation now under
way for the Laing/Mowlem/ 
ARC joint venture £215 million 
contract to construct the new air
port in the Falkland Islands, 
delays are already threatening 
the project.

CN understands that although 
the joint venture said it was plan
ning to start construction work 
at the beginning of October site 
possession has now been delayed 
until November 1.

However, few details have 
been disclosed as to the construc
tion timetable and a spokesman 
for the joint venture was unable 
to comment on November 1 as a 

I starting date.

The consortium is being 
tightlipped on the project. 
However, the recruitment office 
in Surbiton is believed to be fac
ing a deluge of applications for 
work.

Current priorities are said to 
be with the selection of staff for 
advance parties and these are 
most likely to contain top 
management and staff from the 
three firms.

Should the start date slip to 
November this would mean two 
months slippage on what has 
been acknowledged as a very 
tight timetable 
originally planned to have 
started in September for comple

tion of one runway by 1985.
• One part of the project for 

which details have been released 
is the contractor’s camp, which is 
to be built by Wyseplan. This 
will include 40, 18-man 
operatives’ blocks, eight blocks 
for junior executives, seven 
8-man senior executive blocks, 
two management villas and 10 
family villas. Further orders are 
likely to be placed for accom
modation with Wyseplan ex
pected to be a keen contender.

Three firms are understood to 
be bidding to supply site services 
— Grandmet Site Services, 
Kelvin Catering (Camps) and 
Spinneys (1948).

work was

■

!
■!

L
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Out of touch
The Falkland Islands have been cut 
off. No. not in the south Atlantic but 
right here in London where the 
Falkland Islands Office finds itself 
without telephone and Telex after 
moving from Great Smith Street to 
Tufton Street. “Incommunicado”
was the plaintive word from a 
call box. Their plight could last some ! 
time. A firm of solicitors in Covent '
Garden. Thomas M. Barth, has been 
trying to contact British Telecom's 
North Central Area Sales Office by 
telephone for two weeks. Every time 
the phone rang unanswered. Finally 
they sent a Telex explaining they 
wanted to buy some equipment and 
had been ringing without success for 
a fortnight. The response was: “Do 
you ha\e a reference for us?”

78 juof m*

i

confidence in the future,“Enterprise breeds . .
The Genera! Election result has quenched political 
anxieties for the duration of another parliamentary 
term and the process of restoring the country’s 
competitive ability on the basis of sound money and 
productive jobs can continue. It was clear at the outset 
that the process of reversal and recovery would be 
painful and slow but we now have the awaited signs oi 
business improvement and it is to be hoped the 

momentum will be sustained.

on

During the recession, our resources have been .
progressively consolidated to provide a sound basis
from which our various activities can take lull
advantage of the gradual recovery now coming into
view.” Ted Needham, Chairman [
(From Chairman’s Statemenl) ■'

19821983 . I

$
GROUP RESULTS 

Turnover 

Profit before tax

£000£000 ■

406,869
23,861

8,210
3,896
18.20p

1415,925
27,340
11,637

4,343
18.26p

!
IV

Tax
Dividends 

Earnings per share
i
8

The main activities ol the group comprise solid smokeless“rt®"*1 

and sheep farming in the Falkland Islands.

.

L
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Chile 

free to
borrowj

By Peter Rodgers,
Financial Correspondent

Chile was yesterday signing 
„n si 3 billion in new bans 
loPans following the Inter
national Monetary Fund s 
agreement late on Wednesday 
to a revised economic package.

IMF formally agreed a
waiver of previously-agreed
economic targets which Chile 
had failed to meet, a move 
which unblocks a $535L?rtllll0jS 

programme agreed n 
January. This is very similar to 
the Brazilian case, in which 
the IMF has held up a loan 
programme because of failure 
?o keep to agreed economic

taigtehas taken nearly the three 
months since Chile came t0 an 
outline agreement with the 
IMF to finalise the deal, lnc
iign upwfth thriMFhoSW

jar The deal may 
through until October.

Under the new arrangement, 
which gives Chile untl1 Seept‘

s3'4Son»/wa“ i
rescheduled, and $1..2 hilhon o 
short-term trade credtts will n
maintained. The signing y^
dozen lead banks, was
^The IMF move clears the 
WW for chile to draw tw 
more insta ments of its fun 
loan, totalling $128 mu 101 
The IMF also apprwed a loan 
nf $310 million, available im 
mediately under a programme 
to assist countries suffering 
decline in exports.

Meanwhile, plans for Argen
tina to sign a $1.5 billion loan 
agreement with banks_
^edfEhavenbeen postponed yet

technical problems, 
is now earning

The

loan

not go

(
i

i

1
again by 
But Argentina 
foreign exchange so sue 
cessfully that the pressure to

®atioPn0slameet. in Paris today 
amid increasing s'|ncshedtn?0
St^sTn easing Poland,
huge debt burden. There are
stronges^opponent1 o£ restart- 
ing° tauS m^be wimng to re- 
lent, opening the way,

I further meetings
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Did Mrs Thatcher torpedo 

more than the Belgrano?

FOREIGNFOREIGN
sink the Belgrano was that the Service 
chiefs had put the Cabinet into a panic 
by stating that the Task Force was 
under-armed to meet Argentinian air 
and sea attacks, and the Cabinet was 
almost demoralised by the risks from 
Argentine Exocet Sea Dart missiles 
and two lethal German type 209 sub
marines. So when Sir Terence Lewin 
went to Chequers to ask permission to 
sink the Belgrano on 2 May he had 
already softened up his masters.

After the sinking of the Belgrano 
the Cabinet were horrified at the loss 
of life and the outcry against Britain 
aroused in the civilised world, and 
were ready for peace. Unfortunately, 
because of the provocative act of sink
ing the Belgrano, the Argentine 
Government withdrew from the 
Belaunde-Haig plan.

Peace plan

£

Richard Lamb probes a vital Falklands question that 
may not be properly answered for at least 30 years — 
but argues that it should continue to be asked until 
there is a satisfactory reply.

WRITING in the Spectator on 11 
June, Simon Jenkins, joint author of 
the book Battle for the Falklands, 
declares correctly that a 
twitch comes over Ministers at the 

^^mention of the sinking of the 
^PBelgrano,’ and asks why are they ‘so 

defensive, as if still holding back?’.
At her election press conferences 

Margaret Thatcher was far from frank 
Neil Kinnock’s charge that when 

she ordered the sinking on the morn
ing of 2 May she was aware both that 
the Belgrano had been ordered back 
to port, and of the seven-point plan 
agreed by President Belaunde Terry of 
Peru and Alexander Haig which 
would almost certainly have produced 
peace.

On the day after Kinnock's charge, 
instead of replying directly to ques 
tions put by reporters, she said, very 
emotionally, no less than three times, 
that the journalists present had no 
understanding of the stresses she was 
subject to at that time. Finally she 
reluctantly declared that she did not 
know of the Haig-Belaunde plan on 

^^the morning of 2 May.

Extraordinary
This is extraordinary' because the 

Argentinian Government had told 
President Belaunde during the 
morning of 2 May that the seven- 
point peace plan was acceptable, and 
Belaunde immediately gave Haig the 
news. Haig and Francis Pym lunched 
together in Washington on 2 May and 
Pym told the USA press that morning: 
‘No further action is envisaged at the 
moment except to keep the exclusion

i
1

Inervous

Belgrano was on a due westerly course 
and not zig-zagging as Mrs Thatcher 
alleged at her press conferences.

If the Prime Minister did not know 
on 2 May that the Belgrano 
returning to port it is surprising. In 
the Second World War the British 
Admiralty intercepted all German and 
Italian wireless naval signals, and the 
British Admiralty should have known 
of the order to the Belgrano.

At her press conference the Prime 
Minister repeatedly declared 
(although she was never asked the 
question) that the Belgrano at the time 
of the sinking was a direct threat to the 
British Task Force and only six hours 
sailing time away. This was untrue.

At the time of the sinking she was 
only 100 miles away from the Argen
tine coast: at least 250 miles from the 
nearest British ship, and had been 
sailing away from the Task Force for 
many hours. This is crystal clear from 
the evidence quoted in the Observer.

The background to the decision to

there a disgraceful lack of communi
cation between Pym and the Prime 
Minister?

At her press conference on the 
Thursday following Kinnock’s charges 
Mrs Thatcher would not deny that she 
was aware the Belgrano had been 
ordered back to port when she ordered 
the sinking, although eventually she 
said rather lamely she did not know of 
the Haig-Bclaunde plan. The next 
morning, Friday, she continued to 
duck further repeated questioning 
and fell back on generalities.

But, finally, she could not avoid a 
direct question and reluctantly said 
she did not know the Belgrano was 
returning to port, while accusing the 
questioner of being on the side of the 
‘enemy’.

On Sunday, 5 June, Andrew Wilson 
and Arthur Gaushon of The Observer 
produced irrefutable evidence that at 
2007 on 1 May the Argentine Admiral
ty ordered the Belgrano to return to 
port. From 0700 on 2 May the

over
The Belaunde-Haig plan called for 

an immediate cease fire, a temporary 
neutral administration of the

was

Falklands, recognition of the rights 
and preferences of the islanders and a 
four nation control group until there 
was a definitive solution on 30 April 
1983. On 5 May. Margaret Thatcher 
told the Cabinet she was ready to agree 
to this plan, but by now the Argentine 
militants had in turn torpedoed it.

If Mrs Thatcher had done deal with 
the seven-point peace 

lives would have been

‘Franks should have been allowed to ask: ‘Was the 
Prime Minister aware of the promise of the Haig- 
Belaunde peace plan and that the Belgrano was 
returning to port when she ordered the sinking?’
Falklands, and the population would 
be living in peace instead of on a 
military outpost.

But the Prime Minister’s unrivalled 
reputation for firm government would 
have been blown to the wind by a com- 

and strangely this

Argentina on 
plan, many 
spared and several billions of pounds 
saved, and many young men on both 
sides would not have been mutilated. 
But the Conservative Party would pro
bably have been irredeemably damag
ed. Then today, probably subject to 

form of federalism, the Argen
tine flag would be flying over the

promise peace,
would also have made her economic 
policy, with its corollory of ever higher 
unemployment, incredible. The sink
ing of the Belgrano made the con- 

o tinuation of the war inevitable, and 
$ with incredible luck, courage and 
> determination

delivered to Mrs Thatcher a victory 
which goes down in the annals of
British warfare as almost unsurpassed. < ^ ____

The Opposition leaders blundered Alexander Haig Belaunde Terry 
in agreeing that the Franks Report
should stop with the Argentine inva- I he Prime Minister declares 
sion of the Falklands. Franks should categorically that she will not have an
have been allowed to put the question enquiry into the sinking of the
to the Prime Minister: ‘Was she aware Belgrano. So, it will be 30 or more
of the promise of the seven point Haig- years before the archives disclose their
Belaunde peace plan and that the secrets and the public will know with
Belgrano was returning to port when certainty whether Mr Kinnock or the
she ordered the sinking?’ Prime Minister are correct about what

It is unfair on Margaret Thatcher to she knew on the morning of 2 May. 
suggest that she deliberately torpedoed Meanwhile this question should be 
the chance of a peace agreement to put continuously to Mrs Thatcher: If
improve the electoral prospects of the there is indisputable evidence that the
Tory Party, but she should not be Belgrano was returning to port, will
allowed to get away with fudging the you state on behalf of Britain that you
issue regret the sinking?’ ■

some

the armed forces

THE LAST 

MINUTES 

OF THE 

GENERAL 

BELGRANO

zone secure.
I find it inconceivable that the news 

of the Belaunde-Haig plan was not 
communicated to Mrs Thatcher early 
on 2 May. The Belgrano was not sunk 
until 1600 USA time (or 2000 British 
time) on 2 May.

If the Prime Minister did not know 
of the agreed plan when she gave 
the order to sink she must have known 

afterwards, and there wasvery soon 
plenty of time to cancel it and save 
the lives of the Belgrano crew. Or was

21
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WHILE WE’RE on the 
subject, here’s an official 
secret which will interest 
the Falkland Islanders as 
much as the wicked 
Argentinians. Toddy the ■: . 
who is likely to become the 
most powerful voice in Port 
Stanley flies out of Brize 
Norton for a discreet reccy 
of the islands, if he likes the 
place, he will become Chief 
Secretary of the Falklands 
local government and head of 
th? new development 
coi novation with a salarn of 
£30.(inn a near. IJe is Mr 
Bavid To*dor, of Booker 
McConnell So now you know.
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Chairman says interest in
islands ‘a matter for pride’

Coalite backed 

over operations 

in Falklands
By Paul Keel The sale, he implied, would
davs gave thei^bSckinl for'the ^eir sheep-based economy in°a 
conduct of the company's ope- way which the company had 
rations in the Falklands, where resmclea- 
it enjoys a virtual monopoly 
control over the islands’ econ-

But Mr Needham said he did 
not believe that the islanders 
would have any criticisms to 
voice. Any development of the 

, . , r , _ , Falklands economy required a
pan\ a subsidiary of the Bel- substantial British-based con-
sover-based solid luel group, ncction; that was what Coalite 
has attracted widespread and hadf and woujd coniinue to
hostile attention since the provide.
South Atlantic conflict last Mr Needham revealed that 
}’car- _ Coalite was negotiating a

It has been criticised for -c- partnership with a foreign 
larding the development (. f the company to exploit iishing 
island’s economy, and for trad- around the islands. But after
ing with Argentine troops dur- yesterday’s meeting he wouid
ing their occupation. not say which company or

But at yesterday’s annual nation might be involved in
general meeting of the Coalite the venture.
Group, at the Savoy Hnel,
London, the group’s chairman.
Mr Ted Needham said that the

omy.
The Falkland Islands Ccm-

Coalile’s profits last year 
were up 14.6 per cent before 

, , , , tax on the previous year, from
interest they had shown in the r23.S6 million to £27.34 mil-1 
islanders, and the cooperation |jon Tjie company accounts lo 
which the company was giving no^ show an identifiable pro
file British Government, were portion 
matters for pride. from its Falklands 

activities, but under the scc- 
Dr Frank Hansford-Miller, a tion dealing with activities 

shareholder and chairman of other than its main solid fuel 
the Save England Crusade— operations, a profit of £2,125 is 
which organises St George’s shown, 
day celebrations—was shouted 
down by other shareholders pany owns almost half the land 
when he suggested that as the in the islands, and more than 
Falklands operations amounted half of the 600.000 sheep. It 
to only 2 per cent of Coalite’s dominates retail and commum- 
activites, it would be better if cation activities in the .Falk

lands.

The Falklands Islands Oom-

they were sold off.

.i
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Pledge to
Hongkong

; . . . - •’ '■

is renewedf
By Maj-Gen Edward Fursdon 

Defence Correspondent 
rpHERE is no financial or 
A other imperative for a 

of Britishreduction
defence commitments in 
Hongkong in the medium 
term',' according to a 
Defence "Ministry. White 
Paper.
The ,

observations follow comments 
In the Commons Defence Com- 

British

Ministry’sDefence

mittee’s report on 
Forces Hongkong,, published
earlier this year.

The White Paper says the 
Government reaffirms its com
mitment to maintaining the 
stability ar.d prospenty of 
Hongkong, and the Defence 
Secretary “ welcomes the com
mittee’s observation that 
changes in force deployments 
should not be made which 
would cast doubt on that com
mitment.”

(

Fair arrangemeit
Under the 1981 Defence 

Costs Agreement,' which is 
■M working to. the satisfaction of 
both parties,” the 'Hongkong 
Government meets 75 per cent, 
of the costs of the garrison. 
The' Ministry agrees with the 
Commons-that this arrangement 
“ remains fair:” ,, . . ■

The Hongkong garrison In
cludes one British and four 
Gurkha infaiitry battalions, a 
Gurkha Engineers’ Regiment 
and Army Air. Oorps Squadron 
land supporting services. The 
Navy maihtairi patrol , craft and 
a Royal Marines’ _ Raiding 
Squadrop and the R A.F main" 
•tains a -squadron of ‘Wessex 
helicopters. *
. (HMSO-. . r 
Cl -SO). , ........

!

;
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likely to worsen

s^Ss^sm 

^Xar^tmed

i^atcoi°£n°™ o?uz
Morocco a ,h 1 • ,enc!aves j.n 
Pietionof " n ^ «•<= com 
Algecira wfch*eL,fMd f™m 
journey to fh« • ,n cut the f0 an hour. th dIrport at Jerez

comuierc{2rt-h?ves Warnir>g that
*'*/ ciSSeSS‘repairingr gen^
f.nf the N?vJd j?Lport activity, 
ifked and ‘“muftJK311 int^

. a co-ordinafprf3^ forni Part 
and coherent i?’, connected
amt ” to give on!1?1 economic 
to JVava] base.tGrm secui'ky
secrae?aryeeforM^f/evvart, Under- 
?e»t. Wsited Dtt "if ^^cure- 
senior officials anrf • Jlock with °cal Political iaeadd“ ‘f « wit?

™ePn?Sr^rd?| th? Govern6 
ttocKyar/^'^Pian.^ £

Ja London 
*hc Nato 
-turope 
William 
cern

A SERIOUS f / TT/Jn tYav,il Correspondent

A p™ to Z Z‘“ 10 ,he
dockyard at Gib “ltaTThf°S the Naval 
commercial ship" 1S year into a 
repair yard is arising 
a few miles 
^Igeciras
si«ht of the Rock.

Some

away at 
w i t h i n

lack of

earlier this 
C-in-C, - 

„ American

~S"SS«srTsemergency docW ^ for

c ,VearSouthern 
Adml

the

con-was halted for 
m°ney, but has 

restarted with the 
of a Portuguese

now 
backing

. rp consortium.
Government’s nl* "?en the' ''altar DockvaH " for Gjb' 
broached F was''nffi estimated ‘that* ?0 y

two per cent0 aftraGt only
ePacf7ea^r°Ugh ^"ffil

nuclear

Tv SHUTDOWN 
ProgrammesOun MAm,D‘'rnBritiSb 
reports: PoliceDnnC?RR^Sf0NDENT 
cl.eI. Sol have shut dS" S Costa
vision repeater Lec?7na|te,e- 
Programmes from r-» to, bring British residents in ,bhra'7r to 
prola resort r ” the Fuen-
by MrCbavST^d ^ 
Shen field, Essev^from
19645 so“thern ^>painS since

Thanks to Mr ru 
repeater on the rChaPman’s

Watch Gihraltor

But.... JS&VK
in the last 15 Lca«F
Of merchant shinVLw number 
Rock has dedrnra ,ngc^tthe 
cent, and by ]983 a I•50 tpcr 
overtaken Y GihLng?c,ras had

#*i ~i"B s
has success-

prepared

c,

British
able to 
vision.

been
tele-

focal police 
private said: “ Use of astrictly ilfe7a\i0;n„ rQeP^ter is 
Chapman was not ” Mr 
none of the eoninm ^ned* and 
hscated but nr,i^ment vvas con- h<t AS^Sfe^hat if

agains^fhe^^^j^ to appeal

msvfgtiSut

#■ thready Spain

obtain the use nfUsCeSSfu!iy t0 
facilities in the Naval'dockyard6
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Future of Hongkong

Way clear for progress in Peking
kong people arc receptive to the 
idea of being reabsorbed by 
China.

Today’s confirmation that 
China will go ahead with the 
construction of a nuclear power 
plant near the Hongkong border 
is seen as a good sign, since 
Hongkong will be expected to 
pay for extra power supplies 
with hard currency, possibly 
well beyond the 1997 date for 
rcassumption of Chinese sover
eignty.

There is pessimism, however, 
about the future of the Hong
kong dollar, which has fallen to 
7.2 to the United Stales dollar 
and is widely expected to 
decline further, though gradu
ally. This instantly raises the 
cost of living

merely as a member of the 
British negotiating team headed 
by Sir Percy Cradock, the 
Ambassador to Peking.

Sir Percy yesterday told 
correspondents 
"We're looking forward to a 
really busy and useful two 
davs.”

From David Bonavia 
Hongkong

Sir Edward Youdc. the Gover
nor of Hongkong, has arrived in 
Peking for further talks on the 
future of the colony. He was 
accompanied by Mr Robin 
MacLaren. his political adviser, 
and the two men will return to 
Hongkong on Wednesday.

Chinese leaders evidently 
believe the talks arc likely to 
make more progress now that 
they are satisfied Britain will 
not take an adamant stand on 
the validity of the nineteenth- 
century treaties ceding Hong
kong to Britain.

They have also established 
that Hongkong itself is not 
represented officially at the 
talks, as Sir Edward is regarded

!>

Peking:in

Public opinion in Hongkong 
has calmed down somewhat 
after the alarm caused by the 
disagreement over Sir Edward's 
status. Most people here have 
confidence that he will put 
Hongkong's case ably, though 
Peking is extremely hostile to 
the argument that care should 
be taken to avoid disturbing the 
stability of Hongkong.

It officially considers, quite 
unjustifiably, that most Hong-

i
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Healing touch of the

By R. H. GREENFIELD
r *rsjr &ss ssr&SASrs&s. _ 10 , i . ... but bitterness and anguish merits from the Fund have

Sefd“cu‘S‘V- »m r&s EWfc?» si. r.v/s:e;“.,"i 
the fighting in the bourn p]aineci tha-t the fund lias various purposes, from le- 
Atlantic. Yet tomorrow 2jven |00 little, too slowly, moval expenses to the cost 
morning Captain Tony Lam- others—victims, perhaps, of of converting a car for an 
bourne. Royal Navy, will he earlier conflicts—have com- amputee. Grants ^widows 
surprised if the mail await- plained that it has given too |)alfe ranged from EoU.UUU to 
ing him in his office off Tra- much. One faction believes £<0.000, with an average oE 
fnlffar Sauare does not con- loo little account is taken of £o>8,000 per case. -
. another r400 individual needs. Another The larger grants havetarn at east another L4UU wants f]at.rate gra.nts t0 all. gone to those lift hardest
in donations to help the There liave been calls for bv the husband's death. The 
British Servicemen lnjuiecl money to go to war widows of junior ranks with
in the conn’d ancl the vjctjms jn general, for some small .pensions are worse off 
dependants of those who at |easl t0 be Spent on a than those with long service 
died. Despite predictions, “permanent memorial.” for and seniority; childless 
the public has not forgot- . . . The list seems endless, widows have suffered a 
ten. Certain of the more strident greater drop in income than

So far the South Atlantic critics in the popular Press— those with fa mi les.
Fund has received almost concerned less with facts ' , . . .
£15 million, of which nearly than with prosecuting the The Fund has had just 
£10 million has already been class war—have falsely over 1,000 cases on its books, 
distributed And though the alleged that widows of senior 0f which about 500 remain to 
flood is over, the money is ranks are getting more than be dealt with. Many of these 
still comin* in. It has ranged those of seamen and private involve seriously injured men 
from the0 child's 50p " of soldiers. Others have objec- still receiving treatment and 
pocket money “ for the child- ted because the reverse has rehabilitation. In the mean- 
ren who have lost their dad- sometimes been true. It all time these men remain on 
dies ” and the pound notes makes up a sour if expected Service pay. 
scrimped from old-age pen- counterpoint to the general Even now, new cases are
sions, up to thousands of public goodwill. coming to light; among them
pounds from companies and Caught in the middle of the men who emerged physical y 
£2 million from Hongkong. sniping arc Captain Lam- unscathed but psychologically
___________ bourne, the fund’s secretary, injured. There will be more

and his few helpers. What- in the years to come. The 
Money has been raised for ever they do, someone will South Atlantic Fund was 

the Fund by associations, complain. But, from, what I established for a period of 
clubs, pubs and indeed whole have seen, they are perform- five years, but its team hopes 
villages throughout Britain, ing a difficult job with skill, to have finished its assess-
Other contributions have humanity and tact- ment work by the end of
come from Falklanders—and “We are strictly required 1935. Money left undistii-
from people in the United by law to make our payments buted will go to existing
States and Europe with no 0n the basis of need,” Captain Service chanties for use m 
British connections at all. Lambourne said last week. helping Falklands victims in 
They admired the gallantry “ vve seek to bridge the gap later life, 
displayed in the campaign, caused by bereavement or Imaginatively, the Fund's 
and were moved by reports injury, to restore people as team are all Servicemen— 
of the sometimes horrific far as possible to the finan- including Lieutenant Paul 
casualties. cial position they would have Allan, a Royal Marine who

It 'has come in a heart- been in if the campaign had himself lost a leg in the con- 
warming surge of unsolicited not taken place. fldc?t. They are resigned to
public generosity, which be- “We began by making in- criticism and complaints, but 
gan with spontaneous gifts te.pim grants as quickly as bitterly resent accusations 
to the Defence Ministry on possible to bide people over that they are heartless and 
the news of the first casual- the early days, then set about unfeeling. -r
ties, and h'as not yet stopped, detailed assessments that vices take pride^ in looking 
Nor would anyone wish to have involved welfare officers after our own, explained 
stop it. The fund is great, but visiting and weighing every Captain Lambourne. “Allot 
so is the need. Every penny case. vVe work through us here care deeply about 
will be disbursed. established Service charities, what we are doing. After all.

Yet the cynics were not whose staff have vast experi- any of us, our wives and 
wholly wrong. As they fore* ence of helping and caring families, could have been 
told even as the fund was for bhose in need.” victims, too.”
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| Radio ham throws round-the-world 

lifeline to the sons of the Bounty
administration's representative 
on the island. (He reports to 
Auckland in a secret morse 
code.) The islanders bear the 

of the mutineers

NEARLY- every day. Jim 
Russell, a radio ham, sits down 
in the back room of Green
Fingers, his bungalow in . and were quoted new jetty, but they find the surnames v
Byflcct. Surrey, for a chat with .g9 R j| loid Christian bureaucracy slow and cumber- Christian. Brown and Young, or
Tom Christian, seated at his «•***,■buyone for £6Sand sone. In London, the Foreign that of Warren, a whaler who 
radio on Pitcairn, a liny British . • . ■ , free Office view is: “We don t think settled on Pitcairn,
outpost in the South Pacific. T) ;siand's nrincipal source there is any need to use ham Their isolation has severely

He knows that Christian - of™Eenue is PUcairn postage radio as they have a perfectly increased m recent years: 
great-great-great - grandson of s0|d , collectors The good morse code channel." because of the increase in air
Fletcher Christian, one of the Ministration has a total ofr- Britain last year spent the freight, fewer ships call. But the 
HMS Bounty mutineers who £^0 000 jnvesled. A reCenl equivalent of £9,000 a head on Pitcairners arcinot insular and 
settled m the island in 1790 - tion in thc House 0f Lords the inhabitants compared with listen avlf J 10 J f 
and the 49 other Pllca™rs Established that this money thc £1.000,000 per head per Service.And .althoughmost ° 
depend mainly on Jim lor their belongcd t0 lhe Zanders them- year earmarked for thc 1,813 their orders via Russell are for 
contact with thc outside world. • Falklandcrs over the next three practical things like cooking oil

Pitcairn, a two-mile-long The Piicairners would like years. There are 15 school-age and corrugated iron they ^so
chunk Of volcanic rock just sQme of jt l0 be spent on childrcn and a leacher, sent enjoy such twentieth ceritvry 
north of the Tropic of Capri- j d water collection and a from New Zealand, acts as the luxuries as Dream Topping,
corn, has no telephone link. Its K 
Briish administrators, based in 
Auckland. New 
communicate with it only by 
morse code.

For thc past three years, 63- 
year-old Russell, a market 
gardener, has arranged 
markable unofficial supply line 
for the island, more frequent 
and cheaper than the official 
route via the governor in 
Auckland, whose office sends 

I two supply ships a year.
Russell calls up Christian on 

his short-wave radio, discusses 
the islanders’ needs, orders thc 
goods and arranges free trans
port with a friendly haulier to 
Liverpool docks. There, thc 
goods arc loaded on thc 
Norwegian tankers under char
ter to the American oil com
pany Oclel, which regularly 
ships petrochemicals to New 
Zealand. Free of charge, and as 
an expensive act of goodwill, 
thc tankers divert to Pitcairn.

Food. tractors, welding 
equipment and freezers have all 
reached Pitcairn by this route.!
“You name it if they need it I'll 
find a way of getting it there”,
Russell says. The islanders pay 
for their purchases out of 
money they earned from selling 
carvings and baskets to the 
crews of visiting ships. Thc 
money is finally sent to Russell 
in registered envelopes.

Russell says his delivery 
service happened by chance. “I 
picked up Tom Christian on the 
ham one day and in conver
sation he said ‘1 could do with a 
battery’. ‘All right’, I said I’ll 
sort one out for you and find a 
way of getting it there’ ”.

Most of the islanders’ pur
chases are made in this way.
They did order a bulldozer fron 
the governor, and this was 
recently dropped by parachute 
from a Hercules aircraft (there 
is no airstrip). But it cost ‘the 
Pitcairners £53,879 and.Russell 
thought they had been poorly; 
advised about the best choice of 
machine. They also asked for a

by Joanna Barlow

Zealand,

a re-
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iPROGRESS IN 

ANTARCTIC 

TALKS LIMITED

MISSILE CREWS 

SUPPLIED BY 

PACK HORSES

I

By Our Staff Correspondent 
in Bonn

A two-week international con
ference on drawing up ground 
rules for future exploitation of 
the Antarctic’s mineral wealth 
ended in Bonn yesterday hav
ing made some progress, but 
well short of any agreement.

The already difficult negoti- 
ations were not helped by the 
apparent delaying tactics of the 
Soviet delegation, conference 
sources said. It impeded pro
gress by insisting all Antarctic 
exploitation should be in joint 
ventures, which was seen bv 
some delegates as an attempt 
to gain access to Western 
technology.

But Herr Ernst Jung, leader 
of the West German delegation 
and chairman of the meeting, -h 
said: “I cannot say that the 
Soviet delegation blocked the 
negotiations.” He nevertheless 
emphasised the likelihood of 
agreement taking a long time.

The Army is using pack 
horses to help it overcome 
problems of re-supplying iso
lated military positions during 
the Falklands winter.

Seven horses, hired from a 
Falkland islander in San Car
los, are to be used to ferry 
food and equipment to Rapier 
missile crews hidden in the hills 
around last year’s invasion 
beaches.

A Royal Array Veterinary | 
Corps sergeant is in the Falk- j 
lands to' assess the animals’ 
worth as they climb the snow- . 
covered tracks .

Progress in Antarctic 

negotiationsP* limited
By MICHAEL FARR in Bonn

inter- said: “I cannot say that the 
Soviet delegation blocked the 
negotiations.” He nevertheless 
emphasised the likelihood of 
agreement taking a long time.

He described the 14-nat.on 
talks as “ business-like ” and 
said that further meetings 
would be neld.

Conference sources said that

TWO-WEEK 
national conference on 

drawing up ground rules 
for future exploitation of 
the Antarctic’s mineral 
wealth ended in Bonn 
yesterday having made 
some progress, but well 
short of any agreement.
The already difficult negoti- . . ,

ations were not helped by the a ..HVTij
apparent delaying tactics of !.........................
Soviet c~"‘

A

the working group would probably 
delegation conference be held .n Wasnington in

“.‘VS'JLss: 2S&S? ToaldSiSiif “tWo ““t'ife‘s P^ld j
ventures, which was seen by The negotiators are the 12 
some delegates as an attempt original signatories of the 1959 
to gain access to Western Antarctic Treaty plus West 
technology. Germany and Poland. The 12

Other delegates thought that are: United States, Soviet 
the Russians were delaying Union, Britain, Norway, France, 
matters because they were not Japan, Australia, New Zenfond, 
yet suflicicntlv technologically Argentina, Chile, South Africa

and Belgium.prepared to exploit the con
tinent’s mineral riches. - The Falklands war big 

But Herr .Ernst Jung, leader lighted the largely overlappin 
of the West German delegation territorial claims of Britai 
an-d chairman of the meeting, Argentina, and Chile.
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! happened”, as if American politics bore any resem- The assembly, which is the WCC’s top policy-making 

blance to a leisurely and once gentlemanly English body, Is being urged to ratify a change of course tha
game. The talk in Washington is of criminal proceed- some of its grassroots members have long wanted. The
ings against whoever did the leaking, and of reviving World Council of Churches started life in 1948 as-an 
some obscure 19th century statute to make those who attempt to bring about church unity. Later, after its 
accept stolen government papers liable for prosecution. ; Uppsala assembly in 1968, it took a leap into secular! 
In its zeal to uncover another Watergate the'American matters, including some occasionally left-of-establish^ 
press risks jeopardising the freedoms which allow ment politics. There were several reasons for this, good
investigative journalism to flourish. • Campaigning and bad: the arrival of new third-world churches with
newspapers sometimes need to remember Oscar urgent socio-political concerns; disenchantment with 
Wilde’s definition that ‘‘morality is simply the attitude the unity campaign (particularly in the absence of thej 
we adopt towards people whom we personally dislike”; biggest Christian church, the Roman Catholics); and| 
and Samuel Butler’s description of one of his characters not least, for some people, a feeling that public politica 
as “an unprincipled, principle-ridden prig”. ■ 
nob no i :vVj!sdw :jc ili.v (cV, -v%bi 
It doesn’t play in Tennessee ^ ■ U:« /Lupine/
Only two revelations would turn “Debategate” into symbolised by its small but headline-catching grants tc 
more than a silly-season story: if it transpired that the non-military wings of African guerrilla movements! 
important information affecting national security was The controversy over this obscured the admirable work 
leaked; or if some of Mr Reagan’s men had deliberately the council does in many other fields—with refugees; 
infiltrated the Carter camp to spy. So far, nobody has for instance, some 2m of whom have been resettled 
produced evidence to suggest either. The FBI has been under WCC auspices. The guerrilla aid upset many 
brought in by President Reagan to counteract any hint Christians, who suspected that Jesus Christ was bein^ 
of a cover-up. The subcommittee on human resources given marching orders by Karl Marx. The critic^ 
of the house post office and civil service committee is complained of a lack of even-handedness. Mr Alex|? 
carrying out a competing investigation, mainly to make ander Solzhenitsyn has accused the WCC of caring to® 
the obscure chairman of this obscure 'committee much for third-world revolution and too little foil

_______________ ____ ______ persecuted Christians in Russia. A stone’s throw fromj
Nobody in Tennessee’ ever mentions the subject, where the Vancouver assembly is being held, a ZurichJ 

complained the senior senator for Tennessee^ Mr;; based group will be listening to evidence about relij 
Howard Baker, when he was grilled by the press on the ^gious persecution under 
leaks after a meeting with the president at which they
were barely discussed. “Debategate” dominated the Back to churchly basics 
president’s last press conference too. It js difficult tq - The surprise is that the critics seem-to have made theii| 
avoid the conclusion that the White House press corps point. The organisers of the Vancouver assembly havel 
in particular is far more at home with the minutiae of gone out of their way to present it as unprecedented!)! 

.“Debategate”, just as it was with Billygate three years “church-oriented” and ‘'“worship-oriented”. At thel 
ago (and that turned out to be a waste of effort and centre of the Vancouver discussions will be a document 
newsprint), than it is with the threat of interest rates outlining the consensus reached on baptism, the euchaJ 
rising again, conflagration simmering in central Aifier- rist and the' ministry. Missionary activity and evangeli- 
ica and real poverty back on America’s streets. Demo- sation; uritil recently dismissed as “verbalisation of the 
cratic leaders rightly - fear -that the media is on a wild Gospel”, are back in fashion. - jmwbi. :
goose chase, deflecting attention from the Teal flaws in ^ The penny has also dropped for some of the national 
Mr Reagan’s tecord. - But the fearless journalistic Church bureaucracies that‘underpin the WCC! The 
sleuths of Washington carry on with their obsession, British Council of Churches has once again placed 
undaunted. Maybe what really bugs them is that the church unity at the top of its agenda. It is appointing a 
Carter mole passed his leaks to other politicians, rather Salvation Army specialist to lead its evangelisation 
than to the press. 1 *: schemes. Similar things are happening in other coun-

t. , od;-n.jn* *iort3cs. u:Ar:‘ T' f tries. The National Council of Churches in the United

activism was a welcome distraction from nagging prij 
vate doubts about their religious beliefs. ‘ • , ; •’ ' • ; i

The WCC’s growing involvement in politics was|
;T•j;

famous.

.*■ "wcommunism.

States, with a membership of 32 Protestant and Ortho-1 
dox churches, has been jolted by attacks on its political 

c. Oiii-)7- activism. O? -'•, . .. . & /• ' j :ih j..
The argument about the proper relationship between 

r man’s '‘vertical” concern with God and his “horizon
tal” duties to other men—between salvation and liber
ation-will never’reach & clear-cut choice. Most peo- 

Do not dismiss the assembly of the World Council of ple’S ’preference, most' of the time, will be for the! 
Churches, which begins in Vancouver this Sunday, July diagonal. But the churches’ worried laymen seem to 
24th, as just'-another summer swan for globetrotting have got across to worldly pastors that the tilt to the; 
ecclesiastical -bureaucrats. ^It could turn-Out'to be horizontal 'has gone too far. The WCC may be reclaim-; 
important, and not only for the 304 Christian churches Ing for God a bit of the excess that has been rendered- 
with about 400m members that make up the -WCC. unto some Unlovable modern'Caesars.' 1

\j ■ /. i

Eyes up ^
• £f*. h. 'jMy . ?1 . * - -

o. k-jfio •nmuio:; Or u -'f
xmJ .

*
A change in the) World Council of Churches/rf.

- -
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" Threat shadows Hong Kong talks1
By Jolin Gittings Tories’8 expires" l6 MrVeng ImbaiTassing^ftuaUon” °£ “ fS^St planfforV “ Pearl

explained t0 „ong obbv«i sjga “ Xg
MrkDfngnXi1aopSgWhasSthreaat- ^^ona^atioM^Pewles® wild 'impl'y'pekingl resump- The main issue injthe talks, 

tairp hnrk the territory last month s iNationai reopies sovereignty and, there- according to Mr Deng, is how
f axemen Ogpf. «,»** ‘ BAlF ^ ^ « ST-WUS

"" h , an, ^Ls^JS^ Chinese leaders^claim^at least

China now says that it wants less degree. and *f Hong Kong’s economic publicly, that they could
to reach a satisfactory solution Monday.g talks jn Peking future is in one sense reassur- weather any loss in income
within the next year and will continuey what is officially ing for Britain and Hong from Hong Kong resulting 
demonstrate its known as the second phase of Kong. But some aspects of it from a crisis of financial confi-
Hong Kong s future by inc e discussions which began this are hard to reconcile. <3ence lf the negotiations go
ing its investments there. month after a face-saving for- on one hand. Mr Deng has badly.

But Mr Deng’s remarks, pub- muia had been found on the repeated the assurance that 
fished in the Hong Kong press, sovereignty question. Accord- Hong Kong’s social system, encourage

intended to increase the ing to Mr Deng, it is Britain s lifestyle, and living standards cf“es,f *"‘hl&nf°“VDlfwui 
on Britain to accept face which is being saved. will remain unchanged, with wken „Hong K°ng,,peoPie Mr^■ASsr-35 r-rs. -srrw

China does not wish to take sovereignty as a condition for port. leaders in the who “support the re-uni-
back the whole of Hong Kong talks, Mr Deng to d he Con- Ctanese Raders in tne wi,1 „
before 1997 — the year when gress delegates, letting Mrs megnoounng p 1 y v x

Peking is now beginning to 
the Hong Kong

seem 
pressure 
China’s definition of the prob
lem and how to solve it.
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Rift in Argentine forces inquiry into 

conduct of Falklands war
Russians

From Andrew Thompson, Buenos Aires
analysis.” This report will be 
finalized towards the end of 
August, thus delaying thp 
winding up of the commission’* 
work.

The final report will b* 
handed to the military junta, 
which will decide when and 
how it should be published, and 
whether it should be submitted 
to the Supreme Council of tht 
Armed Forces.

The council is the highest 
military court, and it could be 
asked to investigate whether 
General Galtieri and his junta 
colleagues should be demoted.

The navy continues to argue 
that none of the commission’s 
findings should be published 
until the UN General 
Assembly, due to commence on 
September, finishes discussing 
Falklands question.

Argentina is seeking a new ' 
UN resolution calling for I 
sovereignty negotiations with 
Britain, and the Navy holds that 
publication of the commission’s 
findings before the UN vote 
could prejudice the country’s 
international image.

Antarctic There are growing signs of colleagues in the 1982 military 
conflict within Argentina’s junta, Admiral Jorge Isaac 
Rattenbach Commission, for- Anaya and Brigadier Basilio 
med to investigate the military Lami Dozo. 
and political conduct of last Disagreements within the 
year’s South Atlantic war with commission have emerged 
Britain.

From Anna Tomfordc 
in Bonn

A two-week antarctic confer
ence, attended by 14 countries, 
ended in Bonn yesterday, 
achieving only modest progress 
and reaching no agreement on 
establishing rules for the 
exploitation of the continent’s 
mineral resources.

“ Judging by the difficulty of 
the negotiations, it will take 
years to set up a regime,” the 
chairman of the conference 
and leader of the West Ger
man delegation, Mr Ernst 
Jung, said.
“We have discussed a 

number of very abstract and 
complicated models on which 
we were not in agreement,” he 
said, adding that the negotia
tions would be continued. 
There had been no progress on 
the controversial question of 
the territorial claims of seven 
of the 14 countries which make 
up the Antarctic Club, includ
ing Britain, Argentina, and 
Chile who have overlapping 
claims.

Conference sources said that 
a meeting of the 14 countries’ 
working group was expected t 
be held in Washington in Ja
nuary. A session of the special 
consultative meeting would be 
held later next year, probably 
in Tokyo.

Mr Jung would not confirm 
reports that the Soviet Union 
had indulged in “ severe stall
ing tactics,” bogging down the 
conference on the discussion of 
details. Conference sources 
said that the Soviet delegation 
had made it clear that it was 
not interested in rapid pro
gress.

over
the roles of the different 

It is now unlikely that a full services in the war, however, 
report will be published before An internal Air Force report is 
the general elections scheduled severely critical of the Army 
for October, and the long- and the Navy, each of which in 
delayed post mortem on the war turn is critical of the others, 
will have to be taken up by the This is holding up a consensus 
next government, which is on the overall behaviour of the 
expected to appoint a con- armed forces during the war. 
gressional committee of in- According to Senor Ricardo 

Kirschbaum, a columnist of the 
The commission is headed by newspaper Clarin, the Air Force

member of the commission,

quiry.

retired General Benjamin Rat- . 
tenbach, who represents the Brigadier Carlos Rcy, threa

tened to move his offices to a 
different floor in the Congress 
building, where the inquiry is 
being held, and to publish his 
own minority report.

Army, and includes senior 
officers from the other two 
forces.

The commission has heard 
testimonies from all the main 
protagonists of the 1982 crisis.
General Rattenbach, is reported result, the commission has 
to have indicated that its decided to “write a report, 
findings so far are damming for paragraph by paragraph, detail- 
General Leopoldo Galtieri, the ing the different points of view 
former President, and his two on each of the incidents under

He maintained that, as a
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BATTLE over the Falkland* look* 
|Uce re-opening next week. Dr 
Frank Hansford-Miller. 
66-year-old leader of the English 
National Party, the New Freedom 
Party and now the Save England 
Crusade, is planning to challenge 
Coalite Croup’s chairman Charles 

its Falkland* 
subsidiary at the

Needham over 
Island Company 
group’s annual meeting on 
Wednesday.

Dr Hansford-Miller ha*
shareholder of Coalite

and°doe ’ no, think ,h. company 
is the best to deevlop the far-off 
islands. He wants Coalite to se l 
the subsidiary, therefore, and is 
trying to recruit support from

of words.
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Sir Rex wins 

royal word 

of sympathy

I

By GERALD BARTLETT 
gIR REX HUNT, Civil 

Commissioner of the 
Falklands, was knighted 
by the Queen at Bucking
ham Palace yesterday 
after flying the 8,000 miles 
from the islands for the 
investiture.
And the Queen, chatting and 

smiling frequently, asked him 
whether he was still travelling 
in “ that uncomfortable air
craft ”—a Hercules.

Sir Rex, 56, who returns to 
the Falklands next week, said: 
“This is a marvellous honour 
for me, the Falkland Islanders 
and the Royal Marines who de
fended me so well on April 2 
last year.”

O

DSC for pilot
Lt Alan Bennett of the Royal 

Navy, a pilot who destroyed his 
helicopter after coming down in 
Chile during the Falklands 
crisis, was decorated with the 
Distinguished Service Cross.

Major Guy Sheridan of the 
Royal Marines, commanding 
officer of the land forces which 
re-took South Georgia, received 
the 0 B E, as did Mgr. Daniel 
Spraggon, the Falklands Roman 
Catholic priest.

Mrs Kathleen O’Neill, whose 
husband. Pc Francis O’Neill, 
was stabbed to death by a drug 
addict near Waterloo station, 
received the Queen’s Gallantry 
Medal awarded to her husband.

n-

Also at yesterday’s investi- 
were the actor Leoture ,

McKern, 63, who plays Horace 
Rumpole in television’s “Rum- 
pole of the Bailey” and re
ceived the Australian Order, 
and Daley Thomson, MB E, 
the decathlete.

o



‘ Thatcher fetish ’
Dr Owen gave a warning 

: that Mrs Thatcher’s “fetish” 
; of refusing to discuss sov

ereignty of the Falklands would 
mean a savage cost to the 

• defence budget.
2 | 3'\jpj ^3 The present policy was un

sustainable both financially and 
militarily without paying a 
very serious price.

“ If as a result of a serious 
attempt to negotiate you found 
you could not reach an honour
able settlement I think that 
with great reluctance many 
M Ps would be prepared to 
sustain a Fortress Falklands 
policy.

“ But in the absence of any 
serious attempt to reach a 
long-term settlement, the Gov
ernment will be savagely in-, 
dieted if they come to the': 
House with reductions in the- 
defence budget as a result of 
being unable to grapple with 
this issue.”

?» •• V.:o

20 The Daily Telegraph, Thursday, July 21, 1983

FALKLANDS POLICY 

‘WILL PUT DEFENCE 

BUDGET IN CRISIS ’ Dr Owen said the Govern
ment should start to open a 
dialogue with Latin America 
in advance of the Argentine 
elections.

By WILLIAM WE EKES Parliamentary Staff

1QR OWEN. Leader of the Social Democrats, 
warned the Commons yesterday that a 

continued policy of “Fortress Falklands” 
could have serious repercussions for 
Britain’s defence.

He told Conservative M Ps to put pressure on the 
Government to reach a settlement on “ Fortress Falk
lands ” if they did not want the defence budget to

suffer more than any other.
Dr Owen, speaking during 

the resumed defence debate, 
said the defence budget 
would be facing an acute 
crisis in 1986-7.

In that year the Treasury’s 
acceptance of the Nato com
mitment to a three per cent, 
increase in defence spending' 
came up for review, and the 
contribution given by the Chan
cellor in exceptional circum
stances for the Falklands would 
be over.

Starting the process of dia
logue with key countries such 
as Brazil. Venezuela, Peru and 
the United States was very 

• important.

Contractors praised
Mr PATTIE, Defence Pro- 

1 curement Minister, confirmed 
l in re-opening the debate that 
3 India had ordered the Sea 
‘ Eagle missile made by British 
*. Aerospace and (Westland Sea 
i- King helicopters with Rolls 
- Royce Gnome engines.

He said British arms sales 
expected to reach £2,400

0 million this year compared 
with £1,500 million in 1981-82.

The need to sustain Britain’s 
3 defence industries was vividly

1 demonstrated by the testing 
i requirements of the Falklands 
l campaign.

Praising
shown by contractors m meet
ing requirements, Mr Pattie 

1 added: “Their contribution to 
victory should not be

s
were

the dedication
f

our
under-estimated.”‘ 111 Tory interests *

After referring to the recent 
£230 million reduction in de
fence and the possibility of < 
further cuts, Dr Owen said it j 
would be immensely difficult in i 
present economic circumstances 
to continue with the present 
projected defence , strategy 
beyond 1986-87.

“ The Falklands Fortress 
policy must be examined by this 
House.
. “ It is strongly in the inter
ests of Conservatives concerned 
about defence to examine this 

[ issue. If they do not grapple 
with it arid put pressure on the 
Government to come to a settle- 

. ment on Fortress Falklands 
; before 1986-7, let there be no 
i illusion that the budget that is 
; going to suffer most is defence.”

4 Unthinking reaction ’
Mr KEVIN McNAMARA, 

from the Labour Front Bench, 
criticised the Governments 

■ defence policy as an unthink
ing emotional reaction ”

which was neither as

t

to a
threat '.....- . . . ,
«*reat as they anticipated 
as capable of resolution as their 
policies seemed to suggest.

“ It is an unthinking hark
ing basic to past glories, of 
keeping up with the Reagans 
and Andropovs, the Nuclear 
Joneses, in pursuit of a great- 
deterrent called the Tnden...

nor



Falklands job 

for Wyseplan
HUMBERSIDE 
Wyseplan has won a £6 
million plus contract for the! 
construction of a site camp 
on East Falkland for the La- 
ing/ Mowlem/ ARC joint 
venture, which is to build the 
£190 million airport in the 
Falkland Islands.

The first units are to be 
shipped out next month for 
completion early next year.

Back in the UK, Laing In
ternational’s managing direc
tor Oliver Whitehead has 
been appointed chairman of 
the joint venture. A recruit
ment office for the project 
has been set up at 171 Ewell 
Road, Surbiton. Surrev

based

a
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! {Qood news for Falkland®
1 «— star «w S‘ . platter of a printing mechanically-minded . fri®*}d after arrangements foi P

Thce mnv soon disturb what- kept the print run going with publication collapsed. AnLI? Peace is left in the Falk- improvised spare parts, includ- W* captain wh0 had volun- 
landsPcapital of Port Stanley. ing rubber bands. wWch teered t0 help was posted else-
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By Gareth Parry
„ ?he Government' vesterdav 
welcomed a CommorlsSelect 
tha? b’re“™mendat,on
thesfre'S M n0t redUCe
Hong Kong.
th?eSHnn“ *° the report by

ccZTmr 10 “^ntatatage?he prosperity! °n^ S StabiIi* ^d*

garrison in

ifcLast week Britain 
3ts willingness 
concede

signalled 
eventually t0

whole of HoVnge^nyg 
after the lease® of ith! New Ter' 
ritories, the bulk of the colony 
expires ,n 1997. But yesS
?hyfS4ifesponse Giakes ity clear 
that there is no thought of re
ducing Britain’s 
strength there 
moment.
strong gfJTison is around 7,500 
strong at present, consisting
Sy ?„f ia British-based bat? 
r,1 Jl and the Brigade of 
Gurkhas, and has declined by
1976 aithtma,i 1iumber since 
Britain’? ?+naI phase of
.easttao?Iuez.lIltary WithdrawaI

rj.Tbe eommittee also notes the 
delivery to the Royal Navy of
mVreaC°Ck ChSSMvessels for service m Hone 
Kong, which is expected to be 

.complete by the end of 1984.
British Forces Honq 

Command 8994 tjmso

military 
until the last

Kong.
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at Thatcher’s threat
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Fortress Falklands
. From Sir Miles Clifford 

Sir, In a letter from

'* sjjJ assame lliaT'the1 garrison way onifetUrC,and the,r ac^slomed
wee . me which you no^l.hta^rh^'lL^lne" cTbet
June ifi°hc, Cnou»gh 10 Publish on would at once return to the attack 1 ^ 'Tou,d we,corr>e this solution

&i‘asu»ssw ife^acswdtsSRpwrsBssra a * s j £&***£ &»»„ „„„sole objection ever oflered to me is of South America and West AfnV» fhcreffih!T°n a convcnienl stationmm mma nni
iSgas pcssl psin

m tht the Zri ^ Sf * *«■> base "«“* *> &
civil population, cannot pose a for fhe ArZ,m°re lha," '‘nolional” 1 am, Sir, yours trulyS.V”"1 f”«* »r„ta,?s'‘~s;,'z,d" sss;r°RD:

1 «* ■^ ~T£“£t™“'S Hr5-

i
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will hit defence
Owen that cruise had to be deplored 

“Cruise °f the Soviet sS-20.s. 
designed io'ng ^

a”Wea«Te^

e?ule bp w-anled >0 abandon 
VL i e.> Polaris. Trident and
•^ThaT?? *!aSMS ln B»*tain.
. ‘s n°t the substance of 
a lealistie defence policy.”

•Mr Stanley said it was absurd 
to cnticise the present govern- 
"'em for nol spending fnoi.Jh 
on conventional defence, since 
J?'9 expenditure on the 
had risen bv 15 
terms, the 
the RAF jg 

*’ We have

By Colin Brown
Dr David Owen, Leader of 

the Social Democratic Party, 
yesterday
Government that the cuts in 
public expenditure would make 
it immensely difficult for it to 
hold to its commitment to in
crease defence spending by 3 
per cent a year

He called on Conservative 
backbenchers to put. pressure 
on the Prime Minister to ini
tiate talks with Latin Amer
ican countries to reach a 
settlement over the Falkland 
Islands following the conflict, 
with Argentina.

The '• Fortress Falklands ” 
policy would lead to cuts in 
the defence budget unless a 
settlement was reached, hoi 
said, speaking on the second! to M.P* 
and final day of the debate on I an. order 
the defence White Paper.

Mr Geoffrey Pallie,
.Junior Defence Minister, re
fused to give a guarantee that l also 
the Government would be able 
to sustain its Nato commitment 
to increase defence spending 
by 3 per cent a year, beyond 
1985-86.

Dr Owen said that the ink 
on the While Paper was hardly 
dry before the Chancellor had 
removed £230 million from the 
£16 billion total, and there 
could be more cuts ahead.

“The

warned the

navv
per cent in real 

ar,"y 7 Per cent and 
per cent.

no intention of

m - Pattie confirmedt*m£&sne&
Sea Eagle.tor de-

missile

»• * 

Gnome en?‘ne*| t arms
sa“Uth

Britain, 
million

\ anti-slMP 
the I spite

King
Royee

» S3S ~ „sales 
milU°n
compared
[in 1981-82. t lhe Oppos'; 

Winding UP D vies said that 
lion. Mr Detixtt Conser-

of cold war. . f0ur yeais
I The oniyf been " in Buns an‘lin office had been Govern-

dole policymoni’s defence w ween 
‘•'unlikely ^serl“ nostalgia

lrnn ‘radical nghb wrong Vo say

| l defence budget is 
facing in 1986-87 an acute 
crisis. In that year, Treasury 
acceptance of the Nato commit
ment to a 3 per cent increase 
in defence spending comes up 
for review. In that year, loo, 
the contribution which was 
given bv the Chancellor in 
exceptional circumstances for 
the Falklands garrison and the 
replacement of 
losses is over. There is no 
doubt at all that in the

was an
old

Ministers

the battle

present
economic situation, it will be 
immensely difficult to continue 
on the present projected de
fence strategy7 in 1986-87.”

Dr Owen went on, “ The Gov
ernment is facing serious prob
lems on its defence policy. The 
Fortress Falklands policy must 
now be examined by the Com
mons. It is strongly in the in
terests of Conservative MPs to 
examine this issue with great 
concern because if they do not 
grapple with it and put pres- 
sureon the Government to 
come to a settlement on Fort- 
stress Falklands before 1986-87, 
let us be under no illusion, the 
budget that is going to suffer 
most is going to be defence.

Mr Pattie : Refused to 
give guarantee

abandoning our deterrent uni
laterally. That is a policy that 
is as irresponsible as it is 
naive,” he said.
. A Labour amendment attack
ing the Government’s defence 
plans was defeated by 384 vofes 
199 )192 (Governmenl majority

The Government plans were 
approved by 351 votes to 30 — 
a majority of 321.

i
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J^em Tries to Keep Economy Going 

Amid Recession, Floods, Terrorists
By Everett G. Martin

Staff Reporter of Tiie Wall Street Journal

LIMA
ARD LUCK STORIES FROM BORROWERS who can’t repay 
their loans don’t impress bankers. Peru isn’t any exception, but 
tales of the misfortunes that have befallen it over the past year are 
certainly more compelling than most.

Peru shares the problems of other Latin American debtors 
in trouble. World recession caused a drop in its earnings from 
exporting commodities-copper, silver, cotton and sugar, in Peru’s case. 
Then Argentina’s invasion of the Falkland Islands^and Mexico's flirtation 
with oankrnntrv last vearifrightenedTenders away from Lima as well as 
other Latin capitals. And like other oil exporters, Peru was hurt bjt oil price 
declines this spring.

But after these difficulties, Peru’s problems get more exotic.
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Brazil to Seek $4 Billion Loan 

On Heels of IMF Agreement
A Wall Street Journal News Roundup The reduction in wage-indexing WOUld
WASHINGTON - The International Mon- reduce automatic cost-of-living increases 

etary Fund is expected to take several so that they cover only 80% of inflation,
more days to resume lending to Brazil in the rather than 100%, as has been the case. And 
wake of that country's tentative agreement the adjustments will be made only twice a 
on a new set of austerity measures to satisfy year instead of quarterly. The cutback is

expected to apply both to government and 
But Brazil isn’t waiting around for the private-sector workers. A 24-hour general 

IMF money. Buoyed by the accord, Brazil strike, has been called for tomorrow to
will ask international banks for a $4 billion protest the pegging of salary increases
loan this week. Its central bank president, below the inflation rate.
Carlos Langoni. will meet inNew Yoi-k with Brazjl .g expecte(i t0 use most of the 
representatives of Brazil s 41 cied $4U jn new IMF lending to meet a
banks to ask for the loan, accoiding to scheduled S400 million payment to the
central bank spokesman. ^ Basel-based Bank for International Settle-

The revised Brazilian austerity proposa m,nts on a S1 2 billion loan from the BIS. 
being reviewed informally yesterday ^ deadllne was last Friday, but the BIS 

by the IMF's managing director, Jacques ^ indicated it wjU wait untiI the IMF 
de Larosiere. If Mr. de Larosiere appioves, umes lts Ending to Brazil. Resumption 
the plan will go to the IMF's executive ^ lendin„ by the IMF in turn will result in a 
directors, who represent the organization s continuation of lending by commercial 
146 member countries. Actual IMF lending , 
to Brazil isn’t expected to be resumed until 
next week at the earliest-and possibly the

IMF demands.

<C"

was

Brazil also is in arrears to other foreign 
creditors-by about $1 billion according to 
Brazilian government estimates and $1.4 
billion according to bankers’ calculations. 
It currently owes foreign creditors $90 
billion, about $9 billion of which is 
expected to come due this year.

week after.
Brazil Makes Promises

The pact, worked out by negotiators late 
Monday, is based primarily on a pledge by 
Brazil to significantly cut workers’ cost-of- 
living increases. The Brazilians also prom
ised to eliminate government subsidies on a 
spate of major items, including food and 
gasoline.

The belt-tightening is expected to 
government spending about 20%, after 
inflation is taken into account-a massive 
cutback by any standard. Brazil also 
promised to halve interest rates, which in 
some cases approach 205% a year.

The IMF agreed last February to lend 
Brazil $4.9 billion over three years, but 
officials held up a $411 million "second 
stage" of the loan last May when it became 
clear that Brazil wasn’t carrying out some 
of the austerity measures it had promised 
in February.
Some Details Unresolved

There still are some details to be worked 
out in the total Brazilian package. For 
example, some commercial banks are 
pressuring Brasilia to reduce interest rates 
on its Treasury bills to bring them into 
balance with market rates. Some authori
ties fear that Brazil’s liquidity crunch could 
be exacerbated if the disparity between the 
rates remains so wide, sapping money from 
private markets. ■

New Loan Is Sought
The bid for a new commercial bank loan 

of $4 billion represents an attempt by the 
country to keep up payments on its debts 
central bank spokesman said. Commercial 
bankers said they figured Brazil could need 
up to $5 billion from banks over the rest of 
this year, not the $4 billion estimated by the 
central bank.

, acut-r

have circulated that the U.S.Rumors
would consider a new $600 million short
term "bridging loan" to help Brazil 
meet some of its back payments. However 
Treasury Secretary Donald Regan to d 
Congress yesterday that Brazil isn t seek
ing a new U.S. loan and added that such a 
credit wouldn't be needed. Moreover, a 
Brazilian central bank spokesman said 
Brazil wouldn’t seek a loan from the 
U.S.

Brazil borrowed $1.2 billion last year 
from the Treasury's Exchange Stabilization 
Fund but has repaid that loan. At this 
point, the U.S. is the only major Western 
government without a loan outstanding to 
Brazil.
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Delay likely 

on Argentine 

war report
From Andrew Thompson 

Buenos Aires
The report on Argentina's 

conduct of the Falklands 
prepared by a military com
mission of inquiry, which is due 
to be completed this month 
may be delayed yet again.
hJJVTr-forces commission 
headed by a retired officer 
General Banjamin Rattcnbach.' 
nas been investigating the 
conduct of the military junta 
and senior officials during the 
South Atlantic confict last year 

Sources close to the com- ' 
mission have described its 
preliminary findings as “dam-
I i/°r^ formcr President 
Leopoldo Galtieri and his two 
lu"ta colleagues, as well as for 
Scnor Nicanor Costa Mendez, 
the former Foreign Minister

According to the leaks, 
commission’s report could lead
rJ— d5motion of General 
Galtien,Admiral Jorge Isaac
UmiDozo i8adier BaSi,i0 

nw '!!tfnal Nav>' documentS'SaS'S'arg;;;
should be delayed. It says that i 
its publication before the next |
General Assembly of the United
Rations, due in New York in 
September, could weaken Ar- 
gentina’s international position

II the report is delayed in this 
way it is likely to be placed in 
the hands of a new civilian 
administration. Elections in 
Argentina arc due in October.

war

the

i

former President and widow of 
General Juan Domingo Peron,
hJJ Punng 2 po,iticaI come- 
oack have sown confusion
hopefuls y’S presidemial
in ?A°ra oer6n has been living
h" 5VIe ln SEam’ and is now °n
holiday in the coastal resort of 

uengirola. So far she has not
'n'e™ in ,hc Pa«y’s fn,c°r!
nnLb e °ver thc Presidential 
nomination prior to 
October’s elections.

next
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How to keep calm and 

do a deal on Falklands
serving member of the Argen-

THE MOST interesting parts S fog foreign service and has
of the Falkland Island policy I t^ce been in the Cabinet. He
review documents being I is the main foreign policymaker
published by the House of ] among the Peronists.
Commons Foreign Affairs | Tettamanti has publicly
Select Committee are the sub- I deplored the use of force by the
missions by Mr Guillermo J Galtieri regime. He wants a
Makin, a Cambridge academic. . formal cessation of hostilities in

Hisevidenceisstartling.lt accepted bv Cambridge to read helpful. He wants people in return for a promise of negotia
te show that a political for a Ph.D. He now teaches Britain to be aware of what is tionS) end of the exclusion

and has written for The Times politically feasible in Argentina zone a reduction in size of
in the event of negotiations, ^ Falklands garrison, 
and what is not Another leading Peronist, Dr

Once the guilt of the military ^ , Robied0, is suggesting a 
regime, particularly Galtien, is . ^ reparations fund for the 
taken into account, says Makin, famiiies 0f the dead on both

sides, as a confidence-building

9eems
solution to the Falklands pro- L
blem is perfectly imaginable and lectured at Chatham 
and achievable, provided that House. He seems to under- 
all parties remain calm and stand both Argentina and 

donal. Britain, which is rare.
This is in direct contradiction He became involved with the . , t

,o the summing up of last Foreign Affairs Committee out bemuse of
month’s Commons Defence because the adviser to it, year swa measure.

. It con- another academic, knew his mutual ignorance. Here, says Makin, and else-
work. Makin wrote the com- Makin begins by pointing out wher£ ^ Ws ^ wlth the

years the dispute will remain mittee a long memo, with that it has f-ePea y Peronists, he found surprising
‘ as insoluble as ever.’ copious footnotes, to refute the stated by the British Covern- wiuingneSs to compromise.

But the Defence Committee notion that Argentina has ment that, before ilegotiations But the Radical Party is more

ftnsuttdt* srsr-ssrc “s sjsra
~ S3SmBBB.

ErSHHH SS.Aroentina to work on the porated in an appendix. about this. ,-d> The though, that negotiations had

“i=i: aSSs=S rs s&SESus
*’ i Gam he said that each country Foreign Minister leaseback would be acceptable,

iafsmrs a’-wjs-.'s SsSi
it would have to be relatively 
short: it could not run for 
much longer than for die 
Panama Canal. In other words, 
the leaseback would be over by, 
say, 2001 or 2005.

What would happen after 
that ? The politicians know that 
Britain regards the views of the 
islanders as crucial. After 
leaseback, say the politicals, 
the Falklands could be give 
autonomy, perhaps on the same 
lines as the Isle of Man. By that 
time, Argentine sovereignty
would have become less nomi
nal ’ The islands’ autonomy 
and the self-government of the 
islanders could be fully guaran
teed by a change in the well- 

1853 Argentine

Committee report 
eluded that over the next few

(

r■u '

0^\

constitution. Third parties 
could be brought in, including 
the UN Secretary General to 
guarantee that the civil rights
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Guillermo Makin : ‘ The interests of the FalkSanders and Argentina’s new politicians coincide.’
soon. Autonomy like the Isle of 
Man was something to con
sider. One would need to be 
very certain about the guaran
tees. Above all, one would 
want to be sure that any newly 
demilitarised Argentina wa3 
going to be stable.

Given what the islanders 
have been through, this caution 
is wholly understandable. The 
point Makin makes is that the 
interests of the islanders and 
the new Argentine politicians 
to a degree coincide. Neither 
group wants the return of the 
military. ‘Never has there 
been such repression. Never 
have there been so many 
deaths.’

If there are no negotiations, 
the military will be able to say: 
‘You see? We were right! 
Force is the only solution! * 
They will be able to use the 
lack of negotiations to resist 
reforms, or even to legitimise a 
coup. How, and in what 
circumstances, a civilian 
Government will establish \ 
itself, or fail to establish itself, \ 
Makin does not know any more v 
than anyone else. But he is sure 
that negotiations on the Falk- 
lands would help to stabilise the 
civilian Government. ‘If we 
don’t get talking, it’ll be a 
powder keg.’

and civil liberties of the 
islanders were respected, 
through annual inspections.

After leaseback ended, the 
islanders could retain British 
nationality. They could keep 
the common law system, 
education in English, place- 
names in English and British 
idiosyncrasies such as driving 
on the left. As soon as 

gotiations tackled sove- 
-ignty, Argentina would start 

co-operating on transport, 
health and trade.

Makin says his contacts with 
Argentine politicians since 
1980 indicate that they and the 
Falkland Islanders have much 
in common. They all fear a 
terrorist and militarised Argen
tina. ‘Understandably, given 
recent experiences, Argentine 
political leaders are anxious 
that the rule of law should 
return to Argentina.’

Once there was an agreement 
on the Falklands, concessions 
by Argentina on other disputes 
in the South Atlantic would 
most probably follow.

Makin is inclined therefore to 
conclude, reflecting on his talks 
with all the politicians and then- 
advisers, that a speedy political 
solution to the Falklands con
flict is, in fact, possible, 
provided that the British 
Government wishes to nego

tiate on ‘ the substance of the 
conflict.’

And if it does not ?
In that case, says Makin, 

Britain could expect Argen
tina’s policy to be ‘ correct but 
extremely inconvenient.’ 
These were the words of Dr 
Guido Di Telia, a respected 
economist at the Buenos Aires

were politically unthinkable.’
But what is politically feasible 

for the British Government? 
Before the conflict, as we 
know, Mr Nicholas Ridley, on 
behalf of the Thatcher Cabinet, 
tried to sell the House of 
Commons the idea of a 
leaseback solution. He got 
nowhere. His own party’s 
Falklands lobby savaged him. 
So did the Labour Party, led by 
Mr Peter Shore.

Some may say that any talk of 
leaseback (or even any talk of 
negotiation) will fall on still 
deafer ears now, given the 
heroic British statements made 
during and since the war.

Mrs Thatcher last week said 
she saw no prospect of nego
tiating with Argentina about 
sovereignty. But she did add 
the words ‘ at present.’

We have not yet had the 
Foreign Affairs Committee’s 
final recommendations, only 
last week’s draft by Sir Anth
ony Kershaw.

One key, of course, will be 
the attitude of the islanders. 
The first reaction of their 
London spokesman, when I 
asked him what he thought of 
the Makin findings, was not 
wholly dismissive.

The islanders had rejected 
leaseback once but could look 
at it again. 2001 sounded a bit

Catholic University who has 
held public office and is now an 
influential Peronist adviser. If 
negotiations fail, or never start, 
then Argentina would cam- 

diplomatically andpaign
financially ’ to ensure that 
Britain could communicate 
with the islands only through 
Ascension Island.

So we now have a good idea, 
through Mr Makin, of what is 
politically feasible in Argen
tina. And what is not feasible ? 
‘ I was unequivocally told that 
a UN trusteeship, or the 
reference of the dispute to the 
International Court of Justice, 
would ensure the indefinite 
postponement of a political 
solution. All the people I 
interviewed made it abun
dantly clear that “ Fortress 
Falklands,” or UN trusteeship 
— except for an interim 
period during negotiations and 
with Argentine consent — or 
any form of internationalisation 
that tried to bypass Argentina,
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WAR GRAVE
VISITS
REJECTED

' By Our Political Staff
Prime Minister 

yesterday rejected with 
regret an appeal from war 
widows for Government 
cash so that they could 
visit the graves of their 
husbands killed in action.
Mrs Thatcher said that while 

the Government would like to 
be able to offer a visit to all 
next of kin of Servicemen 
buried overseas, “ the numbers 
would be very large and it 
would be far too difficult and 
expensive to organise.”

Pressure from war widows 
for such visits to be arranged 
surfaced after the officially- 
organised and financed pilgri
mage by next of kin to Falk- 
lands war graves early this year j 
on the Cunard Countess, • 
17,495 tons. I

They argued that they should 
be entitled to similar treat
ment, noting that only since 
1967 had the Government 
financed visits to the graves of 
those who had recently died on 
active service abroad.

View unchanged
Yesterday, however, Mrs 

Thatcher told Mr Clement 
Freud, Liberal M P for North 
East Cambridgeshire, that ’ the 
Government stood by its view 
that the concession could not 
be granted retrospectively.

She said that about 11,000 
widows of men killed in the 
1914-18 War were still receiving 
pensions, and about 54,000 
from the 1939-45 War and 
subsequent conflicts^

THE
'

rs

;

o

FALKLANDS WIDOWS
Average payment £38,000

Payments from the South 
Atlantic Fund to widows of 
Servicemen killed in the Falk- 
lands range so far from £30,000 
to £70,000, with an average of 
£58,000, Mr Stanley, Armed 
Forces Minister, said yesterday. 
He told Mr Stanley Crowther, 
Labour M P for Rotherham, 
that the level of payments was 
“ not directly related to rank.”

As a charitable trust the fund 
had to make -payments based on 
need and the amount of finan
cial loss suffered by a hus
band’s death. Assessments were 
based on experience gained in 
Northern Ireland.

\
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Falklands hazard reduced'Vtie*
I# Jot-')

Operation minefield advances
By Rodney Cowton Defence Correspondent

ies of detection. Many of the declared free of mines is about
50 sq km in the region known 
as Murrell in the north-east 
corner of East Falkland. That 
area is being grazed by sheep. 
Another area believed to be free 
of mines is much of the land 
around Mount Tumbledown.

clearThe operation to , .
minefields around Port Stanley mines are lying in soggy peat, 
in the Falkland Islands has it was decided that risks 
been substantially reduced in which might have been toler-
recent months. ated while the fighting was on

Areas totalling over 80 sq were not acceptable when the 
km which last November were conflict had ceased and that 
still thought to contain mine- clearance would not be resumed
fields, have been declared free until means had been devised of
of mines. That has reduced by detecting the mines with a high 
well over half the area within degree of reliability.
20 to 25 km of Stanley which in the meantime, large areas 
was thought to contain mines. jn the east of East Falkland covers

In addition, the Royal were fenced off as containing category two, in which there is 
Engineers have made progress minefields, as also were smaller no evid*ence of mines or booby 
in methods of detecting the areas in other parts of the traps, but where there may 
mines. Of about ten types of islands. , remain a risk of unexploded
mine which were laid in the It has been possible greatiy bombs, ammunition and so on.
Falklands by the Argentines, to reduce the area of supposed ln fhc case of the Murrell, 
there is thought to be only one minefields. That is largely >vhere there Was no fighting, 
type which cannot be reliably because captured Argentine ^ ^ hag been extensively 
detected. That type ifcobably maps of the minefields have travcrsed on 
accounts for under 10 per cent proved much more reliable ana horseback without dangerous 
of the mines laid. comprehensive than was ong- materials being

After the recapture of the inally thought. though it remains in category
Falklands last year, attempts at Also, m some areas tne twQ therc .§ optjmism that it is 
clearing minefields were sus- presence of numbers ol am- ^

That'tas^becaust^there were found.to have died[fromwounds °t[ ^pede“aP

the conditions of the talons:potshotsatttiem^ be Sisters an(J Mount Longdon,

Such areas have not, how
ever, been declared free of 
hazard. They have been moved 
from category three, which 

known minefields, to

foot and on

found. Al-r

because
Falklands add to the difficult-

TKS MINEFIELD PROBLEM
&R0UNB P©RT STANLEY

Areas known to contain 
mines or booby traps

| Believed to be safe
No mines but may
contain unexploded
bombs or ammunition etc

r-—i Areas no longer thought 
11 to be mined

3 miles

O

WEST FALKLAND

Stanley

EAST FALKLAND

. j
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20 WRACs FLY 

TO PORT 

STANLEY
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By CHARLES LAURENCE 
mHE first women troops 

to be stationed with 
the Falklands garrison are 
to fly out to Port Stanley 
tomorrow.
Twenty members of the 

Womn’s Royal Army Corps, 
with Capt. Diana Foster, 28, in 
command, will join the 4.500 
soldiers on duty in “Fortress 
Falklands,” giving a ratio of 225 
men to each woman.

The women are clerks, postal 
and courier operators, supplv 
specialists, and cooks. They will 
work with units stationed in and 
around Stanlev, but will not be 
deployed in the countryside.

The women, selected from 100 
volunteers, spent last week 
training in the Brecon Hills in 
Wales in preparation for the 
Falklands, despite the difference 
in temperature between 
Britain’s summer and the sub- 
Antarctic winter in the South 
Atlantic.

I FALKLANDS 

‘WIN’ FOR 

ARGENTINA
By DAVID ADAMSON 

Diplomatic Correspondent 
'ARGENTINA is claiming 
" a significant diplo
matic victory over Britain 
in talks in Geneva last 
week on the regulation of 
satellite broadcasting m 
the Americas.

l

A United Nations plan, 
adopted yesterday, gives Argen

tina equal rights with Britain 
in -direct broadcasting to the 
Falkland Islands, South 
Georgia, and the Sandwich
ISThe practical effect of the 
plan is negligible so far as the 
British colonies are concerned 
because the resident population 
is small in the Falklands and 
non-existent in South Georgia 
and the Sandwich Islands.

1
i

1

Pretty dresses
The women, aged between 21 

and 27, have all served in 
Ulster. With little on which to 
spend money in Stanlev, and 
with normal deductions for the 
and lodging waived, they expect 
to be able to save as much as 
£2,000 during the five-month 
posting.

Although they have been 
briefed to expect cold, rain and 
plenty of mud in Stanley, they 
have also been advised to take 
pretty dresses to give 
right impression ” when off-duty.

A Ministry of Defence spokes- 
said the W R A Cs would

Legal precedent
But Argentina considers the 

rejection by the International 
Telecommunications Union, a 
UN agency, of Britain s 
attempts to exclude Argentina 
from any channels for the 
Falklands as setting a legal and 
political precedent.

Its significance will be tested 
session of the

“ the

man
be given “ accommodation to 
the same standard as men.” 
They wwild probaby be billeted 
together in one building, spiff
ing up each day to go to work.

in the next 
United Nations General Assem
bly. opening in September when
Argentina will request a debate 
on the question of. sovereignty 
over the Falkland Islands.

FALKLANDS WOMEN 
Weapon trainingFALKLANDS MASS 

GRAVE DENIAL Watts in Port 
Stanley writes: Ttoee local 
women who have joined the 
Falkland Islands Defence Force 

not in uniform just for fun 
or to make tea for the lads on 
weekend exercises. They want to 
be taught how to use every 
weapon in a professional manner 
and then 41 defend our country 
if the need should arise.”

They are Vanda McDonald, 18, 
a secretary; Teresa McGill, 24, 
a laboratory technician, and 
Sharon Halford, 29, a shorthand 
typist.

Patrick

clearingArmy engineers 
balllclines in the Falklands have 
discovered the body of an 
Argentine soldier more than a 
year after the war ended. But 
„ Ministry of Defence spokes
man denied rumours circulat
ing in. Port Stanley that a mass 
grave ;had been found. .

“ There is no truth m the 
rumour,” he said. The body 
found will be buried in the 
Argentine cemetery at Darwin.

WRACS in Falklands—P5

are

a

!

-----------, i
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U.K. and China to Reconvene Talks 

On July 25 on Hong Kong’s Future
Reuters

RFMTMr r-u _ . . , cuss,ons without an agreement on sisling that it could, in principle 
Ch>nese-Br,tish sovereignty, previously the main retain control of Hong Kong islan. 

S Hong Kong obstacle to joint planning for the and Kowloon peninsula after th.
Will resume July 25 in Beijing, future of the colony. Mosf of Hong lease on the New Territories run- 
Chinese Md British officials said Kong is ruled by Britain under a out, the sources said while China 
Wednesday at the end of a preli- 99-year lease that expires in 1997. no longer demanded that Britain 
mtnary round of negotiations. The sources, who asked not lobe yield on the issue before other

A joint statement said "the two “led’1!ai.d issues discussed in- problems were discussed 
sides have had useful and construe- c,uded administrative arrange- 
tive talks,” but it gave no details ments 10 maintain the prosperity Hong Kong island, the business 

. 'and stability of Hong Kong, which center of the co^ny, was ceded intalks ^d ’bnT^H C °hSeHt0 Chmese officials havf said fs one of Perpetuity, along with Kowloon, 
talks said both sides had made their main aims. by treaties in 1842 and I860. The

promises to allow detailed dis- Britain was apparently not in- New Territories leased in 1898.
—-----------------------— Talks on the colony began last

September when Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher of Britain visit
ed Beijing.

c

The delegations, led by the Bri
tish ambassador, Sir Percy Cra- 
dock, and Deputy Foreign Minister 
Yao Guang of China, met for just 
over three hours Wednesday, about 
as long as they met on Tuesday.

The governor of Hong Kong, Sir 
Edward Youde, joined the talks. 
Tuesday, but Chinese officials have 
stressed he is only part of the Bri
tish team and does not represent 
the 5.2 million residents of Hong 
Kong, most of them Chinese.
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Riot police advancing on students who were demonstrating at the University of Chile on the eve of a national day of protest.

Chileans Protest Despite Curfew, Arrests
By Juan de Onis where in Santiago, a city of four Julio Ponce, one of the presi- nal political problems are generat- 

million people, for more than two dent’s sons-in-law, resigned Tues- ing growing pressure for some 
A , hours. It was even more extensive day as general manager of the movement by the regime toward a

_ . . Am7ls 01 oppo- and prolonged than on the two ear- state-owned Chilean Development more open system.
ury curfw and Sr taLda'ww r" °k pr°‘eSl' ^ 11 and C°rT’°ratl0n allegations The unfolding drama is expected
me^asurescomained " tadkhS posed ™ ‘m‘ ‘v' ^ USed lnflUenCe for PerSOnal to reach a peak by the lOthanniver-
a^day of ^protest^agairm the gov' r ‘d many areahs' P?‘rols Another presidents! relat.ve was tow PresitolTalvador'AUe^de'
enmemof^SdentTuVusto Pi' warning shots The sold.ers removed recently as head of the a Marxist. The anniversary, Sept.
nachet President Augusto Pi- were subjected to shouted insults state insurance company after bro- II, is expected to be another day of 

r . ,, and demands for “democracy kers complained that an insurance national protestTTteau honties confirmed that a now,” as well as the release of polit- firm set up by General Pinochet’s .TTf n. ,
19-year-old woman was shot from lca] ancj un]on leaders who are daughter, Lucia, had obtained an ■ P0!* Ca[,s for Dtalogue 
a car dunng curfew hours Tuesday under arrest. They include Gabriel extraordinary amount of govern- . PoPe Jo^ Paal II called for jus- 

was the 0f the ment business. llce anc* l^e respcct of man in
• ~ ~ The arrest of Mr. Valdez, a for- Chile, and said dialogue was need-

....... ......^______ ___ ed to avoid violence, Reuters re
dent of the copper miners’union. known abToad as a United Nations Porlecl Thursday from Vatican j 

Hundreds of University of Chile official, has generated increasing City.
,n law students interrupted their ex- international pressure on the re- Speaking at his Wednesday gen- j 

ams to hold a campus rally. To riot gime. eral audience, the pope endorsed a
Demonstrators in some shanty- police in the street, they chanted in An appeals court is hearing argu- declaration from Chile’s bishops ‘

town areas defied the ban on being rhyming Spanish: “Policeman, un- ments for the release of Mr. Valdez, that warned the population not to .
in the streets from 8 P.M. to mid- derstand us one more time, our who has been held in solitary con- use violence, 
night and put up flaming barri- struggle is not against you but finement by a judge’s order since 
cades of gasoline-soaked tires. against Pinochet.” Saturday.

However, the scattered violence After two months of this contest

International Herald Tribune
SANTIAGO —

night and a 15-year-old
3 s,imilar inc*‘ outlawed Christian Democratic Tam^afu.-

borhood worlang-class neigh- Party, and Rodolfo Seguel, presi- mer foreign minister who is widely

At least 120 arrests for curfew 
violations were made here and i 
Concepcion.

He also called on the authorities . 
in Chile to waste no time in setting 

Interior Minister Enrique Mon- UP effective dialogue so that vio- 
was overshadowed by the over- between the opposition and the tero has agreed to reconsider the lence could be avoided, 
whelming response throughout the military government, it appears dismissal of 850 copper miners who “I want to make mine the call 
city to the main thrust of the nonvi- doubtful that peaceful demonstra- went on a protest strike last month from the bishops,” John Paul said, 
olent protest — the beating of pots tions will topple General Pinochet, in support of their leader, Mr. Se- “and invite everybody to pray for 
and pans from inside homes where Still, the government has not been guel. He is facing a possible jail Chile.” 
residents were confined by the cur- able to eliminate the pressure for sentence on charges of calling an

change from very large sectors of illegal strike.
The din could be heard every- the population.

He further asked concern for 
“the real temporal and spiritual 

All these international and inter- well-being of the Chilean people.”
few.
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5 TORIES BLOCKED 

FALKLANDS REPORT 

FROM COMMONS
Nmore long’term recurrent costs 

are reduced, the more Britain 
may become committed to the 
perpetual maintenance ol the 
status quo.

It says also that if the present 
policy of decolonisation is pur
sued in respect of remaining 
dependencies but not in the 
Falklands, then invidious compa
risons will be drawn, to Britain’s 
considerable international era- /
barrassment. j Enormous cost

Present policy also carried i As a resi.D n •
with it implications lor the obliged to dJnir J?n?a.,n was 
security of the South Atlantic military means 6 main? ?"ds by / 
and Antarctica which histori- large HPfpnr_s’fTna,nta,ning a / 
cally had been free of interna- mous cost manv ThA at Fnor' I 
tional tension. miles from Trc 3 thoi Sa,^s of iArgentinians shared the of military operaffi1 '
doubts of some islanders as to The present
the long-term viability of posed othef problems'Tor a£° 
present British, policy and « islanders, who were th£
believed that their own refusal > from air links with ihP ! °,u I 
to acknowledge the end of ! American mainland an/°^h 
hostilities was a major bargain- prived of local ' d dp‘ ' 
ing card which should not be \ health 
lightly exposed.

Any hope that an initiative 
would be forthcoming from
Argentina did not appear to be 
justified.

Dealing with possible alter
native policies, the committee 

Ihc committee believes that believes that under present dr- 
Governnient's determin- cumstances the search for defini- 

no change in the tive solutions is premature and
administration and may well prove counter-

government should be agreed productive, 
without the fullest consider- It believes that the clear title 
ation ol the islanders’ views is which Britain has over the 
not only the minimum commit- dcpendenrics ought not for the 
menl they can expect of moment to be compromised.
RHM.'n-c1'Kr,S0. consistent wilh It docs not believe that a 
i !nit J!J s obhgatmns under the British offer to go to legal arbi- 

tecl Nations Charter. tration would amount to much
more than a gesture which
would not in practice hasten the 

Tt says that whatever the resolution of what was essen- 
strength of Argentina’s claims tiallv a political rather than a 
to the islands had been before legal dispute, 
its invasion the committee had 
no doubt the claims were 
•seriously weakened by Argcn- 
ina’s resort to 
1982.

\
\\

\
\
l

'"rtJiiv minvroc

^ PARTLY completed draft report on a 
policy for the Falkland Islands, drawn 

up by the Commons Foreign Affairs Com
mittee, along with the minutes of its meetings, 
i eveal that Conservative members success
fully blocked any chance of a Commons 
debate on its conclusions.

/
i

1

Al the committee’s last meeting on May 10, the 
day after the General Election was called, the five 
Tory members voted against a motion which said that 
those parts ol the report agreed by the committee so 
far should be reported to - — 
the House.

Ilie three Labour tom- 
mi ttee members voted in 
favour.

educational, ,
/ SeF.,ces\ prev,‘°usly available°nS ;

he mow of the present env
/ Xr1C7- was thal Uiere was*no 
[ alternative lo the
! stnrf%v °f maintaining a full !

and effective force canahln repulsing any military^
Ar|ent;na might choo5e'T : 

The

and

Even though the draft report 
was never formally agreed by 
the lull committee, its contents 
will be studied in detail by 
those M Ps who 
Government to 
present policies regarding the 
ralKlauds' future.

the
alion that 
islands’

want tile 
revise i t s report says: “Your / 

committee do not believe that 
present policy, however neces 

1 “ry Jt™y be in the short '
| island? 3 StaWe future for
i and ^ilitical^costs &rd“ ’J 
I bui l.h® P°,lcy itself is reactive 5 
| f.nd inflexible and carries with 3 
1 it unfortunate implications for i\
I phoh-c;v,dbothconduct °f "*«■« s

il future.”
The committee says that the

The report, issued in the
name of Sir Anthony Kershaw, 
the committee chairman, deals 
,rlt rth l!le claims of Britain 

and Argentina to sovereignty of 
the islands.

'

East evidence Claims weakened
h believes that the historical 

evidence is finely balanced but 
?? obliged to conclude that 
the weight of the evidence 
argues m favour or the view 
that Argent,ue's tit|e lo lhe 
1 alkland Islands (or al least to 
Past I-alkland) was, at the time 

r Bnlish occupation in 
looo, of greater substance than 

' m 9r. has. been credited by 
official United Kingdom Gov
ernment sources.”

It concludes that 
about the legality of the 
Bn ish occupation of the whole 
of Past and West Falklands in 
fooo are certain to persist
r-!iMU8 i Brituin s ,itle West 
Talk land seems to be secure.

•jbe rcP0, t says: “Vour coin- 
f c.e kavc yet to be persuaded
of ,hPSCSl>-eKSi,cn,cc Jn aspect 
n, u c ?nt,sh claim during 
wV.Th of ,lhe second half of the
farm ccntury. dld not note de 
facto recognition of Britain’s 
title to the Falkland Islands.”
i hi ^iAJ?mittee docs not doubt 
bm chty of .Britain’s claim 
but does recognise that Argcn-
question,contmue t0 co»test the

S5?lch,ld • 1,as bcen taught 
that the neighbouring Malvinas 
form part of Greater Argentina!

“ It is doubtful whether 
British schoolchildren would 
?yen,.r iiave. been able to 

location of Britain’s 
c»uutn Atlantic colonies on the 
map.”

inow and for the

.
Legacy of distrust

The draft report concludes 
bv saying that the legacy of 
distrust and enmity created by 
the conflict and the unpalat
able record and character of 
the Argentine military regime 
must rule out for the time 
being any consideration of the 
transfer of sovereignty over 
the Falklands to Argentina.

Equally, the continuing belli
cosity of the present regime 
renders any immediate with
drawal or substantial reduction 
of the strength of the British 
garrison both militarily fool
hardy and politically unaccept
able.

The committee believes that 
a leaseback arrangement should 
not be discounted by the Gov
ernment in future negotiations 
and probably represents the 
most promising long-term solu
tion to the dispute.

The timescale for such an 
arrangement to he even re
motely acceptable to the 
islanders would need to be 
long, probably extending over 
the span of several generations 
of islanders.

(Minute# of the Proceeding of thn 
Fn-'iin Affairs Committee. Session 
1982-85. H.M.S.O. £6-40.)

arms in April,

Aigentina stands condemned 
ot unwarranted aggression in 
pursuit of a favourable solu
tion to her dispute with the 
Lnitcd Kingdom, in conflict 
with the foremost principle of 
present-day international law, 
and until she completely re-' 
nounces the use of force, her 
claim to the islands cannot be 
seriously considered.”

The

assertions

report says, however, 
that so long as Britain does not 
turn its back completely on the 
possibility of a negotiated set
tlement, the present attitude 
at the United Nations should 
give Britain room for 
oeuvre and time to consider its 
long-term stance.

Despite

man-

Britain’s military 
victory the underlying cause of 
,9 conflict remains as intract

able a problem after the conflict 
as it was before.

Defeat had .
Argentina to 
claims. She had

not persuaded 
renounce her 

. not formally 
renounced the use of force as 
a means of presenting her 
claims or even acknowledged 
the end of hostilities.most
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SAS raiders 

let down by 

late Hermes
"iVI EMBERS of the

SAS who destroyed 
11 Argentine aircraft in 
the Falklands Pebble Island 
operation were forced to 
abandon a plan to
“annihilate” the 114-
strong garrison guarding 
the aircraft, according to 
a new book.
The Argentine lives were 

spared because the carrier 
Hermes arrived in the area 
late and could not launch 
the helicopters carrying the 
raiders in time for them to 
complete their killing mission, 
according to a new edit*'1" of 
Tony Geraghty’s book “Who 
Dares Wins.”

(

In the edition Gcrafhtv 
includes a 30.000-word account 
of special forces’ operations in 
the South Atlantic and claims 
the SAS squad were given two 
orders: “Destroy all the air
craft and kill everyone in the 
garrison.”

But, for reasons unclear, 
naval planners “ miscalculated” 
the time it would take to bring 
Hermes within helicopter range 
of the target.

“ This in turn meant a late dash 
into the target area, sailing at 
speed into a high wind, which 
ruled out movement on the 
flight deck, and helicopters 
could not therefore be made 
ready.” This resulted in only 
one of the two original objec
tives being sustained.

Mr Geraghly also claims to 
have evidence that the Pebble 
Island garrison soldiers sur
vived a second operation 
designed to wipe them out 
because the surrender came a 
day before the plan went into 
operation.

(
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THE FORTRESS FACTOR
The draft report on future policy 
for the Falklands published 
yesterday by the Commons 
Foreign Affairs Committee once 
again shows what a useful 
service can be provided by Select 
Committees. Naturally the 
Chamber of the House of 
Commons will remain the ulti
mate place where the Govern
ment's policies are tested, as well 
as the spirit and cohesion of the 
governing party. However, much 
of the raw material which should 
inform those debates will have to 
come from the proceedings of 
Select Committees, such as with 
this report. The future of the 
Falklands should rightly con
tinue to exercise the minds of 
MPs. even if the position in the 
South Atlantic provides no 
foreseeable grounds for any 
likelihood of early change.

Sir Anthony Kershaw’s draft 
report recognizes certain under
lying factors about the Falklands, 
and argues in favour of the 
recognition of others. Th.e basic 
claim to sovereignty is accepted 
as not proven either way, and 
thus less proven for Britain than 
the Foreign Office would assert. 
However, the Argentine claims - 
whatever they were before 1982 
- have been seriously prejudiced 
by its unwarrantable resort to 
force last year, in brech of every 
accepted principle of inter
national law. Until Argentina 
completely renounces the use of 
force, therefore, her claim cannot 
be seriously considered.

That is the Committee's view, 
but that is not in itself enough. 
The Argentine claim cannot be 
seriously considered simply 
because it is reiterated. There are 
respectable international pro
cedures for adjudicating on 
claims of sovereignty. Argentina 
should either use them or 
recognize that it has no better 
position in law, and possibly a 
worse one, than the British 
Government, which thus has no

need to respond to the claim, 
except when it is pursued with 
force.

The Committee also states 
that no change in the situation in 
the Falklands should be agreed 
without the fullest consideration 
of the views of the islanders. 
That is the minimum commit
ment that they should expect 
from the Government.

The Committee goes on to 
explore what changes there could 
be. Integration within the UK? 
Independence?
Leaseback? As a provision of the 
Antarctic Treaty? Or as a 
multilateral defence base in the 
South Atlantic? The merits and 
demerits of each option arc 
considered. The Committee 
concludes that of them all the 
leaseback proposition, extending 
over a span of several gener
ations of islanders, should be 
kept under the closest consider
ation as a possible device for 
securing the long-term future of 
the islanders at lower financial 
and diplomatic costs to the 
United Kingdom. But not yet. 
The legacy of distrust and 
enmity created by the Argentine 
invasion and occupation, the 
unpalatable nature of the Argen
tine regime and its continuing 
bellicosity not only rule out such 
considerations for the time 
being, but make it imperative 
that Britain maintains the 
firmest posture of deterrence and 
defence of the islands.

These are respectable con
siderations for members of 
Parliament, but they have a 
major weakness as a basis for 
policy in a government. The 
committee concludes that, since 
the Argentine claim is not likely 
to go away, it will have to be 
conceded. It bases this con
clusion on the supposition that 
the defence burden will other
wise become intolerable. No 
sentiment could be more con
ducive to encouraging Argentine

intransigence than to take this 
line.

The committee’s fallacy is to 
consider that the defence burden 
will automatically become intol
erable. It will indeed be an 
additional burden on Britain’s 
defences. That might cause the 
actual contribution to the Euro
pean theatre to be lightened. 
What is overlooked, however, is 
the considerable strategic advan
tage of a continuing British 
presence in the South Atlantic.

In the United States there is a 
division of view about the need 
to mend fences with Argentina 
and the fear of upsetting Britain 
in the process. In November, 
when Argentina should acquire a 
civilian government, it will be 
necessary for Washington to 
make friendly representation to 
Buenos Aires, which will prob
ably include some arms deals. 
Arms sales may be a necessary 
element for forging a new 
relationship between Washing
ton and Buenos Aires. The 
weapons concerned must not 
alter the current balance of 
power over the Falklands, but 
provided that can be aranged, 
Britain should not protest. The 
only hope of more amicable 
future relations between Buenos 
Aires and London must lie in a 
triangular relationship with 
Washington. That might encour
age a gradual understanding in 
Buenos Aires that Argentina’s 
strategic interest in the South 
Atlantic is best served by multi
lateral conversations and agree
ments and not by an obsessive 
persistancc with the claim to 
sovereignty over the Falklands. 
Then - but only then - it might 
be possible for Britain to con
template leaseback arrangements 
in which the juridical change 
would not in any way undermine 
the security of the Falklanders 
and Britain’s capacity to guaran
tee it.

Trusteeship?

r
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I By PATRICK WATTS 
in Port Stanley 

SHIP taking hundreds 
of live animals to the 

Falklands to replace those 
lost during last year’s con
flict, could be delayed yet 
again, according to Port 
Stanley’s veterinary officer.
The ship, nicknamed Noah's 

! Ark, has already been delayed 
j several times. Local farmers are 
beginning l'1 despair as 
obstacles continue to appear.

..
A

The ship will carry hundreds p( 
Inf horses, sheep, pigs, cattle 

and even budgerigars which tl 
.have been purchased by the t( 

Falklands Foundation in Lon- 
1 don. It will be paid for from a B 

fund established shortly after 
the conflict ended last year.

Mr Malcolm Ashworth. Port 
Stanley’s milkman, has been 
unable to resume normal milk 
deliveries for months because 
the best of his herd was 
slaughtered by the Argentines. 
Most of the population are 
using milk powder or long-lite 
milk which arrives once every 
three months from England.

& b
■ e

I

f<
c
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FLOATING HOTEL 

FOR TROOPS
A 5,500-ton floating hotel for 

troops in the Falklands was 
named Pursuivant, after * 
1939-45 war base in the islands, 
at a ceremony todayat Xht 
yard of Sea and Land Pipelines 
at Lowestoft, Suffolk.

In a few days the Pursuivant 
Is to be manoeuvred on board 

semi-submersible Dyvi 
Swan, 19,216 tons, for her 8,000- 
mile three-week voyage to the 
south Atlantic.

1
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'Stay in Falklands’
IT would be ‘militarily foolhardy and politically 
unacceptable’ if Britain pulled out of the Falklands, 
a Commons report warned last night. But the draft 
document by the all-party foreign affairs select 
committee, also warns that ‘fortress Falklands’ 
policy could prove too expensive. The committee's 
investigation, which began in the last parliament, 
was interrupted by the General Election, but from 
last night’s report, it was clear MPs are anxious 
about the huge sums of money being spent on the 
British garrison.

THIS time, Richard Ill’s demands for a horse 
could get an unscripted response. The play 
opens tonight among the bridle paths of New 
Yorks Centra Park. It will star Kevin Kline, 
late of bophies Choice, under the guidance of 
the New York Shakespeare Festival’s first Bri
tish director, Jane Howell. They originally con
sidered doing Henry V but Miss Howell, still 
offended by ‘that unnecessary, pointless’ Falk
lands war, didn’t want to do anything so jingo
istic and so they settled on Richard III.

C
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Argentine relaxes 

ban on UK funds
Two British banks have been was introduced to facilitate the 

'authorised to transfer funds extension of new commercial 
rvit of Argentina since a new banking loans to Argentina. A
law last month ended a freeze further $1.5 billion five-yeai
on British assets in the coun- loan, 10 per cent of which is
lXterd°a7nment S°UrCeS Sa‘d bank! isTe to be signed in
" The two banks are Lloyds New York soon.
International and Barclays. The The new law empowers; a 
sources declined to say how commission that oversees an 

i much money they had sent out tish assets in Argentina to . 
I of the country. authorise the transfer of assets

Argentina's military Govern- abroad “sese^'\ereIfP a so 
ment froze all British assets circumstances exist, it aiso 
during last year's Falklands allows‘he co™on to relax 
conflict but a new law making the assets ireeze o 
the ban more flexible was companies^ interest

I P The relaxation of the 15- and equal treatment given to 
I monoid "on UK assets the Argentine Republic.
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Tory MPs 

blocked i 
Falklands 

report 

debate

Wa?V„e„n,tf'loug,l,the draft reportStar®?vsttassjrrw bS
IlfSIHls'

miIitaSryySv!ctordye?nite.hBri^n's

flict as it was'tefor”6'' 'he

S,' Tifat, aiif^yson ‘h-

o5a3£ia-" ™a£??=:ataJSSrt which p3E«Bth1“ the I
change should be made^n the
~ten,L°ffuI!ehset Faik'ands 
non of 
islanders.”

con-
| Bj Richard

Norton-Tavlor

«£>=$>»& i
Conservativemembe? „f hhPe

^n^r^c^Lt!
port’s'conclusions Sb°Ut ,he - I 

S^chXsS
HnA P"esent British policy
for fhnp0ti ?ffeJ a slab,e futtire or the islands was supported
Tory3 Kr,t^ inCr1Udi"g ‘'™ 
<BrUlPef "rd JZ ^ster 
Townshend (Bexley) Cyr"

i

considera- 
of thethe views

Paragraph adds : “ Not 
only are its material and nolitica costs burdensoiS but the

ltse f is reactive and in- £
JSiWi?*
teSenJep<Pi the main con- 
in the riwrir* Were,^closedfhof Fuardlan in May. savs 
represented!!3** arrangement

lime ths?afph “ als0 says that ‘he
toCextenroTer W 

la^sVIsiaandgeerserati°ns °f Fa,k‘ 

commfuee^sch'S °f ‘he
rwthStroudKerfha7' T"y MP 
clear that ihe tramfe^of'sov! 
ereignty must await a return
Bd^no^ Aires!" g°Vernment

Jim Lester
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Ph,em the case of°twoUfSli°n ^d-Led^ ikdovvn on the* ofrSe^?r Arturo Valdes

a-y UJ“™e«»d took 
did not identify thVmt !' They
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"tore exiles to retu™^
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aged 82, a former r? Gody-
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Youde back for 

Hongkong talks
Peking (AP) - Sir Edward 

Youde, ihe Governor of Hong
kong, arrived in Peking yester
day for talks on the future of the 
British colony, over which 
China wants to 
eignly.

The two-day talks start what 
the two sides call the second 
phase

I A

m reassert sover-

in negotiations begun 
after Mrs Thatcher’s 
Peking last September.

visit to

1
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Deng’s recipe lor Hong
ing himself — who has pinned 
his reputation on regaining 
China’s lost territories 
closely involved.

Two recent visitors have 
been told by Mr Deng that 
“ China will not send any one 
to run Hong Kong, and that 
Hong Kong could be governed 
by a resident of the colony 
“ who does not necessarily

By John Gittings 
New talks on the future of 

Hong Kong open in Peking 
today in an edgy atmosphere, 
and China’s leading politician,
Mr Deng Xiaoping, has now 
sketched out plans for a new 
Hong Kong government after 
Britain leaves.

China would not send offi
cials to lake over Hong Kong, , . .
said Mr Deng, and the terri- have to be a Chinese,
tory could have its own legisla- on the Question of vital
live body and laws—but thev concern to many I-Iong Kong
must conform to the Chinese dwellers the status of the
constitution. legal system — Chinese spokes-

The general picture, summed ^ave macle ^ c*?af ^at,
up in the Phrase "Hong Kong whll5i as m“ch.as P°sslble ma-v
Hon" rKong”y ^ l°r'B = "appropriate revisions” will
Chkfa would Tent an rebuked by 1 ekulg be required, and that the
autonomous Hong Kong govern- terday only by a junior ofli- thTlTong Kong0^?)??^1 Court 
ment with wide local powers, rial, as he arrived for the new th£ gPriwS 
It could even include former phase of talks, after Peking l?ontinue y 
British officials as well as had rebuked him for claiming rhinp'p lpnrWc rinim tn ho 
Hong Kong Chinese, but only to represent the people of convinced that I-Ion" Kon"’s if they were legal residents of Hong Kong. “mfc p?ospeS?yg can be
Hong Kong and not in any As initial optimism over the ensured with the territory
other capacity. talks wore off in Hong Kong under chinese sovereignty but

This picture, conveyed by Mr share prices fell and the Hong 0;vpn a rp-monahlv inn?P rpin 
Deng in several recent inter- Kong dollar also lost against ° n \s not clear‘whether Sir
views, is based on the resump- the US dollar. Edward Youde’s statement last
tion of Chinese sovereignty According to British sources, week that he would represent 
and the clear understanding Sir Edward will stay only for the people of Hong Kong was 
that China must approve all the first two days of talks, but a slip, or whether he wished to 
the new arrangements and may the negotiations will continue soothe Hong Kong fears that 
intervene when necessary to through the summer. The their views would be neglected 
correct any deviation. Chinese side is led by the It is widely believed that Bri-

Meanwhile, the governor of Deputy Foreign Minister, Mr tain has found some face- 
Hong Kong, Sir Edward Youde, Yao G-uang, but it is widely saving way of indicating that it 
was met at Peking airport yes- accepted that Mr Deng Xiaop- will not maintain its claim

i.s

some
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Extra Argentine loan
Mr John

Tor hiduf his°distaste Me f
I Brftain to provide SlIo million taste of other MPs at the 

in more loans for Argentina loans, but it was necessary_ m 
before the ending of formal the interest of Britain and the
hostilities over the Falkland world economy that the Argen.
ieiaTwfc tine shoud not default.

Mr Moore, the Economic Sec- But Mr Peter Shore, the 
retarv to the Treasury, de: Shadow Chancellor, sharply cri- 
fended the Government’s ticised the Government for not 
sactioning of a further $1,500 insisting on the loans being 
million in loans by Western granted only on condition that 
banks The sum includes 10 the Argentine formally ended 
nor cent from British Banks hostilities and agreed not to 
and is to be paid to the Argen- use the money for rearmament, 
tine over five years in an Parliament, page 4.
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omic and political shape after a settlement 
over sovereignty. Both the British and the 
Chinese sides have good reasons for not re
vealing their objectives. Britain wants to 
maintain the status quo to the maximum 
possible extent, and therefore hardly has a 
complete alternative to offer. The Chinese 
are also feeling their way, both because it 
is difficult to work out a practical solution 
and because their basic negotiating tactic is 
always to blow hot and cold.

So the hard winter message from Peking 
about regaining sovereignty before 1997 
(when the treaty for the New Territories 
expires) has been replaced by Mr Zhao 
Ziyang's more summary suggestion that it 
could be done “ at an opportune moment.” 
The threat to wage class struggle in Hong 
Kong has been replaced by the pledge to 
maintain the capitalist system unchanged. 
But almost unnoticed in the excitement about 
the new round of talks, China’s basic posi
tion was re-stated clearly enough when its 
new representative in Hong Kong (officially 
the head of the Hong Kong branch of 
the new China News Agency) Mr Xu Jiatun 
arrived there on the day of the announce
ment. Reporting his arrival, the Hong Kong 
communist paper Da Gong Bao explained 
that “ sovereignty and administration rights 
are inseparable,” and it warned Britain not 
to “ lead people astray ” by suggesting that 
China would be content to regain sover
eignty while leaving administration in the 
hands of others.

Mr Xu himself said that he was in 
favour of “ Hong Kong people administering 
Hong Kong ”, a phrase which implies a high 
degree of autonomy for the territory but by 
local Chinese “ compatriots ” acceptable to 
Peking, and definitely not by the British. In 
recent months, this phrase has acquired a 
hard rather than soft connotation when 
used by Chinese officials. The squabble over 
the credentials of Sir Edward Youde, Gov
ernor of Hong Kong, and China’s denial of 
an entry visa to one of his officials, shows 
just how delicate the basis for the 
talks must be. (Sir Edward says he repre
sents the people of Hong Kong; Peking 
says he is just part of the British delega
tion.

Hong Kong5s 

opportune6

5

The start tomorrow in Peking of a second 
phase of talks on the future of Hong Kong is 
being greeted with official optimism. Both Mrs 
Thatcher and Mr Deng Xiaoping, runs the 
argument, have won new mandates — at 
the Chinese National People’s Congress and 
in the British election. Now they can set 
aside the emotive issue of “sovereignty” 
and start talking seriously about a transition 
which will preserve Hong Kong’s “ prosper
ity.” Not just the hearts but the pockets of 
the people of Hong Kong (or at least of 
those making money there) will, in Mr 
Deng’s phrase, be “ put at ease.”

But the truth is that neither side yet 
knows whether proper negotiations are 
really beginning, after the months of 
shadow-boxing which followed 
Thatcher’s visit to China last September, or 
whether serious talks about the future will 
be confined to back-channel contacts which 
need not embarrass either side.

M rs

The sovereignty issue may have been 
shelved but it still has to be solved. In Sep
tember Premier Zhao Ziyang upset Mrs 
Thatcher by discussing it with British 
journalists outside the Great Hall of the 
People — while she was waiting unawares 
within. Returning through Hong Kong, she 
retaliated by saying publicly that the old 
1 reaties through which Britain secured its 
colony are still valid. China then insisted 
that its sovereignly was non-negotiable. Mrs 
Thatcher now appears to have "found a way 
of admitting this without losing face, or at 
least of letting the Chinese think she has 
admitted it while the Foreign Office maintains 
that Britain has conceded nothing.

The next question is whether the 
agenda for the new talks will actually deal 
with all the problems of Hong Kong’s

#
new

Certainly it is the people of Hong Kongecon-

who in this game of diplomatic bluff are 
wearing the biggest blindfold. Negotiations 
have to be conducted with proper confiden
tiality, but the enormous secrecy surround
ing the whole issue is excessive. Chinese 
officials have at least aired their views, al
though often inconsistently. British officials 
have done nothing at all to prepare public 
opinion, least of all in Hong Kong, for the 
future. The Chinese have now made it clear 
that they want some sort of settlement by 
the end of next year, and it will suit Mrs 
Thatcher eleclorally to get the awkwardness 
of giving up a British colony out of the way 
soon. But both the Chinese and British must 
reckon with more trouble ahead if the 
future of Hong Kong remains the secret of 
their mandarins until the last moment.
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Easybuild win Falklands
<5X/=<zrKJi Vvty /x'r/<£2

contract the hard way
falklands, blown up by a British shell.

Easybuild Structures, of Beaumont Street, contacted 
the government and the Falkland Islands Company to 
otter kits after watching newsreels of the war.

They reckoned their flexible housing could start as 
barracks and later be turned into cottage homes.
. ”_nen there was no rfsTonse, the directors wrote direct 
to the Prime Minister, Mrs Margaret Thatcher. And they 
won the first contract, for the school.

Managing director Mr Douglas Stoddart said they 
adapted their basic Countryman design to give 
classrooms with a teacher’s flat above.

Mr Stoddart said: “We are convinced that our approach 
business1”6 ,S nght" We Can out'cottage anyone in the

-on the

two

Model of new school from Easybuild
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Code i ng your goose 

in Port Stanley
The Falklands received unexpected publicity thanks to General Galtieri, but as 
Judith Stares reports, its inhabitants are taking the presence of their military 

saviours in their naturally hospitable stride

Vi Robson, an equally indomitable 
84-year-old, who must miss the 
morning preparations since she is 
playing the organ in the cathedral - 
her weekly task for 60 years.

A crowd for lunch is not unusual 
at Jubilee Villas, for Vi has a reputa
tion for open house. ‘Even before 
the war I had the Marines here, 
and the sailors, then there were 
always the youngsters doing VSO 
and the visiting teachers. But I’ve 
got a soft spot for the soldiers now 
- it’s only natural, isn’t it?’

Since her husband died 20 years 
ago, Vi has had to abandon her 
isolated life as a shepherd's wife in 
the wild and remote settlements 
which are the essence of a Falkland’s 
existence. Sheep farming is the 
inevitable career for a male islander, 
who takes a wife from among the 
local belles and establishes his own 
family base in the camp, a word 
derived from the Spanish ‘campos’, 
meaning countryside, and used to 
describe the entire Falklands’ area

2
du.
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G Vi Bonner and Vi Robson with two of ‘our boys' on Stanley quayside
cosy kitchen, there is the 
persuasive atmosphere of 

Home Sweet Home, British-style, 
with familiar roasting smells and 
splutters from the Rayburn stove, 
plus the soporific sound of the BBC 
World Service playing their inimi
table Sunday morning selection of 
golden oldies.

It takes a great will to remember 
that we have travelled a tortuous 
8,000 miles to join this remarkable 
lady forher Sunday lunch, which she 
has been preparing the same way, 
with the same ingredients, for the 
greater part of her 76 years.

We are in the centre of Port 
Stanley, capital of the Falklands. 
Even with the presence of a 
cathedral, whose clock can be heard 
himing in the distance, it would be

difficult to describe Stanley as a city.
Vi and her grandson, Maurice, 

live in a solid, red-brick Victorian 
terrace, reassuringly named Jubilee 
Villas, with a view overlooking the 
harbour. Until last year there was no 
reason to suppose that their lives 
would have ticked along in anything 
other than the predictable pattern 
set by previous generations. But 
thanks to General Galtieri, Vi and 
her compatriots have had greatness 
thrust upon them. It is a tribute to 
their stoicism that they have adap
ted to the limelight so ungrudgingly.

Our hostess, an indomitable, 
cheery widow, is bemused that her 
lifestyle, not to mention her cook
ing, is the subject of such curiosity, 
but she gamely agrees to chatter

about old times whilst stirring, bast
ing and whipping up the items she 
has carefully chosen to represent as 
a typical menu for the benefit of 
readers ‘back home’. Since she has 
never received daily papers, never 
mind Sunday colour supplements, 
such consideration is doubly charm
ing, and the welcome given to stran
gers is as warm as that extended to 
her other guests, whom she lovingly 
describes as ‘our boys’.

Temporary lodger for a four- 
month tour is Colin Young, a ser
geant major in the Royal Military 
Police, and it says something for the 
informality of Vi’s household that 
she has also invited his boss. Major 
Ken Greenland, RMP. Making up 
the party is her inseparable buddie.

outside Stanley itself.
Vi looks back fondly on 

amazingly primitive pleasures, even 
now being enjoyed with similar 
enthusiasm by her own daughter, 
Yona, and her family.kv c
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i lost my last job because of the 
Argies,’ he complains. ‘I used to 
drive a small bus around Stanley, 
picking up the old folk and the 
young children, but they confiscated 
it. For the rest of the war I did odd 
jobs and kept my head down. What 
upset me was that I had been at 
school with a couple of the Argen
tine soldiers, but it didn't make any 
difference to them - they still stuck 
a gun in my back.'

Maurice has elected to live with 
his grandmother rather than stay in 
the camp with his parents and 
brother. There is more going on 
here. I’m a garage mechanic now, 
but I can change my job tomorrow 
if I want.' He refers to the chronic 
labour shortage which enables 
many islanders to hold down two or 
more jobs simultaneously. At the 
age of 22 he has already owned 
several Land Rovers, tinkering with 
each and selling at a profit. His 
current model is worth £4,000 and 
even- purchase has been cash down. 
HP is non-existent in the Falklands.

supplies are another compensa
tion), and Vi dexterously places 
enormous portions of succulent 
goose on to a dinner service 
provided by her last grateful guests.

We are instructed to take our 
laden platters into the front room, 
where we spread napkins on our 
knees and tuck in. West Store has 
turned up trumps with Mateus Rose 
and Liebfraumilch, though Maurice 
is inexplicably absent. Ken is exhor
ted to tackle the spare helping and 
provides proof that an army major’s 
resistance is no match for Vi’s mas
terly maternal insistence. He grace
fully and manfully ploughed through 
another joint of goose, and it 
seemed unkind to ask him to 
contribute to the conversation too.

We try to steer the talk to food, 
and learn that we could well have 
been served whale meat, penguins’ 
eggs or oxtail, thereby demolishing 
one prediction that we would be 
offered mutton, for sure, though at 
18p per pound it’s a good way to 
feed a crowd.

I Shopping in West Store. Port Stanley, the Harrods of the Falklands

all round, with lodger Colin acting 
as bar-tender. The elder Vi lives on 
her own, but shares all the delight in 

’ 'our boys'. 'We were just so pleased 
to see them that we were deter
mined to do everything we could t. 
make them feel at home.'

By this time, the kitchen is too 
cramped for the cat, who has fled to 
the peat shed. The photographer is 
standing on the back of a chair and 
Vi junior is really getting into the 
swing of things, whipping up Roselle 
Complete Instant Topping for the 
pudding - two pastry flans filled with

assorted tinned fruit, combined with 
egg custard. T can only get fresh 
cream from Yona. and even that is 
scarce now because the Argies shot 
most of the cows.’ she apologises.

Reference to the war is without
bitterness, and the influx of 'our | The same goes for mortgages, 
boys' has obviously been a great Wages are low, but tidy bulk sums 
compensation to these dear ladies, can be earned by healthy lads at 
More resentful memories are held sheep-shearing time. It seems un- 
by Maurice, who has made a fleeting likely that Maurice will ever know
appearance after an all-night party poverty if he remains in his own
called the Grand Slam - an annual environment. Ken Greenland is I incidentally called the Upland
knees-up held to celebrate the end greeted with another round of 1 Goose), just in time to cancel our
of winter. double gins (duty-free NAAFI 1 evening meal.

Lunch-time ends at tea-time, 
since Vi Robson must make ready 
for her duties at the evening service. 
We thank our hostess with the hug 
she deserves and waddle, penguin- 
style, back to our hotel (co-
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Day to day living can takea lot 
out of your hair.

Which is where our range 
of Head High hair care products 
comes in.

A low alkaline Hair Cleanser 

and Revitaliser to gently lift dirt and 
excess oil.

And a Hair Condtioner to 
restore body and shine.

Regular use gives your hair the 
treatment it deserves - naturally.

We also produce Head High 
Vitamins and Minerals and Head 
High Protein capsules,each 
containing a wide range of natural 
ingredients.
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A special dielary 
protein supplement 

for healthy hair
3 *ee*:s supply 

42 soli capsules • S7g

A special vitamin and 
mineral formula to assist 

healthy hair growth
30 days supply 
60 son capsules iLlh

2TSC'in Supplement Comp; FOOD SUPPLEMENT COMPANY. 
The natural way to look after yourself.J£

Pood Supplement Company

For our free explanatory leaflet write to:
Seymour House, 79/81 High Street, Godalming, Surrey GU71AW 

Available from health food outlets and selected chemists.
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LOCATION REPORT FALKLANDS by Graham France

S
“There cannot be many people who, after the Conflict of 1902, do not know 

I where the Falkland Islands are situated and to many they are characterised 
by the battle scenes shown on the tv screens at that time which, occurring in early 
Winter, have given the mistaken impression of a poor climate and desolate 
countryside. The islands, which cover an area almost the size of Wales and 
comprise two main «nd about two hundred smaller islands with 15,000 miles of 
coastline, are located about 400 miles off the East coast of South America and 
8,000 miles fror. the United Kingdom. Much of the land is rolling moorland with 
unique ‘rivers’ of angular boulders making a striking impression. Very few trees 
are seen except in sheltered areas which permit their growth - the strong, fresh 
winds whi r! i blow for much of the year also produce a chill factor, nevertheless 
there are generally more hours of sunshine and less rainieil than in the majority 
Gf areas of ihe Uk.

Qo when the opportunity was presented to go and work in the Falklands the 
CT' ,:y ,-yid I r imped at the chance to make the journey ‘down south'. It meant

■ i'i gown a working expedition to Vietnam but ws had no real regrets 
v,v been here for a while, know ’he right decision was made. I must 

* that my o ' r.es are those of a Stanley-based 
have ii: mon with those expats cased at

1 Turner Diesel (who advertise 
hnivin Catering of Kelvin Inter-

iU

f' r.

mely vanable and it is quite possible to have all four seasons
in any one day with the possibility of a fall of snow in every 
montn of the year. Watch out for sunburn in the summer 
months - you can easily overdo it in the dear atmosphere! 
Some find on arrival, as did I for the first two weeks, that there 
is some suffering from sniffles and general lung clearance as 
the body adapts to the crystal-clear air, the cleanliness of 
which is probably good for p 
puter chips and certainly is for many (but not all) asthmatics. 
Time difference when we arrived was three hours behind GMT 
but with adjustments here and in the UK due to 'Summertime' 
this becomes as much as five hours. Local 'Summertime' 
doesn't happen in Camp (the area outside of Stanley) which 
can mean reference to several 'local times' at MPA which also 
has 'Zulu' (or GMT) to consider.

■ - crJy way to arrive in the 
was by courtesy of the R : ;<>■■: • ce. You can now fly from
: j by Aerovias DAP bur. • .*/<:. A piously not to be our route 

o: :• .izq Norton, to where w-:.- journeyed from our Sussex home 
- i one-way hire car from Kon.tir.gs ■ who offer spedal rates to 

Me me of F? and kindly gave me a lift back io the airport after I dropped the 
vehicle a; :r C hord depot, having first deposited the- family and luggage with 
the RAr. Kennings will incidentally, meet you at Brize Norton with a hire car for 
your return journey home. Reception at Brize Norton for a civilian family is good 
with security tight - sufficiently so to prevent parking outside the terminal to 
off-load our 360lbs of luggage, so that we had to go to a nearby car park and 
trolley-in 11 suitcases. That could be one further reason for the thorough medical 
check my wife and I had to go through before final acceptance for the Falklands! 
An evening meal, with drinks at the servicemen's (duty free) bar prepared 
the long - and dry - flight in one of the RAF's Tristars wnich, it has to be admitted, 
are now showing their age and use on long-haul destinations such as the 2 million 
miles annual flying of the ‘air bridge’ between UK and the Falklands. Non-reclining 
seats and a total absence of in-flight entertainment did not help the 22 hour 
journey to MPA but I suppose the extended - 5 hour - stop at Ascension Island 
assisted, with its tropical climate reminiscent of that former happy posting to the 
Seychelles.

of IS32 and April 1

.
otential manufacturers of com-

quently emphasised that this is very much a do-it- 
yourself place in many directions, not least for entertain

ment. However, whilst this is true of entertaining guests at 
home, there are 'amusements' available which cater for a 
diversity of tastes: fairly frequent dances (usually 'discos’), 
badminton, well-supported winter league of darts, soccer, 
some rugby, river fishing, rifle and pistol firing, wind-surfing 
and water-skiing (in wet suits of course!), and what is the 
fastest-growing sport here: golf.

I t is fre
us for

“The Stanley Golf Club, which claims to be the Southern- 
I most dub of that sport in the world and has an annual 

membership fee of just £36, has a fairly rugged course with 
play the year round supported by between 40 and 50 mem
bers. Competitions are held Sunday mornings with over 30 
regularly turning up to tee-off at 8.15 and take part in many 
which are sponsored by local and overseas (UK) companies. 
A new clubhouse complex has received Government app
roval and it is hoped to complete the placement together of 
portable buildings very shortly. Information from the recruit
ment agents (of which more later) was to say the least 'mis
leading', advising golf is “played on a rudimentary 18-hole 
course, which was damaged during the Conflict. Efforts 
currently being made to restore it". Not true at all - the.course 
may be a little austere with a fair share of traps for the unwary 
ana the odd dead sheep, but it gives a lot of pleasure to a 
arowina band of enthusiasts led by Club Secretary Alex Smith. 
It was the former Governor of the Colony (and Club Lifq Pre
sident) Sir Rex Hunt who led the restoration of the course after 
the Conflict - the 18th hole is called Hunts Home. Sir Rex 
returned for a visit in May 1990 and recounted some of how 
this was achieved, including the discovery of the 'lost' 7th, 
when making the presentation for that year of the President’s 
Bowl. Sets of clubs with bag can be hired from the Treasurer, 
Emma Steen, at 'Emmas' Guest House on Ross Road, and 
the West Store sells a limited ranae of clubs, balls, etc but 
better to bring your own. Leave behind your trolley, though, as 
nobody uses one and umbrellas will be little raised due to the 
more than moderate winds that blow. A good waterproof suit 
and shoes made for the golfer are a very desirable asset not 
locally available, but members can buy a windproof lop', 
bearing the Club's name below the Island's emblem, which is

Home & Away Page 11

"The strong cross-wind which forced the lengthened stay in Ascension had 
I moderated sufficiently at MPA to allow the Tristar to land but was still blowing 

stiffly as we crossed the apron, heeding the warning to 'hold onto your apparel'. 
A very crowded terminal baggage hall with the inevitable trolley shortage had to 

^e endured whilst we listened to the compulsory lecture on the danger of mines 
^Bid other ordnance still lying around, completed immigration cards, struggled to 

collect all those suitcases, then found our transport and a cheerful Bob Stewart 
to takers.the thirty-five or so miles to Port Stanley on the reasonably good road 
(so long as you don't exceed the 40mph speed limit) and a bed for the night at 
the Upland Goose Hotel. A comfortable hostelry with a history which includes the 
accommodation of seamen off the great sailing ships (the wrecks of some are to 
be seen in the harbour of Stanley) who slept in bunks around the room now used 
as the lounge bar. The.hotel is currently receiving further refurbishment by owner 
Bob Fiddes - he stocks a good selection of wines and beers including Fosters on 
draught.

I A/hat were our first impressions? Absolutely no 'culture shock': language 
V V (often spoken with a Hampshire accent derived from the early settlers who 

came from those parts, mixed with those of Australia and New Zealand brought 
by the shearers), money - but don't take a St Helena or Ascension pound coin 
into your change as you will find it difficult to pass on because shops will not, 
knowingly, accept it as legal tender although currency notes from English and 
even Scottish banks are no problem, drive-on-the-left, radio and tv, education etc 
all very British. We arrived a little after mid-summer so the long sunny days 
extending well into the evenings were a joy to experience after the English winter. 
Yes, sunny days - the Falklands' weather is much-maligned, possibly due to the 
connection between the indigenous penguins and ice flows, and newcomers, 
receive many assurances from old hands not to expect too much cold and rain.

I ike many before us, we overstocked with thermal clothing which has had little 
I—wear but whilst the summers are perhaps not so hot as those in UK, the winters 
are generally not so cold although they may seem longer. The weather is extre-
May 91
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LOCATION REPORT FALKLANDSLOCATION REPORT FALKLANDS »m*:r** by Graham France

aHzeHaw? are°sUictly enforce? howweTsea^-belt^earing'is^Kjt co'mpul^Try - 

maximum speed in town is limited to 25mph.
"Transport between settlements and to and from Stanley, other than by Coastal 
I Shipping and cross-country tracks, is usually by the Falkland islands Govern

ment Air Service who fly two Islander aircraft to some 45 landing strips and to MPA 
with journeys costing between £16.94 and £31.50 single adult fare. As mentioned 
earlier, the Chilean firm Aerovias DAP has been endeavouring since their first 
flight here in April 1990 to establish a regular air-link with the main land. This has, 
at times, been thwarted by the Argentinians who have refused to permit flights 
through their air-space - as I discovered when in early November 199c as part 
of a Trade delegation, we had to abort plans to return via Puntai Arenasjuy iwait 
a diverted RAF Tristar at Montevideo to bring us back to MPA. With ihp . win rter 
flight of DAP up and running, fares of US$400 single to and from P a Are, as 
are offered which enable a link by LanChile (an excellent carrier, we jnd during
our 2 1/2 week visit to Chile and Uruguay) to Santiago and other v.' j , ' can
cities.
"The importance of the briefing on mines and other ordnance is 

I as you journey between MPA and Stanley, as well as eisewh 
rt and right of the road.

TJortnightly reports are given on the radio by the Explosive Ordi 
I (EOD), who also issue excellent maps of where minefields an. 
exist which, they say, are unlikely to be cleared for many years (j. 
the lifetime of two generations) - at least until technology catche: 
mines made of plastics to be dealt with. The reports detail which itb 
found where and by whom, and help to remind the populace of t:. 
to be found outside of the wired-off areas. These findings often inci!- e s nils, 
bullets, projectiles, rocket grenades, rifles etc seen (but definitely nor touched!) 
by walkers in Camp and even gardeners in Stanley. The EOD hav. dealt with 
some 2 1/4 million items of ordnance in the Islands and cleared about 230,000 
hectares of land of that material.

"The radio, as in most island communities, is a most important service. The 
\ Government-run Falkland Islands Broadcasting Service, led by Patrick Watts 

MBE who is well-remembered for his telling the Argentinian soldiers what they 
could do with their threats when they forced their way into his studio whilst he was 
broadcasting at the beginning of the Conflict, is augmented for many hours of the 
day and night by the British Forces Broadcasting Service (BFBS) which is part 
of The Services Sound & Vision Corporation (SSVC). If you are into ‘pop’ music 
then your taste is well-catered for (and over-done if you are a ‘middle of tne road’ 
music lover, especially on Saturday afternoons when a DJ broadcasting for BFBS 
presents for about 2 hours what the writer considers a particularly awful pro
gramme).

A slogan of the BFBS IS ‘Keeping you in touch' to which they certainly live-up 
/Aas almost hourly news bulletins are broadcast from London and carried by the 
satellite link, as indeed are the latest episodes of ‘The Archers'! This, though, may 
not be entirely to the liking of all expatriates, some of whom would not wish to 
remain so well-informed about events at home.

is little evidence of the Conflict of 1982 to be seen in Stanley except of course at 
the Liberation Monument commemorating the end of the Argentinian occupation 
and which is set in front of the Secretariat. The odd covered-up bullet hole can 
be seen, ex-army portacabins abound - some clad with white plastic and having 
a pitched roof added with use as a house, and some circles about a cross with 
the letters DAP painted in red on stone houses have been almost obliterated. This 
last was to remove an Argentinian- applied symbol indicating a 'safe house' for 
the Islanders to use as shelter from the fighting and was painted on the more- 
substantially built property as distinct from the more usual timber-framed and 
wood and metal clad house walls which would, of course, offer no resistance to 
bullets.

useful in better playing conditions.

"The Stanley Sports Association organises 
I a 3-day meeting on the Stanley Race Course at which 

takes place many horse races also competitive events for the 
two- legged, all for modest prizes. You can (any many do) bet 
on the horses with the course Totalisator. This annual meet
ing, which brings in many families and their horses from 
Camp, also includes gymkhana events and steer riding, with 
evening dances at which the prize-giving occurs. A lot of family 
fun is had and it is well-worth going along.

each Christmas

\ A/hen writing an article for Home & Away on those other, 
V V and more tropical islands - the Seychelles - in 1985,1 was 
able to mention that for those interested there were meetings 
of Rotarians, Round Tablers and Freemasons held regularly 
in and around Victoria. No such organisations exist in the 
Falklands but with a Stanley population of about 1200 (and a 
further, say, 600 civilians in Camp) then perhaps the 'clubi- 
ness' of these is not felt so necessary. Nevertheless there are 
membership clubs and these are the Colony 
Beret Association, Falkland Islands Deft 
Youth. The First Falkland islands Scout Group meets regu
larly on Wednesday evenings in a large hut recently opened 
by HRH The Duke of Kent and has a thriving membership 
which now includes our son. Stanley boasts of three churches 
- the Anglican Christchurch Cathedral (making Stanley a City), 
St Mary's Catholic Church, and the Tabernacle. At tne 
Cathedral, Canon Gerry Murphy likes to point out that his 
congregation though appearing to be small is actually larger 
than the UK- equivalent turnout when related to the population 
serviced by the local church. There is also a small Bahai 
community which is mainly American.

It has dearly been the intention to remove from sight as much as possible the 
I result jf the Conflict - that episode in the Colony's history can never be forgotten 
and deliverance from it will forever be celebrated every 14th June, but there 
dc -i appear to have been a systematic dean-up to allow a return to normal life 

■ Conflict as can be. Whilst on the Conflict, can I recommend the book 
r, historian and now Curator of the fine Museum in Stanley: John 

. ?s awarded the MBE in this year's New Year Honours List, and 
vo 74 Days’ tell the story of the invasion as seen through the eyes 

1 - a vary good read.

vnils' not a delight, can be satisfying and seems to be improving 
although not to say you don't get the sudden stock run-out of,

• and fresh fruit which, as all island communities know, is 'coming 
at'. The main shop (West Store) owned and recently refurbished 

od Islands Company, who also run three other retail outlets in 
■: fourth at MPA, faces competition from several small shops, includ- 

ir ne rts antly opened and now importing Tesco products whilst another brings 
in Co-Op lines* A very good selection of beers, wines (European, South Ameri
can South African etc) and spirits at export strength are available as is a 
reasonable range of frozen foods - interesting for we ex-Middle East hands to 
come across labels partly printed in Arabic ana which allow the memory to recall, 
if little else of that language, how to count! Mutton and beef can be bought direct 
from farmers - whole sheep for about £12, forequarters of beef for £30 and half 
a cow will cost you in the region of £70, but the availability of beef in this form is 
usually limited to the winter months. Apart from these prices, though, food is more 
expensive than in the UK. Fresh milk can be got from Beckside Farm and is 
delivered daily at the cost of 43p for a pint sold in a sealed plastic container. Not 
a great deal of choice to be found in clothing but it is there to be bought, and 
includes good quality products made from Falkland wool which are also obtain
able from the Stanley-located Home Industries shop. Our next-door neighbour 
is shortly to open a snoe repair shop - a facility unavailable until now and will be 
in some demand, as will be the dry-cleaning side of his laundry business which 
John Teggart will be starting soon. A men's barber shop would be an advantage, 
meanwhile my wife takes care of that for the two men in her life! Arrival of the 
Tristar is usually followed not long after in Stanley by the sale of daily and Sunday 
UK newspapers, not many days old but also not cheap: the Sun, for example, 
costs 75p and the Sunday Times £1.60. Locally, the Penguin News is produced 
fortnightly and like the weekly-published Teaberry Express is full of local news, 
- ■ ssip and photos and both sell for 50p.

here is no VAT or sales tax on goods sold in the islands, neither is there a 
Community Charge (or Poll Tax) but Rates (or property taxes) are payable on

property in Stanley.
/Communication by telephone, telex and fax machine is excellent and reliable, 
L/run by Cable & Wireless with a satellite link giving international subscriber 
dialing. We pay £12 per quarter domestic rental and a 3 minute call to the UK costs 
£4 50. Postal service is good - no deliveries and a long waiting list for boxes, but 
your name with an address at which you can be found connecting with a post box 
soon links you to your incoming mail. New arrivals should have no fear of being 
unknown for too long and missing mail. Outward airmail rates for letters are 31 p 
for 1 /2oz or part thereof, postcards 26p, and large aerogrammes 28p, all of which 
goes to the UK for further sorting for other (uk and world-wide) destinations. Ships 
brinq in surface mail as well as most imported items - these arrive every few weeks 
and their frequency has no doubt quite a lot to do with also supplying the MPA 
garrison.
"The shortage of housing is as critical in Stanley as in many other towns and 

I cities Low-rise apartment blocks have been planned and two of these are 
under construction; additionally, a number of imported timber-framed and clad 
prefabricated (or 'kit') houses are being built on serviced plots and there are 
moves afoot to start local manufacture of these, also to import kit houses from 
Chile with an uprated specification to cope with the extremes of local weather. 
House-heating is, we discovered, a 12 month occurance and there is now a 
general realisation that higher standards of insulation are needed to cut costs as 

people use the more convenient fuel oil rather than free-from-cost peat. It
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will be sad, though, if the day ever arrives when peat is no 
longer burned, for its smell in the smoke from the fires is very 
pleasant.
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\A/e have found the schools in Stanley to be excellent. 
V V Education is free and being run in parallel with those in 
the United Kingdom, parents need have no fear about the 
continuity of tuition. The hutted accommodation of the Senior 
School will, by June 1992 and in time to celebrate the 10th year 
of Liberation, be replaced by a new and recently commenced, 
by the Elgin firm or Gordon Forbes Construction, £10 million 
building next to the swimming pool which will also provide 
facilities for others including a library to replace that presently 
located in the Town Hall and a sports hall to accommodate up 
to 600 persons. Eating out facilities are improving - you can 
dine out at 3 or 4 establishments (hotels ana restaurants) and 
with the recently-begun taxi service by Ben Claxton this can 
be even more pleasurable in view of the breathalyser laws. 
There is even a fish and chip shop, likely to have its facilities 
enlarged soon, if your tastes are more simply catered for.

R/ledical care, at no charge to local residents but who pay 
IVI National Insurance contributions (mine is £15 per month), 
is obtained at the King Edward VII Memorial Hospital - now 
rebuilt after the disastrous fire of April 1984 - which is staffed 
by both army and civilian doctors and nurses. I had occasion 
to experience a short stay during last winter shortly before my 
wife took up a nursing post, and found the care and attention 
very good. During the fishing season men of many nationali
ties also receive treatment, for which they or their employers 
pay, and in the event of more serious cases requiring speci
alist attention, patients are often medivac’d to the UK. Prior to 
departing for the Falklands we were told to have dental and 
eye checks, a sensible precaution as facilities for treatment in 
these areas are in great demand by residents of the Islands.

"The current world crisis in sales of wool has hit the farming 
I community very hard, and with the early closure of the illex 

squid fishing last season to preserve stocks there is serious 
concern being voiced about the economy. However there are 
strong hopes of oil being struck which, if it is, would bring 
untold wealth for many locally and, if not controlled sufficiently, 
chance much of the attractiveness to be found in living here 
away from the rat-race. New 'planning controls’ which may 
come into operation by March/April 1991 should prevent sucn 
mayhem from occurring.

“That, then, is how my family and I see the islands. On ref- 
I lection, I seem to have written little about the rugged and 

unspoilt beauty of the place, 'where nature is still in charge' 
which is the Tourism Department's slogan, but we think it 
marvellous, being often compared to those lovely islands of 
the Scottish West coast. The people, whether 'kelpers' (born 
islanders), settlers, or short-term residents, are extremely 
friendly and hospitable, displaying a great feeling of self- 
reliance and independence not too often found elsewhere, jf 
the chance is offered to come South - take it. Like us, you won’t 
regret that decision in your life.

-j 'j
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As I wrote earlier, you drive on the left although a few 
/Vtmported cars (and some ex- Argentinian forces’ vehicles) 
are left-hand drive. The vast majority of cars are Land Rovers 
which give the total mobility outside of Stanley should you 
need it. We bought our very satisfactory second-hand 
refurbished Rover 90 from Cyril Groombridge who operates 
his business from Newick Lane, Heathfield in East Sussex and 
supplies these vehicles and parts all over the world. The 
standard of roads in Stanley has improved immeasurably 
the past few years so that owning a small saloon (Fiat, L 
Suzuki and even an Escort) is now practicable if you don't feel 
the urge to go 'bogging' in Camp, although I would always 
recommend a 4-wheel drive vehicle for winter motoring 
around town. Road tax increased by a third from January 1991 
so that the annual license fee for a Land Rover is £20 and for 
heavy vehicles £32. The local driving license (obtainable on 
production of your full national license from the Police Station) 
costs £10, and third party fire and theft annual insurance cover 
(arranged through the F.I.Coy) set us back just over £50. 
Number plates are obtainable from Falkland Supplies in Hebe 
Street and cost about £8 the pair. Fuel has increased in price 
since the start of the Gulf Conflict to 30p per litre for diesel and 
40p for petrol, and an interesting statistic given recently was 
that registered vehicles in Camp and Stanley now outnumber

and
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1"The other part of SSVC is the television service - intended only for the forces* 
I but by special dispensation given because of its comparatively tiny population 

the people of Stanley are able to watch evening showings of BBC and ITV 
programmes, including the 'soaps' barely 3 weeks behind their UK broadcasts 
as well as many good films, sport, comedy shows, documentaries, nature studies 
etc. Once a week a 40 minute news programme ex-BBC gives good coverage 
of the past weeks' events as well as those which are 'immediate' the previous 
Saturday when the programme is put together. The afore-mentioned recruitment 
agents gave no mention of this latter service and stourly defended their 21 /2 year 
old 'notes’ as being bang-up-to-date with no changes warranted.

zither areas of unknown information, until we arrived that is, included the 
V^/existence of a brand-new indoor heated swimming pool in which our son, 
swimming in his school’s first Gala, gained the Best Boy Swimmer award, a 
bakery, poultry farm for fresh eggs the year round, and a garden centre for seeds, 
plants etc. An excellent and not too expensive film-processing service started just 
before we arrived and is in great demand with the abundance of wild-life to be 
shot - bring, if you come, a good 35mm camera to take advantage of that and the 
scenery which includes a number of wrecked historic ships.

"The continuing presence of the minefields has done nothing, of course, to 
I lighten the Islanders’ dislike of the Argentinians and their claim'to sovereignty 

over the Falklands, or the Malvenas as the ‘Amies' call them. This outrig 
goes back many years -1 recently saw a local paper published in the 7 
included a report criticising a calender picture of Stanley used by an Argentinian 
oil company which tried to show the town as part of Argentina. These days, there
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THERE ARE POLARISED 
and seemingly irreconcilable 
views of the future of the 
Antarctic, 
groups, linked by the Green
peace international organisa
tion. take an absolute view 
that the great unspoiled and 
ecologically fragile wilder
ness of this vast icebound 
continent is a heritage which 
must remain unspoiled. To 
that end. they would wish 
into existence a United 
Nations agreement providing 
protection in perpetuity for 
the land, ice and seas of 
Antarctica, and for all forms 
of life dependent upon them.

The opposing view, 
assumed to exist but not yet 
voiced by any nation, is that 
the mineral resources of this 
area, like those of any 
other, must be available to 
mankind and exploited if and 
when it seems expedient. The 
British Government, although 
stating clearly that it would 
be "arrogant and imprac
tical'’ to take any steps which 
would deprive the world of 
access to these resources in 
the future, takes an inter
mediate position. It argues 
that, until it is known what 
resources actually exist in 

I 1 he region, either on land or 
below the seas, then it is 

| impossible to make any rea- 
I listic assessment of the situa- 
I tion or any practical propo- 
I sals for the future. What 
I must be avoided at all cost*, 
I they argue, is a breakdown 
r of the system of demilitarised 

cooperation and control that 
has operated so successfully 
under the Antarctic Treaty.

Because it sets aside issues 
of mineral exploitation and 
development, together with 

national sovereignty, concen
trating solely on the main

tenance of a regime in which
fully cooperative research 
can move forward on a basis 
of open publication o£ 
results, the existing treaty sets 
a pattern which is unique. 
P.ut in scientific, let alone 
commercial terms, there is a 
sharp cut-off in cooperative 
possibilities when investiga
tions seek sensitive informa
tion.

for review in 1991 and the 
hope is that, before then, the 
new and additional minerals 

Environmental regime will be in place and 
operating. Scientists engaged 
in existing research pro
grammes — which cover the 
complete spectrum from 
ionospheric and climatic 
investigations, through land 
and marine biology to glacio
logy. geology and geophysics, 
—consistently point out that 
environmentalists’ fears are 
running far far ahead of rea
lity. The environmentalists, 
pointing to the history of 
commercial - environmental 
degradation, argue that they 
must keep ahead of the game 
or the inheritance will most 
certainly be lost.

The great icy expanses of 
the Southern Ocean are cen
tral to the survival of vast 
numbers of seabirds, seals 
and marine species whose 
interdependence and sensi
tivity
sense — is not yet fully elu
cidated. Hence the insistence 
of the Antarctic Treaty 
nations on a convention 
based on ecological principles 
for the monitoring and con
trol of commercial exploita
tion of marine resources such 
as krill — the shrimp-like 
food of the great whales — 
now being taken by Russia 
and Japan. But the krill were 
seen to exist as a large 
renewable resource access
ible by existing techniques; 
there are no comparable 
resources visible on the 
continent.

China although the accession 
of India is now in doubt), 
arc acceptable. There are too 
few clear provisions for 
environmental 
information, for monitoring, 
and too great a dependency 
of the system on the return 
of revenue from exploita
tion. There appear to be ina
dequate safeguards for the 
continuance of international 
research programmes, for 
information exchange and for 
site monitoring. Clear lines 
are not drawn between 
exploration, prospecting and 
development and, although 
there would be an overall 
view taken by a scientific 
committee, there needs to be 
a clear line of command 
giving real power to the pro
tective voices.

Those involved in the Bonn 
discussions will undoubtedly 
comment that all this — and 
many other matters, such as 
whether the regime should 
have absolute power to pre
vent any particular develop
ment — arc exactly the kind 
of thing to be hammered out 
behind closed doors in Bonn.
But the critics remain uncon- 
viced. The drift, the intended 
trend, of the treaty nations, 
presumes exploitation, and 
this is improper because a 
decision whether or not to 
exploit should invol ■ all 
nations, they argue. This, say 
the treaty nations, is some
thing which the UN must dis
cuss. But in the mean
time, and to ensure that the 
Antarctic has an informed 
and organised regime capable 
of assessing anyone’s propo
sals for prospecting, then 
those already involved must 
as a matter of urgency reach 
a protective agreement. What 
ts more they must find an 
agreement. \\A\wYv ex.e\u<\es no 
naUon but aUoxvs no rcuMUry 
mstrus\on. \t \s bard to Uaw 
the logic of such a goal.

clecl minerals, will take a lot 
of the pressure out of the 
drive of the industrialised 
nations for new sources of 
minerals.

But the hard reality of the 
m omenl is that Japan and 
many other nations, would 
like a few oilfields to exploit 
in the good old-fashioned pro
fligate way. and if they can 
get them they will. A pci, in 
the Antarctic or on its peri
phery, the extraction of oil 
(the industry’s term "produc
tion ’’ is mu strictly accurate) 
would offer environmental 
threats whose t i m e - h a s c 
would be far longer than m 
warmer parts of the world. 
Since the threat is largely to 
the marine ccosvstom. which 
underpins the life of the con
tinent, this is a matter of 
great consequence.

It is precisley with the 
Intention of stepping up 
scientific investigation of the 
biological systems, the ice 
conditions, and of providing 
the information for realistic 
impart assessments, that Bri
tain. the US and the USSR 
have all recently increased 
their support for scientific 
research in Antarctica. In 
round figures the money 
available for the British 
Antarctic Survey will 
increase from ffi millions to 
£10 millions this year and 
will rise again next year. The 
new Halley station buildings 
will be occupied bv cany 
19S4.

protection

ilcil%m.

in an ecological
visa

r-

The Faraday geophysical observatory in the Argentine Islands, off the Antarctic Peninsula's west coast Although British scientists 
rub shoulders with 
Argentinian colleagues 
neighbouring stations around 
the Weddell Sea. it would he 
naive to believe that the 
increase in support for the 

scientific survey is not in 
some way linked with the 
need [or a higher protile in 
the Southern Ocean as a 
result of the Ealklands con
flict. But the fact is that the 
increased expenditure, like 
the increased research by 
other
invested substantial resources 
and effort in the Antarctic 
over the past 40 or 50 years, 
is aimed at the provision of 
information that will be cru
cial to the control of pro
specting and exploitation.

'I’he questions, then, about 
the future of the Antarctic, 
arc these. Should this great 
and beautiful wilderness be 
protected against all commer
cial mineral exploitation what
ever it contains and what
ever the world’s needs turn 
out to be? If so, how could 
such an end be achieved — 
if it could be achieved at all 
— and how could it be ini
tiated before it is known 
what is actually there ? If 
there is nothing worthwhile 
there, and that could bo the 
case for the most part, such 
an end would be much easier 
to reach.

Indeed, only 1 per cent 
of the continent is visible at 
all. The remainder sits under 
a slowly moving ice sheet 
which averages about 2.500 
metres in depth. With the 
exception of a few areas of 

stability, known as fee rises, 
this ice sheet is a formidable 
harrier to investigation of 
geological
Although there are now 
almost 50 research stations 
dotted on and around the 
continent
actually occupied and in 
varies from season to

their
Amid growing protests, the Antarctic Treaty nations meet in Bonn 
Monday to discuss the establishment of a regime which wouJd permit 
commercial exploitation of minerals in Antarctica. Anthony Tucker reports.

onon

resources.

(the number
REFERENCES AND 
NOTES : existing studies of 
the impact of exploitation in 
the Antarctic include: Zum- 
berge J. U. ; 
Environmental Effects 
Mineral Exploration 
Exploitation in Antarctica: 
Scientific Committee 
Antarctic Research, Cam
bridge, 1979.

use
, , season
but there are 24 ringing the 
Weddell Sea to the south of 
the Falklands, including Bri
tish stations on the South 
Orknev Islands (Signv). on 
the Brunt lee Shelf (Halley) 
and on the Antarctic Penin
sula (Faradv, Rothera and 
Fossil Bluff), the amount of 
field work so far carried out 
and which is directly relevant 
to prospecting is almost zero, 
although all geological infor
mation is useful.

nations who have

Thp goals of the meeting 
of the Antarctic Treaty 
nations in Bonn are not so 
much those of “ opening up 
the continent to the 
exploiters" but. of trying to 
hammer out' a new regime 
which, under controls as strin
gent as those currently 
achieved for marine exploita
tion. will allow access for a 
more systematic investigation 
of the continent’s mineral 
resources than is currently 
possible. The so-called Beeby 
proposal — drawn up by the 
New Zealand diplomat Mr 
Chris Beeby who served as 
chairman of the last treaty 
nations meeting and whose 
draft proposal must he taken 
as indicating the direction in 
which things are moving — 
would set up a Minerals 
Regime to which anyone 
could apply under spon
sorship from a treaty nation 
for permission to explore for 
specific minerals.

With the Japan National 
Oil Corporation already 
sounding areas close to the 
limits of the pack ice and 
major commercial organisa
tions. such as BP, setting up 
departments for Antarctic 
mineral assessment, the nego
tiation of a regime for proper 
control would seem to be a 
matter of urgency. To be 
sure the Japanese seismic 
work is being carried out as 
a scientific exercise, although 
its intention is obvious. Some 
of the data have been pub
lished although, technically 
speaking, the Japanese 
survey is “ on the high seas ” 
and therefore outside the 
treaty.

The Antarctic 7’reaty, in its 
present form, can come up

Possible
of

and

on

Oil and Other Minerals in 
the Antarctic: environmental 
implications: M. \Y. Hold- 
gate and Jon Tinker 
report of a Rockefeller 
Foundation workshop. Sc.olt- 
Polar Research 
1979.

a
Scientists of the British 

Antarctic Survey. which 
began life as a second world 
war naval operation, became 
a scientific operation as the 
Falkland Islands B^nenden- 
eios Survey, and blossomed 
into its present form under 
the Treaty, say flatly that the 
present debate about the 
great resources of the 
Antarctic is based largelv on 
speculations. There is in' 
case
increase in costs between 
carrying out a routine scien
tific survey and carrying out 
a survey of use in prospect
ing. There is then at least 
another tenfold increase in 
costs in attempting to prove 
the existence of

Institute

The Convention on (he 
of Antarctic 

Living Resources, 
which has been described as 
the most advanced 
Lon ever achieved because it 
is based directly on ecolog
ical monitoring, was pub
lished in the Polar Record. 
Vol. 20, No. 127, 1981. The 
same issue 
Record also includes a com
mentary on the convention 
by two of the negotiators, 
David M. Edwards and John 
A. Heap of the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office.

Conservation 
Marine

ANTARCTIC Treaty nations
Argentina, Australia ch-r *lnV sovereign territory: 
Diiluin. — ACTIVE Antarctic Trent» Zealnnd, Norway,
territory: Belgium, West rL•/ natl°ns with no claim to 
A frica, US, USSR. (Thc US „„,[ ?$% ;la"an- South
position of not recoanidi.Z U,™R have adopted the clear 
A ntarctiqa). LO0ntsing any territorial claims in

convru-

any
at least a tenfold Or should those nations 

with the greatest expertise 
and the largest historical 
investment in investigating 
and protecting the continent, 
he allowed to hammer out a 
regime which is practical, 
acceptable to the world, non-
Uvp Th eb th i rd * a 1 te m'it i v e" '?r wrapMcl Mints
that over the vears and ®?d,»a commentary an the
through the hurlv-burlv of ^Th/* Pn/nr Cp,do.raiion :]cc: 
the United Nations, a parallel cJi t al ?;
battle to the Law of the Sea . wnJxinJn^ nr n 
should be fought to create Sl,nP» 1P mC rmS™*061?
a Law of the Antarctic. fc^/inn • Gn"cr,mnant
implies such a massive degra- Nn Cr 7kfnndn . vt ^ fnyo
dation of stewardship and 7Sml°°40 ■ Ma{l 1978
such a sharp revival of W1*1 a er edlll0ns-
sovereign conflicts, that it 
strikes terror into the hearts 
of those who know and care 
about this great continent.

of the Polar

with the exception of the 
iron ore deposit in the Prince 
Charles Mountains — and the 
world is not in any way short 
of iron ore 
minerals are indicated mostly 
on the basis of their presence 
as traces in routine rock 
lysis. Whether there is

sheets — where one of the 
greatest shortages, oddly, is 
water, a resource crucial in 
prospecting and extraction — 
is currently misplaced. Exist
ing US estimates of extrac
tion costs in these conditions 

so high that they pre
clude the working of even 
large (hypothetical) gold 
deposits. To what extent this 
kind of cost estimate is 
designed to divert attention 
from commercial possibilities 
it is impossible to judge, but 
those who have (he greatest 
knowledge of working 
i'.vmg under Antarctic condi
tions — the scientists who 
spend a large part of their 
working lives there 
believe that exploitation

"'ill prove to he a significant 
Protective barrier.

It is currently argued that 
the only mineral resources 
hkely to be commercially 
atractive >n ^hc forsooabie 
future would be large oil and 
gas fields outside the limits 
of permanent pack ice — pre
cisely where Japan is carry
ing 0lt her survey. Nothing 
in tiu present treaty requires 
Japan to provide technical 
information from research 
carrje'd out 011 high seas 
allhfo.gli the spirit; of the 
treaty and the trend towards 
f, minerals regime, imply 
that should do this.

long-term resources policy of 
nations, that the pursuit of 
ever-more inaccessible and 
costly non-renewable supplies 
(whether of hydrocarbons or 
other minerals) is bad 
because it defers the essen
tial transition to renewable 
and recycled resources. There 
is an intermediate view that, 
in the case of the hydrocar
bons. the notion of ever more 
costly extraction simply to 
burn the product and thus 
destroy a valuable chemical 
feedstock, is plumb potty. 
And there is also an opti
mistic view which has no 
scientific basis but which is 
common among diplomats, 
that in some way new techni
ques, and an increase in recy-

a resource.
the otherExisting maps which pur

port to show resources, prin
cipally drawn up bv the US 
Geological Survey and bv the 
CIA. indicate large

a na- arr
any

& ® »"”c5tcnnt ofVnrich:

Transantarctic Mountains 
v/Vre coal can be found (and 
which have been known for 
about 80 years) and various 
dotted areas indicating a 
whole range of minerals 
including platinum, gold, 
silver, nickel, and many 
ethers. But such maps are 
grossly misleading because,

areas

ment — if it exists — are 
simply not known- I-Ivdrocar- 
bons are simply hypothesised 
from the existence of sedi
mentary basins on continen
tal shelves.

It is not generally realised 
that the Antarctic Treaty 
merely comes into the period 
in which it may be reviewed 
in 1991, not to a point at 
which it requires renewal. 
The Minerals Regime, would 
be an addition not 
sarily a substitute for the 
existing treaty.

and
IT FOLLOWS that the notion 
of some kind of gold rush 
into the very hostile and 
costly environment of the

This is not to say that the 
Beeby proposals, giving the 
control of exploitation to the 
Antarctic Treaty nations . 
('which may soon include

ncccs-
. There is a view, of great 
importance in assessing the

ice
costs

Wtsi ■
. ■■
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the tragedy of the human condition 
watching young mothers trying to 
adjust to their worst fears. I dont 
know. But I do know that, regrc- 
tably perhaps, apathy over the 
entire affair - or at least the TV 
continued coverage of it — has now 
set in in one home at least.

I do not wish to appear a 
jeditionist, but I wonder — 
md it’s just wonder not 
.reachery, you understand — 
whether television has now 
done more than its bit on the
Falklands affair.

During the conflict, TV was 
superb, correctly keeping the wor
ried nearest and dearest back home 
up to date with developments.

Then, when the Ministry of 
Defence 
release, came 
story, week after week of showing 
just what did horrifically hf-PP®n- 

And now it goes on still. Well- 
meaning and moving programmes 
have shown how the maimed cope 

and recently Sarah Kennedy 
hosted a Channel Four documen
tary that looked at the experience 
of the women who waited and

/■

ifm

finally permitted their 
the whole Falklands

now

And now, after the fact, comes the 
fiction. A play tonight — /ne 
Waiting War (BBC2, 9.30) is a 
irama based on the experiences ol 

in Portsmouthhree Navy families 
/aiting while their husbands served 
n H.M.S. Sheffield.
Perhaps this is the true stuff of



£624m bill for
garrison o 

Falklaiids
By JAMES WlGHTMAiV Political Correspondent

BUDGET of £624 million to maintain the 
the Faiklancls was at the fore

!
j

At garrison on 
of the defence estimates for 1983-B4 which 
yesterday increased the Government’s military 
spending in real terms for the fifth successive
year despite the economic recession.

budget for this financial year totals £15,973
on the 1982*83 cashThe

million on a 10 per cent, increase 
limit. The White Paper giving the latest estimates saicl 

learned from the Falklands and later recovery 
being applied in the

lessons
were
flexibility, mobility and 
readiness of forces.
But it was emphasised 

that the Ministry of Defence 
continued to regard Russia 
as the main military threat.

The White Paper declared: 
“We must plan our defences 
on the world as it exists, not 

would wish it to be. Weas we . .
cannot afford policies based on 
emotion rather than logic, nor 
theatrical gestures which would 
achieve nothing save to weaken 
our own security.

“The key to our continued 
peace and freedom remains, as 
it has done for over three 
decades, our membership of

While Paper Report—P6; 
Editorial Comment — P18

the North Atlantic Alliance and 
the collective determination of 
the allies to prevent war in 
Europe by a policy of deter
rence.”

Sensitive to the continuing . 
opposition from the Campaign 
for Nuclear Disarmament, the ; 
Government went to some 
lengths to explain its nuclear . 
strategy based on the deploy
ment of Cruise missiles later 
this year and the replacement 
of Polaris by Trident as the 
independent deterrent in the 
1990s.

The costs showed an increase 
in real terms of about 19 per 
cent, over expenditure in 
1978-9 when the Conservatives 
returned to office. They made 
Britain the second largest
Continued on Back P, Col 4



V
Trident ‘the best'

Continued from Pi By JAMES WIGHTMAN On the Trident submarine- 
ba-s.eu nuclear missiles, to 
which ihe Opposition parties 
arc opposed and which some 
Conservative M Ps consider to 
he too expensive a system, the 
Government says:
“ Our view remains that it is 

the best replacement for 
Polaris and that no equiva
lent spending on conventional 
weapons could possibly have 
the same value in preventing 
war or offer a better assur
ance for the long term.” 
Despite Opposition claims to 

the contrary, the Government 
insists:
“There has been no change in 

the estimated cost of the 
Trident D5 system since last 
year other than for the sav
ings resulting from the deci
sion to use the U S missile 
processing facilities and 
general inflation and 
exchange rate facilities.

At average 1.982-83 prices, the 
estimate is approximately 
£7]2 billion. About 45 per 
cent, would be spent in the 
USA and hence the recent 
fall in the exchange rate, if 
sustained throughout the 
life of the project, would 
result in increased costs.” 
The Chevaline svstem which 

entered operational service last 
summer and the fitting of new 
motors to the Polaris missiles 
would “ ensure the continued 
effectiveness of our present 
strategic deterrent until Trident 
enters service in the 1990s.”

£624m Falklands5 bill
defence-spender in Nato behind 
the United Stales.

Justifying the costs, Mr Ilescl- 
tine, Defence Secretary, said it 
was the Government’s first duty 
and priority to guarantee the 
defence of the nation.

He added: “If you cannot 
guarantee that, there is no point 
in discussing whether you can 
afford more homes and hospi
tals.

Summer debate

The White Paper, which will 
be debated by M Ps perhaps 
before the Summer recess at 
the end of this month, restated 
the Government’s commitment 
to defending the Falklands 
against 
attack.

Argentineanother“ The Soviet Union has been 
spending something like three 
times as much as we do on 
defence in terms of a percen
tage of gross domestic product. 
That is where the threat lies.

after detailing some 
lessons learned from the Falk
lands episode, it made clear strict security precautions 
that the central plank of the will be taken to protect them
defence strategy, both conven- against attacks by saboteurs
tional and nuclear, would re- or terrorists, 
main the same. “The United Kingdom will con-

The White Paper, which was tribute R A F Regiment and 
largely as expected, said that R A F Police to the joint U 5/
Nato must maintain enough U K defence force,
forces to convince the Soviet “From time to time it will be

for Cruise missile

But.

Steady as she goes
r P^senting his first Defence • 
i W’W! Paper, Mr Heseltine pro- ; 
; jerffd it as a “ chp -

goes
j steady as she - 

ofoes ” continuation of the. poli-; 
cies of his predecessor, Sir John ; 
Nott. who was Defence SeciT-: 
tarv at 1

leadership they would have 
nothing to gain from an attack 

tiie time of the Falklands i on the West, 
conflict but who later retired A large part of it was de- 
frnm nolitics. voted to the politically contro-
f °n f mntinuing rise in versial Government decisions to 
a ULthl c i condemned deploy American Cruise mis-
dcfence to - q r> P spokesmen siles in Britain bv the end ofby Labour and S D P spokesmen ^ ^ nnless Russia makes

Mr John Silkm. labour. concessions in arms limitation
shadow Defence Syrian ,saia ta,ks in ceneVil. The paper public. , , ,
in a statement: lhe While -(|. “Live missiles and warheads
Paper proves that Labour was |.jie planned pro- will not be used during train-
right when we said in the dec- gramme of 572 missiles 160 ing exercises.”
tion that the country could not £ri|jse mi<si|,,s are planned Although there is no dual
afford Trident and a conven- tQ b(? shltimu.d at two bases key" arrangements for the
tional defence policy. in the United Kingdom: RAF missiles the White Paper says

“ Heseltine is fiddling with Greenham Common and RAF that the Government is satisfied
figures and claiming that the Molesworth. Is hsould be em- with the arrangements which
cost of Trident has gone down phasised that these deploy- have governed the use ot
since 1981 when everybody mcnts are not irreversible: American nuclear weapon sys-
knows that there has been inna- terns on British bases since 19ol
tion in the past two years and $frjct security when an understanding was
the value of the pound against--------------------- * reached between Mr Atlce and
the dollar has decreased by If> fnr instance, the Soviet President Truman,
about 40 per cent. Union agreed to the ‘zero Following a review (between
^ , addition, all reputable option' after the first Cruise Mrs Thatcher and President

dSPnce experts know he is missiles had arrived in the Reagan), it slates:
underestimating the cost of United Kingdom, they would “We are satisfied that the
«Fortress Falklands.’” then be removed. arrangements are effective.

Dr David Owen, the SDP “Construction work at RAF for the Cruise missiles
leader said that the worrying Greenham Common of those whether on or off bases,
aspect’of the While Paper was facilities necessary for the “ The eflect of the understand- 
that it showed Britain spending deployment of the first mgs and the arrangements
more of its gross domestic pro- missiles is well under way. for implementing them is
duct on defence than its “Work on the base will con- that no nuclear weapons
European partners whose econ- tinuc for about the next three would be fired or launched
omic performances were so years during which time all from British territory without
much better. operational and administra- the agreement of the British,

He added: “ Unless we can tive facilities for the 2,000 Prime Minister,
improve our economic perfor- or so personnel who will 
mance as a nation as a whole, eventually work there wil be 
it is hard to see tts being able completed, 
to sustain the long-term defence “ Missiles are not due to arrive 
expenditure levels.” at RAF Molesworth for

several years and construc
tion work there has not yet 
started.

“ The missiles, together with 
their launch vehicles, will be 
stored at their bases in 
specially h,,;u -u ’‘•"s and

necessary 
units to exercise their capa
bility to deploy off-base, as 
they would in a period of 
tension or war.
Peacetime willtraining 
normally be conducted on 
Ministry of Defence land and 
will be arranged to cause the 
least inconvenience to the

Thatcher's pride

The pride of the Goverment, 
especially the Prime Minister, 
in increasing defence spending 
in real terms (above the rate 
of inflation), is evident in the 
White Paper which states: 
“Despite economic problems 

we. have increased defence 
spending every year since 
taking office. Defence is now 
the second largest public ex- 
penditure programme (after 
health and social services)!.'

“ On the basis of average mar
ket exchange rates, defence 
SDending by the United King
dom was higher in 1982 in 
absolute terms than any other 
major European ally: it was 
also higher per capita and 
as a proportion of gross 
domestic product.

“ We remain committed to plan 
to implement in full the Nato 
target of three per cent, real 
growth in defence spending 
each year until 1985-86.
As was disclosed in The 

Daily Telegraph last Friday, 
Ministers are now considering, 
whether the Nato commitment 
to increase defence spending 
by three per cent, a year in 
real terms annually should be 
extended after the agreed 
period ends in 1985-86.

Some Nato allies have, not 
matched Britain’s record under 
this Government and some 
Ministers are saying that the 
commitment should not be 
renewed after 1986, unless 
economic growth improves 
considerably.

White Paper report—P6; 
Editorial Comment—P18
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By Maj-Gen Edward Fursdon 

‘ Defence Correspondent 
HPHE Government’s 1983 
**■ Defence White Paper, 
published yesterday, con
tained no surprises. Rather 
it was an educative docu
ment presenting' the key 
arguments. assessments 
-nd information base from 

hich its continuing cur
rent defence policy is 
derived.

»-»>*F“C i'Maj-Gcn 
Continued from 'By Page

l-^f’ and rca^vfcd and \ tpobddv, being ?Pp.Lc widely*\

‘^ rather th<=Vda^g 0f state-\*

ls^'idfio“eav"ously n'ade-

r t-tw
s“ *'■“ i

d^trss*5.
3edtai^'«5 sr numerically 

tra Union *f „vorv major \p
superior W ^ ‘"save M J

^•message

■< it states. 1 n maintam ^
continucS forces m 1 \

1 massive jf^ventionat «£ U

. Pcs^he Government se« |
ship, tue .n SoViet aui t-u
The British aim hovrev^ agr 
W „nrythe h^t^experi-
■;SctfoS-oi JL™Cannot achieve 
eice shows control from a 
successful arm substantiai m-

i psition 01 
\ feiority-

live8 the \ \
\

ti

i
d
d
a
fi

l3Per“.Without our me
^ponp-l^he virtually

gumA the1"peace and^freedom of c 
the nation.

Overseas garrisons
! !
^•ea will oe ^ as c

STp'S”A Hi
'^ThfeWhite paper reveals^that ,,
,he e^'^^o^garr^soning the S 
&nds in 1983/84 SsJlOS g
»«*%***& 

<srtj £.k« »“•* ■
i,',IT'Peacekeeping operations snen 
las now undertaken m Sinai, 
Lebanon and Cyprus will com

f S&S!
ScounStriesSSwmnCgo on being pro- )

V'^'soviet Union, incidentally

“advisers” in 31 countries. 
Receipts for British defence 
sales to come in lJo^/o + 
estimated at £2.400 mdhon

i instance of Ser- 
thc civilian com- 

vwac the 4.000 incidentsi5^£is*stfsa
thevS; asSccessfSu°Uyher?ecovered
nearly six tons of explosives. 

White Paper details--P6 
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mbership of 
nuclear

x

Defence is budgeted to cost 
for 1983-84,£15.973 million 

which includes £824 million to 
meet Falklands costs.

1t

rr.»This, figure is an increase in 
real terms of 19 per cent, over 
the 1978-79 expenditure. The 
Mato target of a continuing 
annual three per cent, real 
increase in defence spending 
will be achieved.

entedIj

Main tasks
Tn essence membership of 

Nato remains the cornerstone 
of British defence policy. This 
ranslates into continued inain- 
tainance of the previous four 
main roles:
Provision of independent 

strategic and theatre nuclear 
forces committed to the 
Alliance;

^rect defence of the United 
Cingdom homeland;

A major land and air contribu
tion on the European main
land;

Deployment of a major mari
time capability in the Eastern 
Atlantic and the Channel. 
The Trident D5 programme 

goes ahead—at a latest estim
ated total cost of £7,500 million 
of which 45 per cent, will be 
spent in America. Work at 
RAF Greenham Common pre
paring for the first Cruise 
missiles “ is well under way.”

Some 2,000 personnel will 
eventually be involved—includ
ing the RAF Regiment and 
RAF Police — and training 
exercise deployments outside
Continued on Back P, Col 6
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seek UK headquarters
Road«oneLac8/^"W°|fe",n/^ ^ ^ fi™S °wn offices-

#SS wrHf-«s;f& inRuse by Aprii ^ runway
rangements. 8 ar m^cnais and plant likclv to hi

Surbiton in Surrey has emere 0u8ht from outside the UK 
ed as the most likely v«u? for' aH?Ter* ho* the government' 
Ih6 b“I,d,n8* being close to client £mey Roadstone Construc- 
he Property Services AgencJ °" have said ‘hat all materials 

Until then staff vacancies and k a-nd eclulPment will be 
appointments are being hand,3 ££*fa|,he UK unless this is

unpractical or uneconomic.

UK to
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may prove an alternative transport for edge has to be a good thing” Many of
patrol duties in isolated outposts the men, recruited from Cumbria and
around the island. A spokesman said: north Lancashire, come from rural
“When the conflict was on there were backgrounds. The unit, unofficially
only 20 miles of real road on the dubbed “the King’s Cavalry”, incudes
islands and chopper rides were inshort a former amateur jockey and farmers’
supply. Anything that can give us an son.

Falklands bound: Men of the King’s 
Own Royal Border Regiment going 
through their paces at Catterick 
Camp, North Yorkshire, yesterday 
before embarking on a town of duty in 
the Falkland Islands. Senior officers 
believe that the hardy Falkland ponies

>
r
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13'Ttntf-5Argentine 1 
governor 

quits over 

police revolt
From Andrew Thompson 

Buenos Aires
General Antonio Merlo has 
been forced to resign 
Governor of the province of
Tucuman in nor*heX alohce 
na or failing to handle a police
rebellion there. , ,i.0

The retired general, wn
1 of the official

nized the 1978
president

ffilu worm8 C«P in Buenos 
Aires, was called to the capital 
on Monday.

After talks ,
General Llamil Riston he 
Interior Minister, and Presi 
dent Reynaldo Bignone, he 
announced he had resigned 
because he realized he baa

fUct’Mn the provincial cr^es- 
Units of the Army s 5th 

Infantry Brigade were moving 
into the province to eniorcc
order. Most of *he 
nnlice continued on striae, 
Mth more than 1,000 officers 
occupying the central police 
station to back their wage stamm conflict seems
toTeVeading,toOa,withithe

was

with Major-

element of con-

announcement 
prepaifngto join thestrike.
P The general's fate was 
virtually sealed after a

striking officers. neariy turned

into a gun battle. A local judge

vkd-zvsii
beEfforts io resolve the dis- 
putc between the police anl„./rss,s™ ,s: -,1"-.g s "s:u
and shoes, and shorter wor 
ing hours.

There were

The

the

1V confused scenes 
when Lieutenant-Colonel
Manuel Eguinazu, th* '°“

chief, accompanied by
loval officers, tried to 

of rebel police-
police 
some

»: Sscn 

' ras"->
anffiina?VWi"» ‘he
dispute have WMjo » 8“^ 
ment offer to inerts f

^^fKeraf
police.
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uuoting » forthcoming 
article1 by a retired general, , 
the paper said that the plan l 
called for air, sea, and ground 
strikes against British posiUons 
at Darwin and san„Ca, °if Jf followed by an attack out of 
Pnrt Stanley, where General 
Menendez had stationed most 
of his troops.

The plan was

General Americo Daher on 
June 9 five days before Argen
tina’s forces surrendered.

General Daher, led the land- 
in® on the islands in April but 
was later appointed Falklands 
chiefof staff after a squabble 
■with another general about 
command of ^ound.troops^Up

than

put to the 
command by

he wasto now 
asked for 
44 warm 
troops
to the capital.

But the latest version sug
gests that he took a complete 
ftfaek Plan designed to 
preempt the final assault which 
General Menendez said the B 
tish would launch on June u.

General Galtieri and senior
various 

Thev thought me mu

newspaper said.
Launched with evidently con

jSSrSAsi
with the army.

115 rePnf ^General Menendez,
**[«ncf..ot ahvavs maintained
(hat h£ look the right decisionss.

■ 1CSomerdreercently written Ms-

already disgraced General 
Galtieri.

little more 
underwear for he 

” during a sudden visit

From Jeremy Morgan 
in Buenos Aires
•+u^r?.e?^na's commander in 
the Palk lands, General Mario 
Benjamin Menendez, planned , 
to counterattack advancing Bri- ! 
tish forces during the closing
sonthSA0tflanUcyear'S "" in the 1

But his plan was rejected bv i 
senior officers in Buenos Aires, 
including General Galtieri— 
then commander of the armv 
and President—according to 
the newspaper, Tiempo Argen-

the
The press has already 

lished details of a rep<?rt on
“hHave con- 

paper3 Sted^wUh ” the

£^seftoS^S

Britain and Argentina as the
CninS an'apparent attempt to 
rehuild bridges, with Washing- rnn after a lear of reenmma-

l^pporffo? BriUin during the 
wT the article confirmed that 
Argentine troops began to land 
on the Falklands on the night 
of April 1, When the crisis was 
<uillPunder discussion at the 
United Nations. Until now, the 
armed forces have always said 

landing took place the nextthe
day.



Governor begins London
015 China’s claim to colony

£)’ fatrick Keatley,
ploaiatic Correspondent r> The de'fice chosen h

inAHonTKongUycTriralsm s'Scam ^h? ti* in «.«?
the iiidix of L terday sent reply was of hert"?lng. of her 
by mo«aSf„*ia™Ppri«* up she choS % make °?Sm?' and 
Mrs Thatcher er fent, as with the start re,^ncide I 
eeive the delegation'1 t^r In/0' c?nsultati°ns clearly einL<?ndon 
Jed by the r* 60 London of steadying nnhii« ln.h°Pes Edward Youde. G ernor- Sir the colony. Pub,IC °J>lni°n in

nowningthI-ree!me Minister at deCided
eign Secretary1 c?S ^ Ft>r- would have hartLquestion. it

2SES-
Kong group for'an h?e HonS and final day of’f?6 Second 
Foreign Office. h°Ur at the Lo^on talks would^e ovlT^
therimSJinCtDCeni centres °n Kong °wasC°nndenee in

iSf 'he sharp' Ve3 VlhTl
Imw'g’p.ri” »•"' S“'5aS“,“4 ““

sS^was«» y .slir*' -»“^ The™™0: leEd eCUtiVe C™n- ^Ptlrlrtthe
bushels and nadln(g figures >n fel! <° 676 points the lnde*
invited to serve hP'.Jf’V® j, £oday's schedule ln Whit

lTa£ 3 here S
People bofCKta^°n With the ft out “ Join °arf to

under way in PeH^hlCh gets Mrs Thatcher and the t '

a !"s ll; SteHS
tinue'tf hi0"? vKong wi” eon- here^The6 wm

in‘o thateth^%r^ eha l «

. She reminded MPs th whlch Sir Edward and the 
extsfcmg system of consultation S advice n°uncil ^11
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Falklands airfield of the commissioners on the Brandt 
report or, more selfishly perhaps, 
our own /crumbling 

Sir, The valour, tenacity and unelcctrificd railways., 
operational brilliance of British Yours faithfully,
arms in the Falklands campaign will PAUL SINHA,
remain beyond doubt and beyond Spcldhurst.
praise. In themselves, however, they Brittains Lane,
cannot justify the Government’s Scvenoaks,
decision to provide £215m (a Kcnt-
conservative estimate, excluding June 28.
hard-top hangars) for a new airfield 
on a remote site for which the Navy 
can scarcely provide the ships, the 
Army doesn’t want and the RAF 
(operationally speaking) 
reach.

From Mr Pan! Sinha sewers or

cannot

Any reasoned prediction indicates 
that eventually some British govern
ment will negotiate some accommo
dation with, say, Argentina, Chile 
and Uruguay, providing for 
kind of UN trusteeship for the 
islands, the islanders and their 
surrounding 
under international law.

To provide such a body, at that 
stage, with the virtually free gift of a 
vastly expensive, laboriously 
strucled British airport would prove 

monumental political 
boomerang, to put it mildly.

If the Government has

some

waters guaranteed

con-

to be a

spare
packets of £215m available for 
major civil engineering projects - 
though it assures us, endlessly, that 
it has not - it may be better advised 
to re-examine the recommendations
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Falklands airfield tt
From Mr Paul Sinha 
Sir, The valour, tenacity and 
operational brilliance of British 
arms in the Falklands campaign will 
remain beyond doubt and beyond 
praise. In themselves, however, they 
cannot justify the Government's 
decision to provide £215m (a 
conservative estimate, excluding 
hard-top hangars) for a new airfield 

remote site for which the Navy 
scarcely provide the ships, the 

Army doesn’t want and the RAF 
(operationally speaking) cannot

Any reasoned prediction indicates 
that eventually some British govern
ment will negotiate some accommo
dation with, say, Argentina, Chile 
and Uruguay, providing for : 
kind of UN trusteeship for the 
islands, the islanders and their 
surrounding waters guaranteed 
under international law.

To provide such a body, at that 
stage, with the virtually free gift of a 
vastly expensive, laboriously con
structed British airport would prove 
to be a monumental political 
boomerang, to put it mildly.

If the Government has spare 
packets of £215m available for 
major civil engineering projects - 
though it assures us. endlessly, that 
it has not - it may be better advised 
to re-examine the recommendations

on a
can

some
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THE Chief Minister of Gibral- 
I-Iassan, 

returns today after a two-day 
mission to London which has 
failed to convince British 
ministers of the urgency of 
the unemployment crisis fac
ing the colony when the naval 
dockyard closes.

tar. Sir Joshua

Sir Joshua told Sir Geoffrey 
Howe, during talks at the 
Foreign Office, that 1,200 jobs 
will be lost, writes Patrick 
Keatley. He and his Minister 
for Trade and Development, 
Mr Canepa, told the Foreign 
Secretary that the British 
plan to convert the yard to 

was opti-commercial use 
mistic.
Sir Joshua said that Spain 

would interpret the decision 
on the dockyard as a sign 

that Britain was losing in
terest in the territory.

frT^
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CUBA
Uneasy rescheduling 
after threatened 
moratorium. Owes 
$3.5 billion.

JAMAICA
Position improving under Seaga. 
Good example of how confidence 
is key to restoration of stability.
Still owes banks over $2.4 billion

Hi DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Estimated external public debt 
for 1 982: $1,703 million.

MEXICO
Private banks nationalised 
Dollar accounts sequestered. 
Currency degradation and 
incipient hyperinflation. 
Effective repudiation. All 
concerned currently playing it 
as cool as possible. Tension 
with IMF Public sector 
owes $85 billion; private 
sector $ 15 billion.

:s 2ss GUYANA
Bankrupt. June foreign 
exchange reserves: $3.5 million. 
End 1981: Net foreign reserves: 
- $200 million. Total external 
debt: $1.35 billion.

aasaa
8■

COLOMBIA
Severe banking crisis.
Owes banks about $9.9 billion. 
(Gold holdings: $1.7billion).

GUATEMALA
Highly unstable. Potential 
source of embarrassment 
for certain US banks

ZzEL SALVADOR
US umbrella shielding this 
small overborrowed state 
with public debt of 
over $600 million BRAZIL

Owes banks about $90 billion. 
Taking private sector debt and 
trade credits into account:
$110billion. Trade credit and 
interbank lines (down to $5.8 
billion in April) drying up. 
Expected to 'do a Mexico' 
at any time.

- HONDURAS
- Public debt over $1 billion.
- but owes much more Seeking
- to reschedule $100 million.

PERU
Owes banks 
$11 billion. 
State of 
emergency.

NICARAGUA
Moratorium. Owes banks 
$2 4 billion. m•.*

BOLIVIA
in arrears. Banks suspended 
currency operations on 
2 September 1982.
Owes banks over $3 billion.

COSTA RICA
Wants 50 year moratorium. 
Now almost 2 years overdue. 
Owes $3.5 billion.

PARAGUAY
Owes banks 
over $1 billion.

ECUADOR
Having problems 
repaying $6.6 billion 
debt to banks.
IMF called in.

CHILE Owes foreign banks 
$18 billion (public sector) 
and $7.5 billion (private). URUGUAY P

Owes banks $3 billion. Cannot 
repay. (Gold $ 1.25 billion).

Serious financial crisis and
tension with creditor banks.

•x.viv:;: Unilateral 
effective 
repudiation

.'■Jy'/.-jy! Moratorium 
or similar

r • • •" V •-

ARGENTINA
Owes at least $39 billion, but 
may be higher if current central 
bank evasions are indicative. Still 
late with payments.wm Basket case

Increasingly
doubtful

Public confidence
FALKLAND ISLANDS ~
Huge British garrison: source ~~ 
of continuing tension in area. ~~

: in banks at low ebb

i
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seize the disputed area in order to gain 
access to a possible fresh source of 
petroleum reserves, to replace Venezu
ela’s domestic resources which are well 
on the way to depletion, could prove 
irresistible. •

the finest quality oils available. Under
standably, in the circumstances, the 
government of Guyana has played 
down the significance of this discovery. 
Venezuela’s petroleum reserves, except 
for those in the Orinoco Basin, which 
are enormously expensive to exploit, 
will be exhausted in 20 years’ time; and 
in any case, they consist mostly of low 
quality heavy crude, demand for which 
always slumps first, and furthest, in 
any economic recession’.

Venezuela’s refusal to extend the 
Geneva agreement of 1966, and the 
Protocol of the Port of Spain (of 17 
February 1970) which expired on 18 
June last year, was accompanied by 
further statements hostile to Guyana. 
For example, former Venezuelan Def
ence Minister Rangel, who advocated a 
military invasion of the Essequibo, was 
reported to have said on a separate 
occasion that ‘we have to invade the 
Essequibo area because it has always 
been and always will be part of Venezu
elan territory’. This and similar state
ments have been accompanied by evid
ence of an ambitious Venezuelan arms 
purchasing programme.

In particular, the Venezuelans have 
bought 24 advanced F-16 fighter air
craft from the United States. Last year, 
Caracas took possession of a missile 
frigate - the fourth of six vessels 
ordered from Italy. Two German 209 
class submarines have also been con
structed for Venezuela. In addition to 
the new frigates, Venezuela’s navy has 
four submarines, four destroyers and 
two further frigates. The armed forces 
operate 142 French-made AMX-30 
heavy tanks, 40 AMX-13 light tanks 
and 12 US-manufactured M-8 arm
oured cars.

After the bloody nose Argentina 
received as a consequence of its milit
ary leadership’s rash decision to invade 
the Falkland Islands (Malvinas), it is 
considered unlikely that the Venezu
elans would attempt any adventure 
against Guyana at the present time. 
Moreover President Luis Herrera 
Campins stated last year that he had no 
intention of ordering an invasion. But 
Campins leaves office shortly, and 
Venezuela’s economic and financial 
difficulties are becoming a nightmare. 
If Guyana strikes it rich in the Esse
quibo, the temptation for some exas
perated Venezuelan Government to

Guyanan authorities add that there 
have been many other breaches of 
Guyana’s territorial integrity - with 
Venezuelan nationalists, for example, 
taking parties of young people across 
the border without permission, to show 
them the territory claimed by Caracas. 
Britain’s position in all this has re
mained typically unclear, but the For
eign Office has evidently indicated that 
it considers that the Anglo-Venezuelan 
Agreement of 1899 remains valid. No 
further clarification of Britain’s att
itude in the matter has, however, been 
forthcoming in recent years.

Amid gestures of support for Argen
tina last year, which received wide 
public backing, a former Venezuelan 
Defence Minister, General Luis Enrique 
Rangel, called for an immediate occup
ation of the Essequibo, and for the 
extension of military as well as econ
omic assistance to Venezuela’s ‘south
ern brothers’. From time to time dur
ing the current election campaign in 
Venezuela, leading candidates from 
both major parties (the ruling COPEI 
and the opposition Accion Democrat- 
ica) have issued renewed demands for 
an invasion of the Essequibo.

On 20 April 1982, Mr Hubert Jack, 
the Guyanan Energy and Mines Min
ister, announced the discovery of pet
roleum by the Home Oil Company, of 
Canada. The oil was identified on a 
1.7 million acre concession of land 200

iles south of Georgetown. According 
io the exploration company, the well 
flowed light gravity oil to the surface 
at the rate of 400 barrels per day at 
the 9,000 ft level. The well is being 
deepened by some 100 feet, and further 
testing took place later in 1982. The 
Home Oil Company has also been 
sinking a second well in the area — 
which is thought likely to contain huge 
reserves, even though the initial flow 
from the first well was modest. The 
Guyana Geology and Mines Commiss
ion announced last year that it will be 
stepping up its mining activities by 
reopening a mineral-rich area of the 
Essequibo.

Commenting on these developments 
last year, the London-based financial 
magazine International Currency Re
view noted: ‘It is possible that the 
potential here may be very large indeed 
- and that the greater part of the re
serves consist of 45° API crude, one of

★★★

Notes from the 

Falklands
London/Port Stanley

Argentina’s claim to the Falkland Is
lands is of dubious historical pedigree, 
according to the May issue of the Falk- 
land Islands Newsletter, published in 
London by the Falkland Islands Assoc
iation. The Argentine Government likes 
it to be thought that it has consistently 
pressed a claim to the sovereignty of 
the Islands since 1833. In practice, 
General Rosas, dictator of the former 
Republic of La Plata, offered in 1841 
to yield any claim the Republic may 
have had to the Islands, in return for 
the release of certain debts owed to 
City of London interests. However the 
British Government of the day was not 
interested - since, quite apart from 
anything else, it was concerned that the 
debts should be repaid.

For much of the 19th century, the 
claim was hardly ever revived. How
ever it surfaced again at the beginning 
of the 20th century, and gained some 
support from Julius Goebbels’ book, 
published in 1927, entitled The Struggle 
for the Falkland Islands. The claim to 
sovereignty was later promoted by Nazi 
propagandists among the largely Ger
man-trained Argentine Army during 
the Second World War.

When General Peron came to power 
in 1946, he adopted the claim, as he 
frankly admitted at the time, as a 
means of uniting the diverse races of 
which the growing population of 
modern Argentina consisted. It was 
General Peron who introduced ‘Mal
vinas Day’ in Argentina, and began 
teaching the Argentine version of the 
history of the dispute in all Argentine 
schools. As a result, the Peronista 
Party has always considered itself to be 
the custodian of the Argentine claim;
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On 27 June, the British Government The Argentine occupation of the 
announced that work would start soon Falkland Islands resulted in the total 
on the construction of a new strategic destruction of the three small aircraft 
airfield on the Falklands. The install- owned and operated by the Falkland 
ation (see map at bottom, left) will cost Islands Government. In July 1982,

immediately after the cessation of 
Announcing the decision in the Brit- hostilities, initial steps were taken to 

ish House of Commons, Mr Michael replace the aircraft which had been 
Heseltine, the Defence Secretary, stated lost. Specifically, a De Havilland 
that the Property Services Agency - Beaver was purchased from Canada, 
an entity of the British Government and orders were placed for two Britten- 
controlling assets worth over £2.5 bill- Norman Islanders. The Beaver was 
ion - would be placing a construction shipped to Stanley, and arrived in 
contract worth £190 million with the December 1982. The first flight took 
consortium of Mowlem/Laing/Amey place on 24 January 1983. During the 
Roadstone Construction (ARC). Earlier four weeks preceding the Islands’ 150th 
this year, New Civil Engineer, pub- celebrations in February, some 350 
Iished in London, reported that the passengers were carried. The two Is- 
Agency had called for tenders to be lander aircraft have completed engine 
submitted by 3 May. Our map, taken trials, and are now fully operational, 
from the magazine’s sketch, pinpointed 
the location of the new airport as changed considerably since April 1982, 
March Ridge. A road will have to be when the Argentines invaded. The 
constructed from Stanley to Mount Falkland Islands Government Air 
Pleasant (not shown), and from Mount Service (FIGAS) had previously oper- 
Pleasant to the new airport; and the ated with the local skies almost entirely 
cost of this road, together with the to themselves. Today, careful flight 
extra expense of government-furnished planning is necessary, to avoid firing 
communications and navigational aids, range activity and low-level air exer

cises. Since FIGAS aircraft operate 
The main runway of the new facility between sea level and 2,000 feet, pilots 

will be 2,590 metres long, 46 metres must be on their guard for Phantoms, 
wide and crossed by a runway of 1,525 Harriers and helicopters using the 
metres in length (23 metres wide), same airspace. In the Stanley area, 
British hydrographers from the Royal density is high, and radar facilities are 
Navy have been surveying a suitable extensively used, 
site for some time.

and the ‘recovery’ of the Malvinas has 
always been at the forefront of Peron- 
ista political programmes. General 
Galtieri’s fatal initiative can thus 
legitimately be interpreted as an 
attempt to steal some of the Peron- 
istas’ political clothes in order to 
ingratiate the junta of the day among 
the general population.

The Falkland Islands Newsletter 
comments that ‘General Peron was 
prepared to admit privately, in his 
usual jovial manner, that he personally 
did not believe that the Argentine claim 
to the Falkland Islands or the later 
claim to their Dependencies, was well 
founded. Nor did he believe that it 
would ever succeed, or that Britain 
would be prepared to consider ceding 
the Islands to Argentina. His whole 
motive was an internal political one. 
Pulling the British lion’s tail was 
fashionable at the time, and free of 
risk. These are the origins of the events 
which commenced on 2 April 1982’.

‘Operation Rosario’ had several 
associated objectives - beginning with 
the outright cession of sovereignty and 
Argentine military occupation of the 
Falkland Islands. Nothing less would 
have enabled Argentina to dominate 
the South Atlantic, to confine Chile to 
the Pacific, and to claim the entire 
British and Chilean Antarctic territory 
for Argentina. The British possessions 
of Gough Island and Tristan da Cunha 
in the South Atlantic, would also have 
been on the hit list. Pressure on Chile 
and Uruguay would have been intens
ified and a militaristic South Atlantic 
empire was to have been established.#

some £215 million.

Air services in the Falklands have

will be some £25 million.

A hotline telephone link-up operates 
Shortly after the end of last year’s between RAF Stanley and the FIGAS 

Falklands war, Britain’s Royal Engin- office, to cover emergencies. In the 
considered extending the Stanley event of a ‘red alert’, FIGAS aircraft 

airstrip but decided that this would be are required to land immediately at the 
uneconomic in the long term. A similar nearest settlement.

had been put forward by the 
United Kingdom Falkland Islands 
Committee to successive governments 
over the years, the thrust of the 
argument being that the old airfield 
had been built in the wrong place.

Johnston Construction, which built state-owned oil entity, has received a $100
million line of credit from the Crocker 

„ , . ,, .. ■ Bank of San Francisco to finance the im-
compelled to transport all their o portation of petroleum exploitation equip-
plant to Stanley on a small draft ship ment from the united States. This is the
weighing 2,500 tonnes, and equipped first line of credit to have been extended by
with a 60-tonne capacity crane. Cement a foreign bank to a Mexican institution
and bitumen was brought in from since the Mexican debt crisis erupted in
south a™™, The
Civil Engineer pointed out that the ordinary in that the Midland Bank Group,
local hard quartzite can be crushed to of London, which is Crocker’s parent, has
make aggregate, while dune sand pro- been having to carry Crocker ever since
vides suitable fill’.

eers

view
★★ ★

MEXICAN LOAN
Here’s a funny one! PEMEX, the Mexican

the original strip in 1975, had been

• aquiring it in a widely-publicised takeover.Sketch of the new Malvinas airport.


